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ly out of thy thoughts, and they be everlastingly, ravishingly, and
delightfully entertained and exercised upon that supreme goodness^
and infinite excellency of God, from whom they shall never start any
more like a broken bow. And as for thy pride, passion, earthliness,

other the matters of thy complaint and trouble, it shall be
said of them, as of the Egyptians to Israel, " Stand still, and see the
" salvation of God." These corruptions thou seest to day, hencewhen thou shalt lay
forth thou shalt see them no more for ever

and

all

!

down thy weapons of

prayers, tears, and groans, and put on the

but triumph in.
Lord when shall this blessed day come ? How long how long
holy and true.'' My soul waiteth for thee Come, my Beloved and
be thou like a roe, or a young hart upon the mountains of Bether.

armour of light, not

to fight,

!

!

!

!

Amen.
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THE SIGNS OF GRACE, AND SYMPTOMS OF HYPOCRISY.
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upon Revelation

iii.

17, 18.

Epistle to the Reader.

Reader^

-AlMONG

the difficulties and severities of true rehgion, the faithand diligent keeping of our hearts are found in the
first and highest rank of difficulties
These two take up the main
work of a Christian betwixt them, Hie labor^ hoc opus est. I had
hopes that these essays for the searching of the hearty might much
sooner have followed my former for keeping the heart.* But providence hath reserved it for the fittest season.

ful searching,

:

It comes to thy hand, Reader, in a day of straits and fears, a dark
and gloomy season ; when the nations about us are made drunk with
their own blood, and filled with the wine of astonishment ? in a day
when the cup is ready to pass unto us, and a storm seems to be rising
in the fears of many, and threatening the protestant interest in these
reformed nations. Some men very considerable for piety and learn*

A

Saint Indeed,
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" The deadly wound,'*
ing from that scripture, Rev. xiii. 3.
(viz. That given the beast by the reformation) was healedy have
concluded, that popery will once more over-run the reformed na^
And one of great renown in all the churches of Christ, forelions
telling this furious, but short storm, comforts the people of God
Tvith this, That it is like to fall heaviest upon the worshippers in the
outward courts namely the formal professors of the times.
O how much is every man now concerned to have his estate
:

and condition well cleared, and to give all diligence to make his
calling and election sure
It should both amaze and grieve a pious mind, to see how some
ingenious persons can sit with unwearied patience and pleasure, racking their brains upon some dry school problem, or some nice mathematical jyo'mt ; whilst no reasons or persuasions can prevail with them to
spend one serious hour in the search and study of their own hearts
It was the saying of the great Cicero, Lihenter omnibus omnes opes
!

!

concesserim, uf mihi liceat, vi nulla intcrpellante, isto rtiodo Uteris vi~
vere: I would give all the wealth in the world that I might wholly live

my

and have nothing to hinder me.
had that been, if heaven, and the clearing of a
in

studies,

What

a brave offer

title to it,

had been

the subject-matter of those studies! Cred^ mihi, extingui dulce esset^
tnathematicarumartium studio, saiih another; i. e. Believe me, it were
a sweet death to die in the study of the matltematical arts : And I
should be apt to believe it too, did I not know that eternal judgment
immediately follows death ; and that they who stand at the door of
eternity have higher matters to mind than mathematical niceties. To
discern the harmonies and proportions in nature is pleasant ; but, to
discern the harmony and proportion of the signs of grace laid down
in the word, with the works of grace wrought in our soids, is a far
more pleasant and necessary employment and, to be extinguished
in such a work as this, \vere a lovely death indeed " Blessed is that
'^ 5>ervant, whom his Lord, when he cometh, shall find
so doing!"
friends, a day of trouble is near, a dying hour approacheth
us ; and when our eye-strings and heart-strings are breaking ; when
we are taking the last grasp of Christ, and the promises, you will
then know to what purpose those hours spent in such work as this
were.
Search yourselves, yea, search yourselves before the decree
bring forth, as that text may be read, Zeph. ii. 1, 2. " Enter into
" thy chamber and shut thy door;'' * sit close to this employment
* thou art here directed to
and however times shall govern, whether
* it be fair or foul weather abroad, thou shalt never repent such an
* expence of thy time."*
Nusquam requiem inveni, nisi in libi'O^ (§claustro, said a devout soul once ; I am never better than when I
am at my book, or on my knees.
This may seem but a dull, melancholy life to the brisk and airy
spirits of these times ; but let us be content with it as it is, and leave
:

:

My

:

them

(if

we cannot have

their

company)

to theii* sportiveness

and
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never once grudging them iu their short and dear-bought
Assurance, That sin is pardoned, and Christ is ours,
pleasures.
with the unspeakable joys that are inseparably connected therewith,
is diat " white stone, and new name, which none knows but he that
*' receives it ;*" for no words can possibly signify to another what
that soul tastes and feels in such an hour as that is.
And be not discouraged at the difficulty of obtaining it This
white stone is no philosopher''s stogie, which no man could ever say
he had in his own hand ; for many a Christian hath really found it
in waiting upon the Lord by prayer, and diligently searching the

ftolics,

:

scriptures

and

his

own

heart.

Reader, the time will come when they that scoff at the serious diligence of the saints, and break many a pleasant jest upon the most
solemn and awful things in religion, will tremble when they shall hear
the midnight cry, " Behold the bridegroom cometh f and see the
lamps of all vain and formal professors expire, and none admitted
into the marriage but such whose lamps are furnished with oil ; i. e.
such whose professions and duties are enlivened and maintained by
vital springs and principles of real grace within them.
It is a very remarkable story that Melchior Adams records in the
life of Gobelinus
that a little before his time there was a play set
forth at Isenach in Germany, of the wise andjbolish virgins, wherein
the Virgin Mary was one of the five saints that represented the wise
virgins, was brought in with the rest, telling the foolish virgins that
cried to her for oil, that it was too late and then others representing the Jbolish virgins, fell a weeping, and making most bitter
;

:

lamentations.

Hereat prince Frederic (who was one of the spectators) greatly
amazed, cried out. Quid estjides nostra Christiana, si neque Maria^
neque alia Sancta exorari potest I he. What is our faith worth,
and to what purpose are all our good works, if neither Mary nor
any other saint can help us And such was his consternation, that
it threw him into a sore and violent disease which ended in an apoplexy, whereof he died about four days after.
If the representation of these things in a play ended the life of so
great a man so tragically; O think with thyself. Reader, what
will the effects of the Lord's real appearance in the clouds of heaven,
and the mourning and wailing of the tribes of the earth in that day be
Think I say, and think again and again, what the dismal effects of
such a sight and sound will be upon all that neglect serious preparation themselves, and scoff at them that do prepare to meet the Lord
The design of this manual is to bring every man's gold to the touchstone and fire ; I mean every man's grace to the trial of the word
that thereby we may know what we are, what we have, and what we
must expect and trust to at the Lord's coming. I pretend not to any
gift of discerning spirits ; such an extraordinary gift there once was
in the church, and very necessary for those times (wherein Satan was
!

!
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SO busy and the canon of scripture not completed) which the apostle
ca\h ihe g\h o^ discerning spirits ; 1 Cor. xii. 10.
And some are
of opinion, that by virtue of this gift, Peter discerned the hypocrisy of Ananias and Sapphira, but whatever that gift was, it is
utterly ceased now; no man can pretend to it: But the ordinary
aids

and

assistances of the Spirit are with us

oracles are

among

us

still

;

to

them we may

and the lively
go for resolution

still,

freely

all doubts and decision of perplexed cases.
And thus we may
discern our own spirits, though we want the extraordinary gift of
discerning other men's spirits.

of

I have

little

to say of this Treatise in

thy hands, more than that

aimed and designed, however it be managed. The ear
tries words, as the mouth tasteth meat ; these things will relish
according to the palates it meets with.
It is not the pleasing, but profiting of men, that I have herein laboured for. I know nothing in it that is like to wound the upright, or slightly heal the hypocrite, by crying peace, peace, when
there is no peace.
Scripture light hath been my Cynosura; and
with that thread in my hand I have followed the search of hypocrisy
through the labyrinths of the heart. Some assistance I hope I have
had also from experience for scripture and experience are such relatives, and the tie betwixt them so discernible, as nothing in nature
can be more so.
What we feel in our hearts, we might have read
it is

well

;

in the scriptures before ever

That the

blessing of

to thy soul, reader,

is

we

felt

it.

God may go

forth with it, and
the heart's desire and prayer of,

Thine and

the

accompany

it

ChurcKs

Servant in

CHRIST,

JOHN FLAVEL.
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TOUCHSTONE OF SINCERITY
OR,

THE SIGNS OF GRACE, AND SYMPTOMS OF HYPOCRISY.
Opened

in a Treatise

upon Revelation

iii.

17, 18.

Because thou sayest I am richyOmd increased with goods^ and have
need of nothing ; and knowest not that thou art wretched and
miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked : I counsel thee to buy
i)fme GOLD TRIED in the fire, that thou mayest be rich, &c.

——•»»«®^#-®#««*"

CHAP.
Wherein

the text is opened,

and

I.

the doctrines are propoimded.

Although the Revelation be a cow;?^72di2m of intricate visions,
and obscure prophecies, containing almost as many mysteries as
words *
yet that cloud overshadows the prophetical part only
which begins where this chapter (with the doctrinal part) ends here
the waters are found no deeper than in other places of the scripture but if we go a httle farther, they become an overflowing flood
;

:

:

;

Hitherto we touch ground, but a step further delivers us into the
Here
deeps, which are above the heads of the tallest Christians.
followthe
in
the spirit speaks doctrinally, and perspicuously ; but
ing chapters mystically, and in great obscurity.
Seven epistles are found in this doctrinal part, immediately dictated from heaven, and sent by John to the seven churches of Asia,
to instruct, correct, encourage,

and confirm them, as

their several

cases required.

My

text falls in the last epistle, sent to the church of Laodicea
The best had their
the worst and most degenerate of all the rest.

laboured under the most dangerous
disease of all.
The fairest face of the seven had some spots, but a
dangerous disease seems to have invaded the very heart of this.
Not that all were equally guilty, but the greatest part (from which
the whole is denominated) were lukewarm professors ; who had a
name to live, but were dead ; who being never thoroughly engaged

defects

and

infirmities,

but

this

embraced that principle of the Gnostics, whidi
made it adia<poPov, a matter of indifferency to own or deny Christ lu
times of persecution the most saving doctrine that some professors are
acquainted with. This lukewarm temper Christ hated ; he was sick
in religion, easily

;

Tot mi/steria quot

vijrba*

Hieron.
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of them, and loathed their indilFerency ; " I wish (saith he, ver. 16.)
" thou wert either cold or hot."" An expression of the same amount
with that in 1 Kings xviii. 21. " How long halt you between two
" opinions?" and is manifestly translated from the qualities of water*,
which is either cold or hot; or lukewarm, a middle temper betwixt
both, and more nauseous to the stomach than either of the former.
* Cold is the complexion and natural temper of those that are wholly
' alienated and estranged from Christ and religion
Hot, is the gra* cious temper of those that know and love Jesus Christ in an excel' ling degree
lukeica?'m, or tepid, is the temper of those who have
:

!

much

be esteemed carnal, and too httle to be truly
is too politic to venture much, and
yet so Jbolish as to lose all ; they are loth to forsake truth wlwlly,
and more loth to follow it too closely : the form of religion they affect as an honour, the power of it they judge a burden.
This is that temper which the Lord hates, and this was the disease
of Laodicea, which Christ, the great and only heart-anatcnnist and
soul-physician, discovers in ver. 17. and prescribes a cure for it in
ver. 18.
So that the words resolve themselves into two parts ; viz.
'

too

'

spiritual

religion to

;'

tJ
\t
i^econdly,

a generation that

^

1^
A proper remedy
.

!-

of the disease of Laodicea.

j

First, Their disease is faithfully discovered to them, both in
symptoms, cause, and aggravations.
First, Its symptoms, an unconcerned, indifferent, regardless spithe true temper of
rit in matters of religion, neither hot nor cold
formal-professors, who never engaged themselves thoroughly and
heartily in the ways of God, but can take or leave as times govern,
and worldly interest comes to be concerned.
Secondly, Its cause and root, which is the defect and want of the
truth, and power of inward grace, noted in these expressions, **Thou
" art wretched, and miserable, poor, blind, and naked i. e. thou
art destitute of a real principle, a solid work of grace. These five epithets do all point at one and the same thing; namely, the defectiveness
and rottenness of their foundation. The two first, o ra/.a/cTW5o$ y.ai o
^/.^iivGc, wretched and miserable, are more general, concluding them in
a sad condition, a very sinful and lamentable estate ; the three last,
'Trlui'/jg, r-jzyoi, xai yvfMvoc, viz. poor, blind, and naked, are more particular, pointing at those grand defects and flaws in the foundation,
which made their condition so wretched and miserable.
First, Poor, that is, f void of righteousness and true holiness beThese are the true riches of Christians and whosoever
fore God
wants them is poor and miserable, how rich soever he be in gifts of
1.

its

;

;

:

:

the mind, or treasures of the earth.
^~Fngidos vocat plane a Chriito

grndu prceditos.

Tepidos, qui

cum

cegnilione in excellmti

alieiios.

Fervidos, vera

e/iristiani

did vcUtU, nee causamreligionis

Cliristi

serio

nee vitam confessjoni conformem dignamque ducunt. Sol. Glass. Rhet. Sacra, par.
1" 'ifitti'/oi dcititutuijiutitia^
et sanctitate vera^

coram Deo.

Grotius,

agunU

3. p. 16:>.
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without spiritual illumination, and so
neither knowing their disease, nor their remedy ; the evil of sin, nor
the necessity of Christ.
Thirdly, Naked; -f without Christ and his righteousness. Sin is
the soufs shame and nakedness ; Christ's pure and perfect righteousness is its covering or garment ; this they wanted, how rich soever
These were Laodiceans ; i. e. a just or
their bodies were adorned.
righteous people (according to the notation of that word) whose garments with which they covered themselves, were made of the homespun thread of their own righteousness.
Thirdly, The disease of Laodicea is here opened to them in its
aggravations ; " Thou saidst lara rich, and increased with goods, and
" have need of nothing ; but knowest not," &c.
To be really graceless and Christless, is a miserable condition ; J
but to be so, and yet confidently persuaded of the contrary, is most
miserable: to have the very symptoms of death upon us, and yet
tell those that pity us we are as well as they, is lamentable indeed
O the efficacy of a spiritual delusion this was their disease, gracelessness ; and the aggravatio7i of it, was their senselessness.
Secondly,
have a proper remedy prescribed, ver. 18. "I counsel
**
theetobuy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich,""
&c.
In which we have to consider. First, what is prescribed for the
cure. Secondly, Where it is to be had. Thirdly, How to be obtained.
First, What are the remedies prescribed; and they are three;
gold, rvhite raiment, and eye-salve. First, gold, the cure of poverty,
yea, gold tried in the fire ; i. e. grace that hath been variously proved
already ; and the more it is proved, the more its truth will be conspicuous. The next is white raiment, the remedy against nakedness.
And, lastly, eye-salve, the eifectual cure of blindness. Under all these
choice metapfwrs, more choice and excellent things are shadowed,
even spiritual graces, real holiness, more precious than gold. Christ's
imputed righteousness, the richest garment in all the wardrobe of
heaven ; and spiritual illumination, the most excellent collyrium or
eye-salve that ever was, or can be applied to the mental eye or understandino; of man in this world.
Secondly, Where these precious remedies may be had; and you
find Christ hath the
monopoly of them all ; Buy of me, saith Christ
in the text ; he is the repository of all graces.
Angels, ministers,
ordinances cannot furnish you with them without Christ.
Thirdly, How they may be obtained from him ; Buy of me. On
i.

e.

!

We

||

ry^Aog

T
\

2^ec

morbam

sciens^ ncc

remedium

yoihMOC Carens JHStitia qnrc vestilus

Nil

rniserius inisero

non

est

Christianoruvi.

None is more to be pitied than a pitiable
Hoc f/jOVCxoXiov ssL C'liriiiiy extra quod nulla

Vol. V,

in loc.

Pareus.

iniserarUe seipstun.

i. e.
II

Durham

K

k

sinner

who does

est salits.

not pity himself.
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this place Estius,

and others, build their doctrine of merit which is
hay and stubble upon a foundation of
;

to build a superstructure of

The

gold.

exigence of the very text

itself

destroys such conceits

for what have they that are poor, wretched, miserable, and want all
things, to give as a price, or by way of merit for those inestimable
? Buying therefore in this place can signif)-^ or intend no more than the acquisition, compassing, or obtaining these
things from Jesus Christ, in the use of such means and methods as he
hath appointed and in the use of them we merit grace no more than
the 'patient miiYii^ oihh physician by coming to him, and carefully following his prescriptions in the use of such medicaments as he freely
gives him And that place Isa. Iv. 1. (from which this phrase seems
to be borrowed) fully clears it ; " He that hath no money, let him
" come and buy wine and milk without money, and without price.""
From all which, these three observations fairly offer themselves

treasures of grace

;

:

to us.
1. That many professors of religion are under very great
and dangerous mistaJces in their profession.
Doct. 2. That true grace is exceeding precious, and greatly en-

Doct.

riches the soul that possesseth

Doct.

»S.

endure

That only

it.

accounted true grace which is able to
appointed, or permittedfor the discovery

is to he

all those trials

of it.

The

first

doctrine naturally arises out of the scope of the text,

awaken and convince unsound professors.
second, from the use the Holy Ghost makes of the best
choicest things in nature, to shadow forth the inestimable worth
preciousness of grace.
which

is

The

to

and
and

And

the third, from that particular and most significant metaphor
of gold tried in the fire ; by which I here understand a real and solid
work of grace, evidencing itself to be so in all the proofs and trials
that are made of it ; lor whatsoever is probational of grace, and puts

soundness and sincerity to the test, is that to it which fire is to
gold In this sense it is used in scripture, Psal. Ixvi. 10. " Thou
'' hast tried us as silver is tried :"" And Zech. xiii. 9- " I will bring
" the third part through the fire, and will refine them as silver is
** refined, and try them
So that whatsoever it is
as gold is tried.""'
examines
which
and tries grace whether it be sound and sincere,
that is the fire Christ here speaks of ; and such grace as abides these
trials, is the gold here intended.

its

:

THE GREAT AND BAXGEttOUS MISTAKE OF SOME

CHAP.
to

II.

opened and proved briefli/, as a pre^
the principal Subject herein desigmed,

Wherein the first Doctrine
liminary Discourse

£17

PIlOFESS01tS>

is

DOGT.

r.

That many professors of religion are under very great and dan^
gerous mistakes in their professions,
SECT.

j^LL

flattery is

dangerous

$elf-flattery in the business

;

I.

self-flattery is

more dangerous

;

but

the most dangerous of all.
have not, is gross hypocrisy;

of salvation,

is

good we know we
to persuade ourselves of the good we have not, though we think wo
have it, is formal hypocrisy ; and this was the case of those self-

To pretend

to the

deceivers in the text.

My design in

shake the well-built hopes of
jealousies,
but to discover the real dangroundless
any man, or beget
gerous flaws in the foundation of many menV hopes for heaven
Every thing is as its foundation is, and dehile [fundamentum Jallit
this discourse is not to

:

opus

that failing, all

;

fails.

a twofold self-suspicion or fear in God^s own people
The one is a fear of caution., awakening the soul to the use of all the
preventive means for avoiding danger ; this is laudable : The other
a groundless suspicion of reigning hypocrisy, tending only to despondency this is culpable : By the former the soul is guarded against
danger ; by the latter it is betrayed into needless trouble, and debarred from peace.
Good men have sometimes more fear than they ought, and wicked
men have less than they ought: The former do sometimes shut their
eyes against the fair evidences of their own graces; the latter shut
their eyes against the sad evidences of their sin and misery.
This
is an evil in both, but not equally dangerous ; for he that shuts his
eyes against his own graces and privileges, loseth but his peace and
comfort for a time; but he that shuts his eyes against the evidences
of his sin and misery, loseth his precious soul to all eternity. Of this
latter sort of self-deceivers the world is full, and these are the men
I am concerned with in this point.

There

is

:

Oh that some men had less trouble and oh that some had
more! If theJboUsh virgins had been less confident, they had certainly been more safe, Mat. xxv.
If those glorious professors in Mat,
!

!

i

vii. 22. had not shut their eyes against their own hypocrisy, Christ
had not shut against them the door of salvation and glory. Ananias
and Sapphira; HymeneusandPhiletus; Alexander and Demas, with
multitudes naore of that sort, are the sad instances and proofs of this

Kk2
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DANGEROUS MISTAKE OF SOME PROFESSORS.

" There is a generation that is pure
in their own eyes, and yet is not washed from their filthiness.'*
Through w4iat false spectacles do the men of that generation look
upon their own souls ; the men of that generation are multiplied in
this generation
Never was any age over-run with a generation of
It is said, Prov. xxx. 12.

point.

"

:

vain, self-cozening, formal professors, as this generation

is.

Three things I shall here endeavour to do
1. To give evidence beyond contradiction to this sad truth, that
among professors are found many self-deceivers.
And
(2.) To assign the true causes and reasons why it is so.
(3.) Improve it in those practical inferences the point affords.
SECT.

hat

Jl

II.

there are multitudes of such self-deceivers

among profes-

sors, will appear,

First,

1.

By

this,

that there are every where to be found

more

professors than converts ; unregenerate professors, whose religion is
but the effect of education.
Christianity, by the favour of an early
providence, was the first comer, it first bespoke them for itself; these
are Christians of an human creation, rather born than new-born be-

Now

lievers.

all

these are self-deceived, and hasting to damnation,

under the efficacy of a strong delusion " for if a man think himself
to be something when he is nothing, he deceiveth himself,"'' saitli
the apostle. Gal. vi. 3. Surely our birth-privilege, without the newbirth, is nothing, yea, worse than nothing, as to our last and great
account That which stands for a great sum in our arithmetic it is
nothing, it is but a cypher you see in God's. " Except a man be born
*' again (saith the lips of
truth) he cannot see the kingdom of God,'**
;

"

:

John

iii.

3.

Poor

self-deceivers, ponder those words of Christ ; you have
hitherto thought your civil education, your dead and heartless duties,

enough to denominate you Christians before God ; but go now, and
learn what the scripture meaneth ; and be assured you must experience another manner of conversion, or else it is impossible for you to
escape eternal damnation.
2. Secondly, It is too manifest by this, that many professors are only
acquainted with the externals of religion ; and all their duties are no
more but a compliance of the outward man with the commands of
God This is the superficial religion which deceives and betrays
multitudes into eternal misery.
True religion seats itself in the inward man, and acts effectually upon the vital powers, kiUing sin in
the heart, and purging its designs and delights from carnality and
:

engaging the heart for God ; and setting it as a bow in
bent for him, in the approaches we make to him.
But how

selfishness
its full
little

are

Alas
tion

!

;

many
if this

is it ?

professors acquainted with these things

be

What

is

?

upon, how dangerous a staexternal conformity but an artificial imitation of

all

we have

to stand
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that which only Uves in the souls of good men ? Thus was Jehu deceived ; he did many acts of external obedience to God's command,
" but Jehu took no heed to walk in the ways of the Lord God of
" Israel with all his heart," 2 Kings x. 31. And this was his over-

throw.

This also was the ruin of those formalists, Ezek. xxxiii. 31. they
came and sat before the Lord as his people The word was to them
mightily charmed with the modulation of the
as a lovely song
prophet's voice, and his lively gestures ; but all the while their hearts
went after their covetousness. And what abundance of such pharisaical, superficial religion is every where to be found ?
:

;

3. Thirdl?/, It appears by this, that every trial made by sufferings
upon professors blows away multitudes, like dry leaves in autumn,
by a stormy wind many fall from their own stedfastness in shaking
times; prosperity multiplies vain professors, and adversity purges
the church of them " Then shall many be offended,^' Matth. xxiv. 10.
This the scripture every where marks as a symptom of hypocrisy
Psal. Ixxvii. 8. " A generation that set not their hearts aright, and
" whose spirit was not stedfast with God.'' 1 John ii. 19. " But
;

;

;

" they went out, that they might be made manfest, that they were
" not of us." Matth. xiii. 21. " For when tribulation or persecu" tion ariseth because of the word, by and by he is offended." But
should one have told them in the days of their first profession, that
all their zeal and labour in religion would have ended in this, it is
like they would have replied as Hazael to the man of God, 2 Kings
viii. 13. " But what is thy servant a dog, that he should do this
" great thing ?" Quantum mutatus ah illo ?
O how unlike is their dark and dirty evening to their glorious and
hopeful morning These professors have more of the moon than of
They deceive
the sun, little light, less heat, but many changes
deceive
deceive
themselves,
cannot
they
but
God. During
many, yea,
the calm what a flourish do they make ? And with what gallantry
do they sail ? By and by you may hear horrendas tempe states^ and
soon after you may seejlenda natifragia^ dreadful shipwrecks after a
furious storm ; and no wonder, for they wanted that
ih(>\) ?ioiyiLov, that ballast and establishment in them1 Pet. iii. IT.
selves that would have kept them tight and stable.
!

:

4.

Fourthly^ It

is

too apparent

by

this,

that

many

professors

under the wings of their
profession.
This, like a worm at the root, will wither and kill them
at last, how fragrant soever they may seem to be for a season.
Gideon had seventy sons, and one bastard but that one bastard
was the death of all his seventy sons.
Some men have many excellent gifts, and perform multitudes of
duties but one secret sin indulged and allowed, Avill destroy them all
at last.
He that is partial as to the mortification of his sins, is undoubtedly hypocritical in his profession. If David's evidence was good
secretly indulge

and

shelter beloved lusts

;

;
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for his integrity, surely such professors will never clear themselves of
" I was also upright before him, and kept myself from

hypocrisy.

mine iniquity,'" saith he, Psalm xviii. 23. This is the right eye,
and right hand which every sincere Christian must pluck out, and
^'

cut

]Matth. V. 29, 30.
is a metaphor from chirurgeons,

off',

Which

whose manner it is, when
whole
is
the
in danger by any part, to cut it off, 7ie pars sincera
trahatur ; lest all perish.
Their suppressing some lust raiseth their confidence ; the indulging of one raiseth the foundation of their hopes ; -and thus they deceive themselves.
5. Fj/thlf/, This also manifests the self-deceits of many professors,
that the secret duties of religion, or at least the secret intercourse of
the soul with God in them, is a secret hid from the knowledge and
experience of many professors.
To attend the ordinances of God in the seasons of them, they
know ; to pray in their families at the stated hours thereof, thev

know

but to retire from all the world into their closets, and there
;
to pour out their hearts before the Lord, they know not.
To feel somewhat within, paining them like an empty, hungry stomach, until they have eaten that hidden manna, that bread in secret
I mean refreshed their souls with real communion with the
there ; this is a mystery locked up from the acquaintance of

Lord

many

that call themselves Christians; and yet this is made a characteristical note of a sincere Christian by Christ himself, in Matth. vi. 6.
reader if thy heart were right with God, and thou didst not

O

!

cheat thyself with a vain profession, thou wouldst have frequent busi.ness with God, which thou wouldst be loth thy dearest friend, or
the wife of thy bosom should be pi'ivy to JVon est religio uhi omnia
:

patent

religion doth not lay all

;

open

to the eyes of

men.

Observed

duties maintain our credit, but secret duties maintain our life.
It
was the saying of an heathen about his secret correspondence with
his friends, what need the world be acquainted with it ? " Thou and

I are theatre enough to each other/'

There are

inclosed pleasures

none but renewed souls do feelingly understand.
6 Lastly, How manv more profess religion in these days, than
ever made religion their business
Philosophy tells us, there is a
^0 jp^ovand a ro Taosoyov, a main business; and a by-business: the
same is found in religion also.
There are " that give themselves to the Lord,'' 2 Cor. viii. 5.
whose conversation, or trade, is in heaven, Phil. iii. 18. the end or
scope of whose life is Christ, Heb. xiii. 7, 8. who give rehgion the
precedency both in time and affection. Psalm v. 3. Rom. xii. 11.
who are constant and indefatigable in the work of the Lord, 1 Cor.

in religion which

!

7.V.

58.

And

up religion rather for ostentation than
who never mind the duties of religion, but when

there are also that take

for au occupation,
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thev have nothing else to do ; and when their outward man is
engaged in the duties of it, yet their heart is not in it; they hear,
they pray, »?3s '^i^X'' ^5^' ^^ Chrysostom speaks, but their souls, their
thoughts and minds are abroad. It is not their business to have fellowship with

God

in duties, to get their lusts mortified, their hearts

conformed to the image of God in holiness.
They pray as if they prayed not, and hear as if they heard not
and if they feel no power in ordinances, no quickening in duties, it
is no disappointment at all to them ; for these were not their designs
in drawing nigh to God in these appointments.
And thus you see what numbers of professors deceive themselves.
tried, their souls

SECT.

III.

j^ND if we seriously enquire into the grounds
self-deceit

spiring to

and causes of this

among professors, we shall find these four things condelude and cheat them in the great concern of their sal-

vation.
1.

Firsts

The

natural deceitfulness of the heart, than which no-

more treacherous, and false, Jer. xvii. 9. " The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked;"'* ibn ^3)3 ipir
Supplantativum cor, prcc omnibus ; the heart is the greatest supplanter, the most crafty and subtle cheat of all, that deceives us,
as Jacob did his brother (to whose name this text alludes.)
It defeats us of our heavenly heritage, as Jacob supplanted him in his
earthly one, while we are gone a hunting after earthly trifles.
And
wherein its deceitfulness principally appears, you may see by the
solemn caveat of the apostle, James i. 22. wherein he warns us to
beware, that in hearing the word we deceive not ourselves by false
reasonings for so 'ra|a?.07/^()/y,gvo/ ia-jrag imports, and may be strictly
rendered, false reasoning themselves, namely, by making false syllogisms whereby they misconclude about their spiritual and eternal
estate and condition, and befool themselves.
The time will come when a man's own heart will be found to have
and what Apollodorus did but fancy his
the chief hand in his ruin
heart said to him, some men's hearts will tell them in earnest, when
they come to the place of misery and torment ; syw cot rovruv a/r/a, I
thing

is

;

;

;

have been the cause of all these, I have betrayed thee into all these torments it was my laziness, my cred ulity, my averseness to the wavs
of strict godliness, mortification and self-denial which have forever
undone thee ; when thou sattest under the convincing truths of the
gospel, it was I that whispered those atheistical surmises into thine
ear, persuading thee that all thou heardest was but the intemperate
heat of an hot-brained zealot
when the judgments of God were denounced, and the misery thou now feelest forewarned and threaten:

;

*

Ar. Mont.
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ed,

it

out,

was I that whispered what the tongue of another once spake
illuc venero: I willbeUeveit when I come

Tunc credam, cum

thither.

Surely this is a great truth which was observed by the wisest of
men, " He that trusteth in his own heart, is a fool,'' Prov. xxviii.
26. And thousands of such fools are to be found among professors.
2. Secondly, Satan is a chief conspirator in this treacherous design
;
we are not 'ignorant (saith the apostle) of Ms devices ; voj^/xa-ra, his sophistry and slights, 2 Cor. ii. 11. his /j.i%diag, trains and methods
of temptation, which are thoroughly studied and artificially moulded and ordered ; even such systems as tutors and professors of arts
and sciences have, and read over to their auditors ; as * one judiciously observes, to be the import of that text, Eph. vi. 11. Nor is
it to be wondered at, considering his vast knowledge, deep malice,
and long experience in this art of cheating, together with the great
corruption and proneness of the hearts of men to close with his devices, and believe his impostures, that so vast a number of souls are
taken " captive by him at his will," 2 Tim. ii. 26.
It is the god of this w^orld that blinds the minds of them that believe not, 2 Cor. iv. 3, 4. " The god of this world," (so called by a
Mimesis) who leads a world of poor deluded wretches to destruction,
having first blinded their miiids, that is, deluded, and with his hellish
art practised upon their understanding, that to rr/i/Mvr/,ov, leading and
directive faculty, which is to the soul what eyes are to the body.
I remember Basil brings in Satan thus insulting Christ
I have
them I have them for all thy blood and miracles, thy wooings
and beseechings, thy knockings and strivings, I have cozened thee
of them at the very gates of heaven for all their illuminations, and
tasting of the powers of the world to come, I have shipwrecked them
in the very mouth of the haven.
3. Thirdly, The common works found in unregenerate souls deceive many, who cannot distinguish them from the special works of
the Spirit in God's elect ; see that startling scripture, Heb. vi. 4.
where you find, among the common operations of the Spirit upon
apostates, that illumination which gives perspicuity to their minds in
discerning spiritual truths, and that frequently with more distinctness
and depth of judgment than some gracious souls attain unto; besides,
it is the matter out of which many rare and excellent gifts are formed in admirable variety, which are singularly useful to others, as they
are exercised in expounding the scriptures, defendmg the truths of
Christ by solid arguments, preaching, praying, &c. and make tlie
subject of them renowned and honoured in the church of God,
whilst mean time, they are dazzled with their own splendour, and
fatally ruined by them.
There you find also tasting as well as enlightening so that they
:

!

!

:

:

* Dr.

Goodwin's Child of

light.
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seem to abound not only in knowledge, bnt
some kind of experience of what they know

in sense also

;

i.

e.

in

the
of
spiritual
or
sense.
They
do
taste
test
the
things
of
to
brinoino^
the
and
promises
of
the
comes
by
word,
experience the good that
discoveries of heaven and glory, though they feel not experimentally
the transforming efficacy of these things upon their own souls.
Now, that illumination furnishing them with excellent gifts (as before was noted), enabling them to assent to gospel-truths, which the
scripture calls faith, Acts viii. 12. and working in them conviction of
sin, 1 Sam. xv. 24. reformation of life, 2 Pet. ii. 20. and touching
their affections also with transient joy in the discovery of those truths.
And this taste, which comes so near to the experience, which the
sanctified soul enjoys, seems to put their condition beyond all controversy, and lay a foundation for their ill-built confidence: nothing is
more apt to beget and nourish such a confidence than the meltings
and workings of our affections about spiritual things ; for as a * grave
:

for experience

is

divine hath well observed, such a man seems to have all that is required of a Christian, and to have attained the very end of all knowledge, which is operation and influence upon the affections. When
they shall find heat in their affections, as well as light in their minds,
how apt are they to say (as these self-deceivers in the text did) they
" are rich, and have need of nothing."" Now of all the false signs

of grace by which

men

cozen themselves, none are so dangerous and

nev^r doth
destructive to souls as those that come nearest true ones
when he
than
his
cheats
Satan more effectually and securely manage
:

is

transformed into an anfjel of light.
Among this sort of self-deceivers,

how many gifted men, and,
some employed in the office of the ministry will be
found, whose daily employment being about spiritual things, studying, preaching, praying, &c. do conclude themselves sanctified per-

among

that sort,

about sacred employments, as if
O that such
the subject must be, because the object is sacred.
vii.
22. " Many
Matth.
would seriously ponder these two scriptures,
" will say unto me in that day. Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied
" in thy name ? and in thy name have cast out devils ? and in thy
" name done many wonderful things t'^ And 1 Cor. ix. 27. " lest

sons, because thev are conversant

!

—

" that by any means, when I have preached unto others, I myself
" should be a cast-away."*"*
4. Lastly^ To add no more, this strengthens self-deceit exceedingly in many, viz. Their observations of, and comparing themselves
with others. Thus the Pharisees (those gross self-deceivers) " trust" ed in tliemselves that they were righteous, and despised others,'*
Luke xviii. 9. Their low rating of others gave them that liigh rate
and value of themselves. And thus the proverb is made good,

•

Mr. A. Burgess.
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Regnat

luscus inter coecos ; he that hath but one eye is a king among"
the blind.
Thus the false apostles cheated and befooled themselves, 2 Cor.
X. 12. " But they measuring themselves by themselves, and com*' paring themselves among themselves, are not wise.""
God hath not
made one man a measure or standard to another man, but his word
is

common beam

the

These men are

own

excellencies

or scale to try

all

men.

as sharp-sighted to not& other men's evils as their
to eye the miscarriages of others with derision,

;

own performances with admiration.
They bless themselves when they behold

and

their
*'

pieties,

Luke xviii.

11.

the profane in their im-

" God, I thank thee that

I

am not

as other

even as this publican ;"
the
q. d. O what a saint am I in comparison of these miscreants
Pharisee's religion you see runs all upon iiots ; a negative holiness
and the measure he takes of it is by comparison of
is enough to him
A. Christian
himself with others more externally vile than himself

" men

are, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or

!

:

say with praise and humilit}^ " I am not as some men are ; but
" though he knows nothing by himself, yet is he not thereby justi*'
He neither rakes, together the enormities of
fied,'"' 1 Cor. iv. 4.
of the hohest, to justify and applaud
infirmities
nor
the
vilest,
the
And these are the causes and
himself as these self-deceivers do.
occasions of that general deception, under which so great a part of
the professing world bow dov/n and perish.

may

SECT.
3.

In

IV.

the last place I shall improve this point variously, according
and usefulness of it, with as much brevity and

to the importance

And,

closeness of application as I can.

Use 1. Shall be for caution to professors. Before I tell you what
use you should make of it, I must tell you what use you may not

make

of

it.

Do

from what hath
been said, that all professors are but a pack of hypocrites, and that
this is both intolerable
there is no truth nor integrity in any man
arrogance to ascend the throne of God ; and unparalleled uncharitableness, to judge the hearts of all men.
Some men are as apt to conclude others to be hypocrites, by measuring their hearts by their own, as others are to conclude themselves saints, by comparing their own excellencies with other men's
corruptions but, blessed be God
there is some grain among the
heap of chaff, some true diamonds among the counterfeit stones
the devil hath not the whole piece ; a remnant, according to election,
belongs really to the Lord.
First,

not

make

this use of

it

;

to conclude

:

:

Secondly,

!

Do

not

make

be impossible, because
eeivers.

so

this use of

many

it,

that assurance

must needs

professors are found to be self-de-
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That assurance is one of
truth

;

false.

trine

souls

is
:

the great difficulties in religion, is a great
therefore unattainable in this world, is \ery

but that it is
Popish doctrine indeed makes

it impossible ; but that docpracticably confuted in the comfortable experience of many
all are commanded to strive for it, 2 Pet. i. 1 0. " Give all

" diligence

to

make your

the happiness to obtain
" have believed and I

and election sure :" and some have
2 Tim. i. 12. " For I know whom I

calling

it,

am

persuaded that he is able to keep that
which I have committed unto him against that day.
Let the similar works upon hypocrites resemble as much as they
will the saving works of the Spirit upon believers ; yet God doth
always, and the saints do sometimes plainly discern the difference.
Thirdly, Do not make this use of it, to conceal or hide the truths
or graces of God, or to refuse to profess, or confess them before men,
because many professors deceive themselves and others also, by a
vain profession
Because another professeth what he hath not, must
you therefore hide or deny what you have ? It is true, the possession of grace and truth in your own souls, is that which saves you ;
but the profession or confession of it, is that which honours God,
and edifies ; yea, sometimes is the instrument to save others ; it is
your comfort that you feel it, it is others comfort to know that you
do so. Ostentation is your sin, but a serious and humble profession
is your duty, Rom. x. 9.
:

*'

:

SECT. V.

XX AVING shewed you in the former section what use you

Use 2.
ought not
you ought

make of
make of

I will next shew you what use
and surely you cannot improve this point
to a better pui'pose than from it to take warning, and look to yourselves, that you be not of that number who deceive themselves in
to

to

this doctrine,

it

;

If this be

their profession.

so, suffer

me

closely to press that great

" Let him that thinks he stands,
" take heed lest he fall."''' O professors look carefully to your foundation
be not high-minded, but fear. You have, it may be, done
and suffered many things in and for religion you have excellent gifts
and sweet comforts a warm zeal for God, and high confidence of
your integrity All this may be right, (for ought I, or, it may be,
you know :) but yet it is possible it may be false also You have
sometimes judged yourselves, and pronounced yourselves upright;
but remember your final sentence is not yet pronounced by your
Judge. And what if God weigh you over again in his more equal
balance, and should say, Mene Tekel, thou art weighed in the balance
and art found wanting What a confounded man vv ilt thou be under
apostolical caution, 1 Cor. x. 12.

!

;

;

:

:

:

:

such a sentence
Quw splendent in conspectu hominis, sordcnt in
conspectit Judicis : Things that are highly esteemed of men, are an
abomination in the sight of God he seeth not as man seeth.
!

:
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Thy

heart may be false, and thou not know it ; yea, it may be
and thou strongly confident of its integrity.
The saints may approve thee, and God condemn thee Rev. iii.
" Thou hast a name that thou livest, but thou art dead." Men
1.
may say, there is a true Nathaniel and God may say, there is a

false,

;

;

self-cozenino- Pharisee.

Reader, thou hast heard of Judas and Demas ; of Ananias and
Sapphira ; of Hymeneus and Philetus ; once renowned and famous
professors, and thou hast heard what they proved at last.
Take heed their case be not thine own do they not all, as it were
with one mouth cry to thee, O professor if thou wilt not come
where we are, do not cozen thyself as we did ; if thou expectest a
better place and lot, be sure thou get a sincere heart
Had we been
more self-suspicious, we had been more safe.
I would not scare you with needless jealousies, but I would fain
prevent fatal mistakes.
Do not you find your hearts deceitful in
many things ? Do not you shuffle over secret duties ? Do not you
censure the same evils in others, which you scarce reprove in yourselves ? Are there not many by-ends in duties ? Do not you find
you are far less affected with a great deal of service and honour
done to God by others, than with a little by yourselves ?
Is it not hard to look upon other men s excellencies without envy,
or upon your own without pride ?
And are you not troubled with a busy devil, as well as with a bad
heart ? Hath not he that circuits the whole world, observed vou ?
Hath he not studied your constitution sins, and found out that sin
which most easily besets you ? Hath he less malice against your souls
than others ? Surely you are in the very thicket of temptations
thousands of snares are round about you. O how difficultly are the
righteous saved
How hard to be upright How few even of the
professing world win heaven at last
;

!

:

!

O
down

!

and let this caution go
" Let him that thinks he stands, take

therefore search your hearts, professors,

your very
" heed lest he fall?'
to

reins

;

Away with rash

uncharitable censures of others, and be more just
Away with dry and unprofitable
controversies, and spend your thoughts upon this great question.
I sound, or am I rotten at heart ?
I a new creature, or the old
creature still in a new creature's dress and habit ? Beg the Lord that
you be not deceived in that great point (your integrity) whatever
you may be mistaken in. Pray that you be not given up to an
heedless, careless, and vain spirit, and then have religious duties for
a rattle, to still and quiet your consciences.
Surely that ground work can never be laid too sure, upon which so
great a stress as thy soul and eternity must depend. It will not repent

and severe

in censuring yourselves.

Am

Am

thee, I dare promise,

when thou comest

ployed thy time and strength to

this

end

:

to die, that thou hast

em-

Whilst others are panting
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after the dust of the earth, and saying, Who will shew us any good?
be thou panting after the assurance of the love of God, and crying.
Who will shew me how to make my caUing and election sure?
O deceive not yourselves with names and notions ? Think not, be-

cause you are for a stricter way of worship, or because you associate
with, and are accordingly denominated, one of the more reformed
professors, that therefore you are safe enough Alas
how small an
denominations
and
in
modes,
religion
interest have titles,
? Suppose
a curious artist take a lump of lead and refine it, and cast it into the
mould, whence it comes forth shining, and bearing some noble figure,
suppose of an eagle ; yet it is but a leaden eagle. Suppose the figure
of a man, and that in the most exact lineaments and proportions ; yet
Nay, let it bear the figure of an angel,
still it is but a leaden man
For the base and ignoble matter is the same
it is but a leaden angel
Even so, take an unregenerate,
it was, though the figure be not.
carnal man, let his life be reformed, and his tongue refined, and call
him a zealous Conformist, or a strict Non-conformist ; call him a
Presbyterian, an Independent, or what you will ; he is all the while
but a carnal Conformist, or Non-conformist ; an unregenerate Presbyterian, a carnal Independent; for the nature is still the same,
though the stamp and figure his profession gives him be not the same.
O my friends believe it, fine names and brave words are of little
value with God God will no more spare you for these, than Samuel
did Agag for his delicate ornaments, and spruce appearance Either
make sure the root of the matter, or the leaves of a vain profession
will not long cover you.
To be deceived by another is bad enough ; but to deceive ourselves is a thousand times worse.
To deceive ourselves in truths of the superstructure, is bad ; and
But to deceive ourthey that do so shall suffer loss, 1 Cor. iil. 12.
selves in the foundation, is a desperate deceit, and shipwrecks all our
hopes and happiness at once.
If any one lose his money by a cheat, it troubles him ; but to lose
his soul by a cheat, will confound him.
If a man lose an eye, an
ear, a hand, a foot, yet omnia Deus dedit duplicia, as Chrysostom
speaks; God hath given these members double, so that there is
another left; animam vero uiiam : But the soul is one, and onlyone ; and if that be damned, you have not another to he saved.
O therefore be restless till it be, and till you know it be, out of
:

!

:

:

!

:

:

eternal danger

!

SECT.

Use
in

3.

In conclusion:

their profession,

let

their integrity, bless the
is

If so
all

VI.

many professors of religion be cheated

that are well satisfied

Lord

and assured of

whilst they live for that mercy.

O it

a mercy that no unsanctified soul can have yea, and it is a
many gracious souls cannot obtain, though they seek it

laercy that

:
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with tears, and would part with
the world to enjoy it.

This

is

that

mercy that gives

all

the pleasant things they have

iit

souls the highest pleasure this world

acquainted with, or the slate of this mortality can bear ; for let the
well-assured soul but consider what it is assured of, Christ, with the
O what is this " I am my beloved's, and
purchases of his blood.
" my beloved is mine," Cant. ii. 16. What a vital, ravishing, overpowering efficacy is in that voice of faith let it but look back a few
years, and compare what it was with what it is now ; it was far off,
It was not beloved, but is
it is now made nigh, Eph. ii. 12, 15.
now beloved, Rom. ix. 25, 26. It had not obtained mercy, but now
hath obtained mercy, 1 Pet. ii. 10. Or let the assured soul look
forward, and compare what it now is, and hath, with what it shortly
shall be made, and put in possession of: " Beloved, (saith the apos^' tie) now are we the sons of God
but it doth not yet appear what
*' we shall be
But we know that when he shall appear, we shall be
*' like him, for we shall see him as he is,'' 1 John iii. 2.
I say, let the assured soul but steep its thoughts, by meditation,
in these subjects, and it will be impossible to keep him from the most
agreeable transports of joy and delight.
O what a life have you in comparison of other men ? Some have
two hells, one present, another coming you have two heavens, one
Some of your own brethren in Christ,
in hand, the other in hope.
that have been, it may be, many years panting after assurance, are
still denied it ; but God hath indulged so peculiar a favour to you.
is

!

!

;

:

;

Bless ye the Lord, and

make

his praise glorious.

CHAP.

III.

Containing the use and improvement of
DOCT.

IT.

exceeding precious, and greatly enricheth the
soul that hath it : It is Christ's gold.

Thut true grace

is

SECT.

I.

_ HE Lord Jesus here chuseth the most pure,

precious, resplen-

and valuable thing, in all the treasures and magazines
of nature^ to shadow forth saving grace, which is infinitely more
excellent: Certainly that must be the best thing which the best
What was the
things in nature can but imperfectly shadow forth.
golden oil emptied through the two golden pipes, Zech. iv. 12. but
the precious graces of God, flowing through Christ into all his members
Gold is precious ; but one drachm of saving grace is more
dent, durable,

:
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" It cannot be gotten for gold,
all the gold of Ophir
neither shall silver be weighed for a price thereof," Job xxviii. 15.
Surely gold and silver, sapphires, diamonds, and rubies, are not

precious than

:

"

worth the mentioning, when saving grace
consider it,
1. First, In

is

once mentioned.

For

cause and fountain from whence it flows, and you
fruit of the Spirit, Gal. v. 22. who, upon that
account, is called the Spirit of' Grace, Heb. x. 29.
It derives its
original from the Most High ; it is spirit born of Spirit, John iii. 6.
All the rules of morality, all human diligence and industry can never
produce one gracious habit or act alone ; 2 Cor. iii. 5. " Not that
*' we are sufficient of ourselves,"*^ &c.
Nay, we speak not becoming the incomparable worth of grace,
when we say, it is the fruit and birth of the Spirit ; for so are common gifts also. There are several emanations from this sun, divers
streams from this fountain ; but of all his operations and productions, this of saving grace is the most noble and excellent.
Gifts
are from the Spirit as well as grace, but grace is more excellent than
the best gifts, 1 Cor. xii. 31. " Covet earnestly the best gifts, and
" yet shew I unto you a more excellent way.'' Hence you read in
Phil. i. 10. " Of things that are excellent," or as the original,
ra dia(ps^ovTa, might be rendered, things that differ, namely, in respect of excellency, not as good and evil, but as less good and more
good differ. Gifts have their value and preciousness, but the best
gifts differ as much from grace, as brass from gold, though both be
generated by the influence of the same sun.
Gifts (as one saith) are
dead graces, but graces are living gifts ; it is the most excellent production of the highest and most excellent cause.
2. Secondly, Consider it in its nature, and you will find it divine,
2 Pet. i. 4. " Partakers of the Divine nature," viz. in our sanctification ; not that it gives us the properties of the Divine nature
they are incommunicable ; but the similitude and resemblance of it
is stamped upon our souls in the work of grace.
" The new man is renewed in knowledge, after the image of him
" that created him," Col. iii. 10. The schoolmen, and some of the
fathers, place this image or resemblance of God, in the natural faculties of the soul, viz. the understanding, memory, and will
v/hich is
an umbrage of a trinity in unity ; but it rather consists in the renovation of the faculties by grace ; for in this Ave bear the Divine
image upon our souls, and that image or resemblance of God in
holiness is the beauty and honour of our souls.
" How fair and how pleasant art thou, O love,
It is their beauty
" for delights f' saith Chiist of his people, Cant. vii. 6. Natural
beauty consists in the symmetry and comely proportion of parts each
with the other ; spiritual beauty in the harmony or agreeableness of
shall find

it

to

its

be the

:

:

our souls to God and as it is our chiefest beauty, so certainly it is
our highest honour ; for it gives us access unto God, who is the
;

THE INVALUABLE
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fountain of honour and glory

and

;

excellent than his neighbour

this

let his

;

though the blood of nobles run

SAVING GRACE.

makes the righteous more

neighbour be what he

in his veins, the righteous is

will,

more

excellent than he, except saving grace be also diffused in his soul.
3. Tli'irdhj^ Consider it in its recipient subject, and you will find
its

value

poured

still

to increase

;

for the precious oil of saving-grace

any other than an elect vessel.
Hence faith, one branch of sanctification
subject, stiled The faith of Gods electa Tit.

is

never

into

with respect to

is,
i.

1.

Whosoever

its

finds

true grace in his soul, may (during the evidence thereof) from it
strongly conclude his election, looking backward, and his salvation,
looking forward, Rom. viii. 30.
It marks and seals the person in
whom it is, for glory, " God hath set apart him that is godly for

"

himself,'' Psal. iv. 3.
4.

Fourthly^ View the precious worth of grace in

effects

and

influences

upon the

soul in which

its

excellent

inheres.

it

adorns with incomparable ornaments, which are of great
Yea, it reflects such beams
price in the sight of God, 1 Pet. iii. 4.
of glorv in the soul where its seat is, that Christ himself, the author,
Cant. iv. 9. " Thou hast ravished my heart,
is also the admirer of it
" my sister, my spouse thou hast ravished my heart ^vith one of
" thine eyes, M'ith one of the chains of thy neck !'' and as one overcome with its excelling beauty, he saith, " Turn away thine eyes
'•
from me, for they have overcome me,""* Cant. vi. 5.
(2.) It elevates and ennobles a man's spirit beyond all other principles in man ; it sets the heart and affections upon heaven, and takes
them up with the glory of the invisible world, Phil. iii. 20. " But
" our conversation is in heaven, from whence we look for the Sa" viour."" Whilst others are trading for corn and wine, for sheep
and oxen, for feathers and trifles, the gracious soul is trading with
God for pardon and peace, for righteousness and life, for glory and
immortalitv " Truly our fellowship is with the Pather, and with
*' his Son
Jesus Christ," John i. 3.
(3.) It doth not only raise the spirit by conversing with God, and
things above, but transforms the soul, by that converse into the like"It changes them
ness of those heavenly objects it converses with
" into the same image," 2 Cor. iii. 18. So that though the sanctified man still remains the icho he ivas, yet not the what he was
l^efore ; the very temper of his Spirit is altered.
(4.) It doth not only transform the soul in which it is is, but preserves the subject in whicli it is it is a singular preservative from
sin ; so that though sin be in them still, and works in them still, yet
it cannot prevail in them still to fulfil the lusts of it, as it was wont
to do, Gal. V. 17.
Sin conceives, but cannot bring forth fruit unto
(1.) It

;

!

:

:

:

death

;

this gives a

(5.) It

soul, in

miscarrying womb.

from sin, but grace establisheth the
beyond any other arguments without, or any

doth not only preserve

whom

it is, fai*

it
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" It is a good thing that tlie heart
be estabhshed with grace," Heb. xiii. 9This is that which the
apostle calls our own stedfastness, or that ballast we have within ourwhich keeps us right and stable. Othe excellency of grace
selves
it is the root of all that precious fruit which
(6.) To conclude
T)tlier

principles within a man.

**

;

!

;

it is the root of every gracious
forth to God in this world
our lips, and of every gracious work in our hands ; be the
matter of our gracious thoughts never so excellent, the matter of our
heavenly discourses and prayers never so sweet, still grace is the root
of the matter, Job xix. 28. O then, what a precious thing is grace.

we bring

word

:

in

5. Fifthly^ View it in its properties, and you will soon discover its
transcendent excellencies: the richest epithets are no hyperboles
here ; we seek not beyond the value of it, when we call it supernatural
grace, for so it is
it comes down from above, from the Father of
lights. Jam. i. 7.
Nature can never be improved to that height,
how much soever its admirers boast of it ; nor do we strain too hio-h
when we call it immortal gra^e; for so hath God made it. This is
that water which springs up in the sanctified soul unto eternal life,
:

John

iv. 14.
It will not die when thou diest, but ascend with the
soul from which it is inseparable, and be received up with it into
glory, Rom. viii. 10.
You may outlive your friends ; you may out-

your gifts ; but you cannot outlive your graces.
Shall I say it is the most sweet and comfortable thing that ever
the soul was acquainted with in this world, next Jesus Christ, the

live

Sure, if so I speak, I have as many witnesses to attest it, as there be gracious souls in the world nothing
is more comfortable than grace, except Christ
and yet without
grace no soul can feel the comforts of Christ in the troubles of life,
or in the straits of death.
This is a spring of comfort

author and fountain of

it.

:

;

and you will still
it in its design and scope
more and more of its precious excellency for what is the aim
and end of God in the infusions and improvements of grace, but to
attemper and mould our spirits by it into a meetness and fitness for
the enjoyment of himself in the world to come ? Col. i. 12. " Giving
" thanks to the Father, who has made us meet to be partakers
" of the inheritance of the saints in light."" Compare this with
2 Cor. V. 5. " Now he that hath wrought us for the self-same thing
6.

Sixthly^ Consider

;

discern

:

*'isGod.'*

O blessed design how precious must that work be, which is
wrought for so high and glorious a purpose as this is ? No work
more excellent, no end more noble.
7. SevenMy^ Consider the means and instruments, both principal
and subordinate, employed in this work many blessed instruments
are set on work to beget, conserve, and improve it in our soul^; and
tliese all speak the precious worth of it.
No wise man will dig for a
Vol. V.
LI
!

:
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base and worthless metal with golden mattocks. The blood of Christ
was shed to procure it, Heb. xiii. 12.
The Spirit of God is sent forth to form and create it; for it is his

own workmanship, Eph.

ii.

10. his fruit. Gal. v. 22.

The

ordinances and officers of the gospel were at first instituted,
and ever since continued in the church, for this work's sake, John,
xvii. 17. and Eph. iv. 12.
It is the fruit of Christ's blood ; yea, and
it hath cost the sweat and blood of the dispensers of the gospel too.
Nay, all the works of providence look this way, and aim at this
thing, Rom. viii. 28.
What is the errand of all God's rods but to
make us partakers of his holiness ? Heb. xii. 10.
8. Eighthly^ The high value that the most high God sets upon
" It is of great price
grace, shews it to be an excellent thing indeed
" in his sight," 1 Pet. iii. 4. no service finds acceptation with God,
but what is performed by grace None but sanctified vessels are meet
for the master's use, " The end of the commandment is charity out
" of a pure heart," 1 Tim. i. 5.
The weakest performances of grace find acceptance with him,
though clogged with many sinful weaknesses and infirmities, Heb.
xi. 31, 32.
If God so prize it, well may we: He that made the
jewel best understands the value of it.
9. NintJily, The hypocritical pretences made to it all over the professing world, shew what a most precious and desirable thing it is
If there were not some singular glory in it, why doth every one covet
to be reputed gracious.'^ Nay, the devil himself baits many of his
hooks of temptation with a show of grace ; for he knows sin hath
no native beauty of its own to entice, and therefore he borrows the
what a dilemma
paint and pretence of holiness to cover it but oh
will the hypocrite be posed with at last ? And how can he answer it
:

:

!

:

when God

demand,

shall

If grace were
of

it

.?

And

if it

evil,

why

didst thou affect the

why

were good,

empty name and shadow of it

To

name and reputation

didst thou satisfy thyself with the

only.?

conclude the incomparable esteem that all good
shews it to be a thing of inestimable price.
Grace is the sum of all their prayers, the scope of all their endeavours, the matter of their chief joy, the reward of their afflictions
and sufferings; their chief joys and sorrows, hopes and fears in this
world, are taken up about it.
By all which it appears that its price
is above rubies ; and all the gold and silver in the world are but dung
and dross in comparison with it.
10. Tentldy,

men have

for

:

it,

SECT.

II.

^ ONTAINING

SIX practical inferences from this precious truth.
Infer. 1. Is saving grace more precious than gold.? Let them that
have it^ bless Godfor it and not boast. Men's hearts are apt to puff

up and

swell with spiritual, as with material gold

:

It is

hard to be an
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owner of much of this gold, and not be Hfted up with it. To keep
down thy heart, and preserve thine eyes from being dazzled vyith
these thy gracious excellencies,
sometimes to consider,

it

will

be needful for thee, Christian,

excellent things that ever
but a creature^ a dependent thing, 1 Cor.

That although grace be one of the most

God

created, yet

it

is

V. 17.

not only a creature, but a very imperfect creature yet in
thy soul, labouring under many weaknesses, Phil. iii. 12. and sometimes ready to die, Rev. iii. 2.
Though it can do many things for you, yet it cannot justify you
before God You cannot make a garment of it to cover your guilt,
nor plead the dignity of it at God's bar for your discharge It is
not your inherent, but Christ's imputed righteousness must do that

Yea,

it is

:

:

for you,

though

in other respects

be very necessary.

it

Nay, remember how excellent soever it be, it is not the native
growth and product of your hearts all the grace you have is foreign
to your natures
and what you have is received, 1 Cor. iv. 7.
And lastly, remember he that is most proud and conceited of his
own graces will be found to be the owner of least grace, and hath
most cause to question whether he hath any or none. It is the nature
of grace to humble, abase, and empty the soul and it is the strength
of our corruptions which thus puffs us up with vain conceits.
Infer. 2. Is saving grace more excellent than gold ? What cause
;

;

;

then have the poorest Christians to he well satisfied with their lot f
To others God hath given IshmaePs portion, the fatness of the earth;
Their portion is paid in
to you, Isaac's, the graces of the covenant
:

Many

of you are poor in the world, but
rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom which God hath promised,"
Jam. ii. 5. What is the dust of the earth to the fruits of the Spirit?
You are troubled that you have no more of the world It may be
You consider not
if you had more gold, you would have less grace.
how many are poor and wretched in both v/orlds, moneyless and
Christless too
You do not consider you are near come to that state
in which all your wants will be fully supplied ; where you^ shall not
need the treasures of the earth, and have your desires satisfied out
of the treasures of grace and glory.
yea, infinitely more precious than
Infer. 3. Is saving grace gold
gold ? Then surely declining Christians are great losers^ and have
The remission of the least degree of
cause to be great mourners.
grace is more to be lamented than the loss of the greatest sum of gold.
Though the habits of grace be not lost, yet the acts of grace may be
suspended, 2 Sam. xii. 31.
The degrees of grace may be remitted,
Rev. iii. 8. The evidences of grace may be clouded, and consequents
ly the comforts of grace may be suspended, Isa. 1. 10. and the least
of these is such a loss, as all the treasures of the earth cannot repair.
brass, yours in gold.
**

:

:

.''
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Well therefore may declining Christians challenge the
among all the mourners in this world.
Is grace so invaluably precious?

Iiif'er. 4.

the ordinances

iirst

place

How

precious then o^ight
be to our souls, hy which grace is first comafterwards improved in our souls ! " The law of

of God

municated, and
'' thy mouth is
better unto me, than thousands of gold and silver,"
Psal. cxix. 72. and good reason, whilst it imparts and improves that
to which gold and silver are but dross and dung.
None but these that value not grace will ever slight the means,
or despise and injure the instruments thereof.
It is a sad sign of a
graceless world when these precious things fall under contempts and
slights.

Infer. 5. If grace be so precious, how watchful should all gracious
persons be in the days of temptation The design of temptation is to
!

When

cut-purses get into the crowd, we
use to say, Friends, look to your purses.
How many brave Christians have we read and heard of, that have rather chosen to part with
their lives than with their graces, who have " resisted unto blood,

rob you of your treasure

"

strivino; ao^ainst sin

O Christians!

:

Heb.

.'*''

xii. 4.

many seeming Christians
have lost all, and many real Christians have lost much so much, that
they are like to see but little comfort in this world ; who are like to
go mourning to the grave with that lamentation, Job xxix. 2, 3.
you

live in

a cheating age;

;

*"^

O

that

Inf.

grace

?

6.

!''

were with me as in times past
To conclude Is there such precious worth in saving

it

Then

:

bless

Godfor, and

diligently use all

means

to

increase

and improve

it in your souls.
It is gold for preciousness, and for
and must not be laid up in a napkin That is a sin condemned by the very scope of that parable. Mat. xxv. 14, 15, &c.
All Christians indeed have not the same advantages of improvement but all must improve it according to the advantages they have,
in order to an account.
Reserved Christians, who live too abstracted
from the society and communion of others, and disperse not their
streams abroad to the benefit of others, nor improve the graces of
others for their own benefit, are wanting both to their own duty and
comfort.
See you a man rich in grace, O trade with him if you can
to improve yourselves bv him
and the rather, because you know
not how soon death may snatch him from you, and with him all his
stock of grace is gone from you too, except what you made your own
whilst you conversed with him But alas instead of holy, profitable,
soul-improving communion, some are sullenly reserved some are
negligent and lazy some are litigious and wrangling ; more apt to
draw forth the dross than the gold ; I mean the corruptions, than

usefulness,

:

;

;

!

:

;

;

graces of others.

And how few

there be that drive a profitable trade

for increase of grace, is sad to consider.

And as grace is not improved by communion with men, so I doubt
most Christians thrive but little in their communion with God
:

We
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are too seldom in our closets, too little upon our knees ; and when
we are there, we gain but little ; we come not off such gainers byduty as we might. O Christians think when you are hearing and
praying, I am now trading with heaven for that which is infinitely
!

better than gold.

treasure

may

God

is

And thus of the

upon him What a
be not in mine own heart?

rich to all that call

I get this hour, if the fault

:

second observation.

CHAP.

IV.

the third doctrine, being' the mairi subject of this treatise^
and the method of the whole discourse stated.
opened^
is

Wherein

DOCT.

That only

is to be

III.

accounted true grace, which

is able to

those trials appointed or permittedfor the discovery

SECT.

X HE most wise God hath seen

endure

all

of it.

I.

it fit

to set all his people in a state

trial in this world.
First, he
and then he crowns them
James i. 12. " Blessed is the man that endureth temptation, TCS/satf.aoi',
" i. e. [ probation or trial ;] for when he is tried, he shall receive
" the crov/n of life,'' &c.
No man can say what he is whether his graces be true or false,
till they be tried and examined by those things which are to them as
fire is to gold.
These self-deceivers in the text, thought they had
grace yea, they thought they had been rich in grace but it proved
no better than dross And therefore Christ here counsels them to
buy of him gold tried in the fire i. e. true grace indeed, which
appears to be so upon the various proofs and examinations of its sin-

of

tries,

;

;

;

:

;

cerity,

solemn

which are to be made in
trial it

must come

The

this world, as well as in the great

to in the

world to come.

sciipture speaks of a twofold

A trial of men's

trial, viz.

C Opinions,
\
and

Graces.
of men are tried as by fire ;
in which sense we are to understand that place, 1 Cor. iii. 12, 13.
" Now if any man build upon this foundation, gold, silver, pre" cious stones, wood, hay, stubble, every man's work sliall be made
" manifest ; for the day shall declare it, because it shall be revealed
" by fire, and the fire shall try every man's work, of what sort it is."
This text speaks of such persons as held the foundation of Christianity, but yet superstructed such doctrines and practices as were
(.

1.

First,

The opinions and judgments

no more able to endure the

trial,

than hay, wood, or stubble, can

LIS
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endure the fire.* Such a person hereby brings himself to danger:
and though the apostle will not deny the possibility, yet he asserts the
difficulty of his salvation ; " He shall be saved, yet so as by fire
•f-;'"

man

saved by leaping out of his house at midnight, when
it is all on lire about his ears; for so that phrase imports, Amos iv.
11. and Jude 23. Glad to escape naked, and with the loss of his
goods ; blessing God he hath his life for a prey As little regard
shall such have to their erroneous notions and unscriptural opinions
e.

i.

as a

is

:

at last.
2.

Secondly,

their opinions.

The graces of men
Trial will

Ije

are brought to the

made of

test, as

well as

their hearts, as well as of their

heads ; and upon this trial the everlasting safety and happiness of the
person depends. If a man's opinions be some of them found hay or
stubble, yet so long as he holds the head, and is right in the foundation, he may be saved ; but if a man's supposed graces be found so,
There is no way of escape, if he
all the world cannot save him
And of this trial of graces my text
finally deceive himself herein.
:

Sincere grace is gold tried by fire.
There is a twofold trial of grace ; active and passive.

speaks

:

An active trial of it, in which we try it ourselves, 9. Cor. xiii.
" Examine yourselves prove yourselves ;" i. e. measure your
see how they
hearts, duties and graces, by the rule of the word
answer to that rule Bring your hearts and the word together by
solemn self-examination ; confer with your reins, and commune with
your own hearts.
Secondly, A passive trial of it: whether we try it or no, God will
try it, he will bring our gold to the touchstone, and to the fire.
'' Thou, O Lord, knowest me
thou hast seen me, and tried mine
'' heart towards thee," saith the prophet, Jer. xii. 3.
Sometimes he tries the strength and ability of his servants graces;
and thus he tried Abraham, Heb. xi. 17. And sometimes he tries
the soundness and sincerity of our graces so the Ephesian angel was
tried, and found dross, Rev. ii. 2.
And so Job was tried, and found
true gold, Job xxiii. 10. These trials are not made by God for his
own information for he knows what is in man his eyes pierce the
heart and reins ; but for our information which is the true sense of
Deut. viii. 2. " Thou shalt remember all the way which the Lord
First,

5.

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

'

"

thy

God

led thee these forty years in the wilderness to

humble

prove thee, to know what was in thy heart;'' i. e. to
know
it, by giving thee such experiments and trials of it
make thee
in those wilderness straits and difficulties.
And these are the trials of grace I am here to speak of, not excluding the active trials made by ourselves ; no, no, all these trials
thee,

*

f
lift.

and

to

Upon a thorough trial they vanish into smoke.
From which judgment he shall escape just as one
Out oi the midst of flames.

does naked, or only with hii
Ckrtfsostouu
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made by God upon
selves

:

us, are designed to

When God

tries,

we should

put us upon the

SSI

trial

of our-

try too.

Now

the method into which I shall cast this discourse, shall be to
shew you,
1. First, What those things are which try the sincerity of our
graces, as fire tries gold.
2. Secondlij,

ple

For what ends doth God put the graces of

his peo-

upon such

3.

trials in this world.
Thirdly, That such grace only

is

sincere as can endure these

trials.

4.

Fourthlyi and

lastly.

To apply
SECT.

1

.

First,

rr

the whole in the main uses of

it.

II.

HA T those things are which try the sincerity ofgrace

asjire tries gold.
Before I enter into particulars, it will be needful to acquaint you,
that the subject before me is full of difficulties.
There is need, as
one speaks, of much cautious respect to the various sizes and degreesof growth among Christians, and the vicissitudes of their inward
cases; else we may darken and perplex the way, instead of clearing it.
The portraiture of a Christian is such as none can draw to one
model, but with respect to the infancy of some, as well as the age and
strength of others.
Great heed ought also to be had in the application of marks and
signs ; we should first try them ; before we try ourselves or others by
them. Marks and signs are by some distinguished into exclusive, inclusive, and positive: Exclusive marks serve to shut out bold pre»
tenders, by shewing them how far they come short of a saving work of
grace ; and they are commonly taken from some necessary common
duty, as hearing, praying, &c.
He that hath not these things, cannot have any work of grace in him ; and yet if he do them, he cannot from thence conclude his estate to be gracious He that so con:

cludes, he deceives himself.

Inclusive marks rather discover the degrees than the truth of grace,
and are rather intended for comfort than for conviction If we find
them in ourselves, we do not only find sincerity, but eminency of
grace
They being taken from some raised degree and eminent acts
of grace in confirmed and grown Christians.
Betwixt the two former there is a middle sort of marks, which are
called positive marks, and they are such as are always, and only found,
in regenerate souls: The hypocrite hath them not; the grown
Christian hath them, and that in an eminent degree
The poorest
Christian hath them in a lower, but saving degree
Great care must
be taken in the application of them. And it is past doubt that many
weak and injudicious Christians have been greatly prejudiced by find:

;

:

:

ing the experiences of eminent Christians proposed as rules to mea-.
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sure their sincerity by.
Alas these no more fit their souls, than
SauPs armour did David's body.
These things being premised, and a due care carried along with
us through this discourse, I shall next come to the particulars, and
shew you what those things are which discover the state and tempers
of cur souls.
And though it be true, that there is no condition we
are in, no providence that befals us, but it takes some proof, and
makes some discovery of our hearts ; yet, to limit this discourse, and
!

we can, I shall shew what trials are
graces in this world, by our prosperity, and our adversity ; by our corruptions, and our duties, and, lastly, by our sufferings upon the score and account of religion.
fall into

particulars as soon as

made of our

SECT.

JC IRST,

prosperity, success,

ments, are to grace what

what we are

I.

and the increase of outward enjoygold.
Riches and honours make

fire is to

and by these things many a false heart hath been
detected, as well as the sincerity and eminency of others graces discovered. We may fancy the fire of prosperity to be rather for comfort than trial ? to refresh us rather than to prove us
but you will
find prosperity to be a great discovery, and that scarce any thing
proves the truth and strength of men's graces and corruptions more
than that doth: Rara lirtus est humiUtas honor ata,sa.ith Bernard; to
find humility with honour, is to find a Phoenix. Let an obscure person be lifted up to honour, and how steady and well composed soever
he was before, it is a thousand to one but his eyes will dazzle, and
his head run round when he is upon the lofty pinnacle of praise and
honour*; Prov. xxvii. 21. " As the fining-pot for silver, and the
furnace for gold, so is a man to his praise
Put the best gold into
finingpot
the
of praise, and it is a great wonder if a great deal of dross
do not appear, Isa. xxxix. 2. the vain-glory of good Hezekiah rose
like froth or scum upon the pot, when heated by prosperity.
It was
such a fining-pot to Herod, as discovered him to be dross itself, Acts
xii. 23. How did that poor woman swell under that trial into the conceit
of his beinga god, and was justly destroyed by worms, because he forgat himself to be one ? We think Httle what a strange alteration an
exalted state will make upon our spirits.
When the prophet would
abate the vain confidence of Hazael, who would not believe that ever
he would be turned into such a savage beast as the prophet had forehe only tells him, " The Lord hath shewed me, that thou
told
*' shalt be king over Syria,"
2 Kin. viii. 13.
The meaning is, Do
not be too confident Hazael, that thy temper and disposition can
trial

;

;

:''

;

never alter to that degree

men

see the

;

thou never yet

sattest

crown upon thy head, then they

temper of thy

on a throne

heart.

* Magistratus indicat

virum

: i.

e.

:

When

will better see the true

Preferment proves a man.
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How humble was Israel in the wilderness, tame and tractable in
a lean pasture ; but bring them once unto Canaan, and the world is
strangely altered ; then *' we are lords, (say they) we will come no
" more unto thee," Jer. ii. 2, 7, 31. Prosperity is a crisis both to
grace and corruption. Thence is that caution to Israel, Deut. x. II,
12. " When thou hast eaten, and art full, then beware lest thou
*'

time

surely that

;

Then beware, that is the
God.""
man must be acknowledged rich, very

Lord thy

forget the

critical

rich in

no diminution or eclipse by his riches
and that man deserves double honour, whose pride the honours of
this world cannot provoke and inflame.
It was a sad truth from the lips of a pious divine in Germany upon
his death-bed ; being somewhat disconsolate by reflecting upon the
barrenness of his life, some friends took thence an occasion to commend him, and mind him of his painful ministry and fruitful life
among them but he cried out, Aitf'erte ignem, adhuc enim paleas
grace, whose grace suffers

;

fire, for I have chaff in me ; meaning, that
ambition like chaff catching fire from the sparks of their
praises. Like unto which was the saying of another, He that praises
me, wounds me.
But to descend into the particular discoveries that prosperity and
honour made of the want of grace in some, and of the weakness of
grace in others ; I will shew you what symptoms of hypocrisy appear
upon some men under the trial of prosperity, and what signs of grace
appear in others under the same trial.

habeo

he

;

Withdraw the

felt his

SECT. IV.

X ROSPERITY discovers many sad symptoms of a naughty hearti
among

most conspicuous.
I. First, It casts the hearts of some men into a deep oblivion of
God, and makes tliem lay aside all care of duty ; RaroJ'umantJwlicibus arce ; the altars of rich men seldom smoke, Deut. xxxii. 13,
14, 15. Jeshurun sucked honey out of the rock, eat the fat of lambs,
and kidneys of \vheat But what was the effect of this ; he kicked
and forsook God who made him, and lightly esteemed the rock of
his salvation. Instead of lifting up their hearts in an humble thankful acknowledgment of God's bounty, they lifted up the heel in a
wanton abuse of his mercy In the fattest earth we find the most
and,

others, these are ordinarily

:

:

slippery footing.

He that is truly gracious may, in prosperity, remit some degrees;
but a carnal heart there loseth all that which in a low condition he
seemed to save. Augur''s deprecation, as to himself, no doubt, was
built upon his frequent observation how it was with others
Prov.
XXX. 8, 9. " Lest I be full, and deny God."
It is said Eccl. v. 12. " That the abundance of the rich will not
" suffer him to sleep;" and I wish that were the worst injury it did
;

.
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hirn ; but alas ! it will not suffer him to pray, to lueditate, to allow
time and thoughts about his eternal concernments; he falls asleep
in the lap of prosperity, and forgets that there is a God to be served,
or a soul to be saved.
O this is a dangerous symptom of a very
graceless heart
2. Secondly^ Prosperity meeting with a graceless heart, makes it
wholly sensual, and entirely swallows up its thoughts and affections:
Earthly things transform and mould their hearts into their own
similitude and nature ; the whole strength of their souls goes out to
those enjoyments. So those graceless, yet prosperous persons are described, Job xxi. 11, 12, 13. " They take the timbrel and harp, and
*' rejoice at the
sound of the organ they spend their days in wealth."
They take the timbrel, not the Bible. " They rejoice at the sound of
" the organ ;" not a word of their rejoicing in God. " They sent
*' forth their
Kttle ones in the dance :" That is all the catechism they
" They spend their days in wealth :" their whole time,
are taught
that precious stock and talent is wholly laid out upon these sensitive
things: Either the pleasure of it powerfully charms them, or the cares
of it wholly engross their minds, that there is no time to spare for
God.
They live in pleasure upon earth, as it is, Jam. v. 5. just as
the fish lives in the water, its proper element
Take him off from
these things, and put him upon spiritual, serious, heavenly employments, and he is Piscis in arido ; like a fish upon the dry land.
Now, though prosperity may too much influence and ensnare the
minds of good men, and estrange them toomuchfrom heavenly things
yet thus to engross their hearts, and convert them into their own
similitude and nature, so that these things should be the centre of
their hearts, the very proper element in which they live, is utterly
:

:

:

impossible.

An

may be brought to this, because, though
Janus like, he have two faces, yet he really hath but one principle,
and that is wholly carnal and earthly So that it is easy to make all
the water to run into one channel, to gather all into one entire stream,
in which his heart shall pour out all its strength to the creature.
But a Christian indeed hath a double principle that acts him
though he have a law of sin that moves him one way, yet there is in
him also the law of grace, which thwarts and crosses that principle of
corruption So that as grace cannot do what it would, because of sin
so neither can sin do what it would, because of grace, Gal. v. 17.
hypocrite indeed

:

:

:

The heart of a Christian, in the midst of ensnaring, sensitive enjoyments, finds indeed a corrupt principle in it, which would incline hira
to fall asleep upon such a soft pillow, and forget God and duty
but
it cannot.
O no ! it cannot do so ; there is a principle of grace within him, that never leaves jogging, disturbing, and calling upon him
till he rise and return to Ibis God, the true rest of his soul.
3. Thirdly,
false pretender to religion, an hypocritical professor, meeting with prosperity and success, grows altogether unconcern:

A
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of religion, and senseless of the calamities of
Jews of their hypo"
They were at ease in Zion, and
crisy, Amos vi. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
" trusted in the mountain of Samaria :" And so, having a shadow
of religion, and a fulness of all earthly things, they fell to feasting
and sporting " They drank wine in bowls, and anointed themselves
" with the chief ointments, but were not grieved for the affliction
*' of Joseph.""
They condoled not, Gnal sheber, over the breakings
If they were out of danger once, let
or tearing to pieces of Joseph
Let the
the church shift for itself, they are secure in a warm nest
with
which
that
flock
they
devour
sometimes
catch
and
birds of prey
Moses could not do so,
associated, they are not touched with it.
though in the greatest security and confluence of the honours and
pleasures of Egypt, Acts vii. 23. Nehemiah could not do so, though
the servant and favourite of a mighty monarch, and wanted nothing
to make him outwardly happy ; yet the pleasures of a king's court
could not cheer his heart, or scatter the clouds of sorrow from his
countenance^ whilst his brethren were in affliction, and the city of
Nor indeed can any
his God lay waste, Nehemiah ii. 1, 2, 3.
gracious lieart be unconcerned and senseless ; for that union that
all the saints have with Christ their head, and with one another, as
fellow-members in Christ, will beget sympathy among them in their

ed about that
God's people.

interest

Thus

the prophet convinces the

:

:

:

gufferings, 1 Cor. xii. 26.

SECT. V.

>UT

much more dross

as the fire of prosperity discovers this and

in a graceless heaJrt, so

it

discovers the sincerity and grace of God's

O

I say not that it discovers nothing but grace in them ;
did not
alas
many of them have had a great deal of dross
and corruption discovered by it, as was noted before But yet in this
trial, the graciousness and uprightness of their hearts will appear in
these, and such like workings of it.
1. Fi?'st, Under prosperity, success, and honour, the upright heart

people
that

:

it

!

!

:

labour to suppress pride, and keep itself lowly and humble ?
and still the more grace there is, the more humility there will be. If
God lift him up, he v/ill lay himself low, and exalt his God high. So
did Jacob when God had raised and enlarged him ; Gen. xxxii. 10.
" I am not worthy of the least of all the mercies, and of all the truth
" which thou hast shewed unto thy servant, for with ray staff" I pas'* sed over this Jordan, and
now I am become two bands."
Great was the difference in Jacob's outward condition at his return, from what it Avas at his first passage over Jordan ; then poor,
now rich ; then single and comfortless, now the head of a great
family
Yea, but though this outward estate was altered, the frame
of his heart was not altered.
Jacob was an holy and humble man
when he went out, and so he was when he returned He saw a multi-

will

:

:
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tude of mercies about him, and among them all, not one but wasgreater than himself.
I dare not say every Christian under prosperity cah at all times
manifest like humility ; but I am sure what pride and vanity soever

may

rise in a gracious heart tried by prosperity, there is that within
him which will give check to it: He dare not suffer such proud thoughts

to lodge quietly in his heart

God, that

that in his

back

will

:

for, alas

to his original condition,

and

!

he sees that in himself, and

Grace will make him look
David, " What am I,
father's house, that thou hast

abase him

:

say, with

O Lord God ? and what is my
" brought me hitherto?" 2 Sam. vii. 18.
It will make him look in, and see the baseness of his own heart,
and the corruptions that are there, and admire at the dealings of
*'

God

with so vile a creature.
O, thinks he, if others did but know
I know of myself, they would abhor me more than now they
esteem and value me.
2. Secondly, Prosperity usually draws forth tlie saints love to the
God of their mercies that which heats a wicked man's lusts, warms
a gracious man's heart with love and delight in God.
These were the words of that lovely song which David sang in the
day that the Lord delivered him out of the hands of all his enemies,
and from the hand of Saul ; and he said, " I will love thee, O Lord,

what

:

*'my strength," Psal. xviii. title and ver. 1. compared. These outward things are not the mam grounds and motives of their love to
God no they love him when he takes away, as well as when he
;

;

gives: but they are sanctified instruments to inflame their love to
God they boil up a wicked man's lusts, but they melt a gracious
:

man's

O

soul.

sence of

in

what a pang of love did David go

God under

the sense of his mercies

when he thus poured out

!

into the pre-

his melting mercies

!

whole soul in a stream of love to his
God, 2 Sam. vii. 19, SO. " Is this the manner of men, O Lord
" God ? And what can David say more unto thee
An expression
that turns up the very bottom of his heart.
3. Thirdly, Prosperity and comfortable Providences do usually become cautions against sin, when they meet with a sanctified soul.
This is the natural inference of a gcracious soul from them hath God
pleased me, then hath he obliged me to take more care to please him
let me not grieve him, that hath comforted me
So Ezra ix. 13.
" After such a deliverance as this, should we again break thy com" mandments What break hi^ commandments who hath broken
our bonds God forbid
It was an excellent resolution of a Christian once, who receiving an
eminent mercy at the same time he felt himself under the power of a
" Well, (saith he) now will I go forth in the
special corruption
" strength of this mercy, to mortify and subdue that corruption."
1 will not measure every Christian by the eminent workings of grace
in some one ; but surely so far I may safely go, that sincerity knows
his

.f*"

:

!

!

!

!

!

:
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bow

not

to sin, because grace bath

sin, that grace

may
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abounded, any more than

it

dare

abound.

A

truly gracious soul will not be- satisfied with all the
Fourthly^
prosperity and comforts in the world for his portion Not thine, Lord
but thee, is the voice of grace. When providence had been more
than ordinarily bountiful in outward things to Luther, he began to
be afraid of its meaning, and earnestly protested, God should not put
4.

:

him off so. " The Lord is my
and the soul can best tell what

portion, saith
it

made

hath

my soul,"" Lam.
its

choice,

iii.

24.

and whereon

its chief delights and expectations.
heart will accept these for its portion if the world be
sure to him, and his designs fail not there, he can be content to leave
God, and soul, and heaven, and hell at hazard ; but so cannot the

it

hath bestowed

An unsound

:

These things in subordination ; but neither these, nor any
thing under the sun, in comparison with, or opposition to God.

upright.

CHAP.
Shewing what

V.

makes of
soundness of our hearts.

pi'ohation adversity

SECT.

the sincei^ity or

wu

I.

HAT

adversity is a furnace to try of what metal our hearts are,
none can doubt, that hath either studied the scriptures, or observed
his own heart under afflictions.
When the dross and rust of hypocrisy and corruption had almost
eaten out the heart of religion among the Jews, then saith God, " I
" will melt them, and try them for what shall I do for the daughter
" of my people ?'' Jer. ix. 7. Here affliction is the furnace, and the
/ will
people are the metal cast into it, and the end of it is trial.
melt them, and try them ; what other course shall I take with them ?
If I let them alone, their lusts, like the rust and canker in metalsj
will eat them out.
Prosperity multiplies professors, and adversity
brings them to the test ; then hirelings quickly become changlings.
;

The

gilded potsherd glisters

till

it

come

to scouring.

The

devil

thought Job had been such a one, and moves that he may be tried
this way ; being confident he would be found but dross in the trial.
Job i. 11. But though the furnace of affliction discovered some
dross in him (as it will in the best of men) yet he came forth as
gold.

In this furnace also grace

manifested it is said. Rev. xiii. 10.
Here is the faith and patience of the saints ;" i. e. here is the trial
and discovery of it in these days of adversity. It was a weighty saying of * Tertullian to the persecutors of the church in his days. Prois

Terttd, in Jlpol.

:
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Your wickedness is the
father of Constantine, made

batio innocentice nostras, est imquitas vestra

;

trial of our innocency.
Constantius, the
an exploratory decree, that all who would not renounce the Christian
faith, should lose their places of honour and profit.
This presently
separated the dross from the gold, which was his design ; for many
renounced Christianity, and thereupon were renounced by him ; and
those that held their integrity, were received into favour.
In time of prosperity, hypocrisy lies covered in the heart like nests
in the green bushes ; but when the winter of adversity hath made
them bare, every body may see them without searching.
But to fall into close particulars; it will be necessary to enquire
what effects of adversity are common to both the sound and the
unsound ; and then what are proper to either in this close trial by

adversity,

SECT.

JLT

will

II.

be expedient to the design I manage

in this discourse, to

what are the common effects of adversity to
both the godly and ungodly for in some things they differ not, but
as it is with the one, so also with the other
As,
1. First, Both the godly and ungodly may fear adversity before it
comes to be sure a wicked man cannot, and it is evident many godly
men do not come up to the height of that rule, James 2. " Toacshew

in the first place

;

:

:

i.

*'

count

by

it all

joy when they

fall

into diverse temptations," or trials

adversity.

is said, Isa. xxxiii. 14. " The sinners in Zion are afraid;
" trembling surprizeth the hypocrite ;"" namely under the apprehension of approaching calamities and it is true also, the saints in Zion
may be afraid " My flesh trembleth for fear of thee and I am afraid
of thy judgments," said holy David, Psal. cxix. 120. and Job iii. 23.
" The thing which I greatly feared (saith that upright soul) is come
" upon me." There is a vast difference betwixt a saint's first meeting
with afflictions, and his parting with them he entertains them sometimes with trembling he parts with them rejoicing, smiling on them,
and blessing them in the name of the Lord. So that by this the upright, and the false heart, are not discriminated ; even sanctified nature declines suffering and troubles.
52. Secondly, Both the godly and ungodly may entertain afflictions
with regret and unwillingness when they come.
Afflictions and
troubles are wormwood and gall, Lam. iii. 19.
And that goes not
down pleasantly with flesh and blood, Heb. xii. 11. " No affliction
" for the present seemeth joyous but grievous ;" he means to God's

It

:

;

:

;

;

own

people ; the}^ are in heaviness through manifold temptations or
by the rod, 1 Pot. i. 6. When God gives the cup of affliction
into the hands of the wicked, how do they reluctate and loath it ?
How do their stomachs rise at it? And though the portion of the
saints cup be much sweeter than theirs, (for that bitter ingredient of
trials
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God's vindictive wrath

not in

is

loth they are to taste it.
3. Thirdly , Both the one

it,)

yet even they shrink from

54:5
it,

and the other may be impatient and

and
fret-

the very nature of flesh and blood to be so.
" The wicked are Uke the troubled sea, which cannot rest, whose
" waters cast forth mire and dirt,"' Isa. Ivii. 20. It is an allusion to

ful in adversity

;

it

is

the unstable and stormy ocean: you know there isnaturally an estuation and working in the sea, whether it be incensed by the wind or
no; but if a violent wind blow upon the unquiet ocean, O what a
what abundance of trash and filth doth
racrino- and foaminor is there
!

at such times cast

it

out

Now, though grace make a great difference betwixt one and another,
but even a gracious heart may be very unquiet
the
day of affliction. Sanctified souls have their
and tumultuous in
passions and lusts which are too little mortified; even as sweet-brier
and holy-thistles have their prickles, as well as the worthless bramble.
yet, I dare not say,

Jonah was a good man, yet his soul was sadly distempered by adverse
providences Jonah iv. 9. " Yea, (saith he, and that to his God) I
" do well to be angry, even unto death."
4. Fourthly^ But the one and the other may be weary of the rod,
and think the day of adversity a tedious day, wishing it were once at
an end. Babylon shall be weary of the evil that God will bring upon
;

Jer.

it,

li.

And O

idt.

How

that none of

Z ion's

children were weary of

moan doth Job make of his long-continued
affliction, Job xvi. 6, 7. *' Though I speak, my grief is not assuaged;
" and though I forbear, what am I eased But now he hath made
adversity too!

sad a

.'*

"me

weary."

if you look into Psalm vi. 3, 6. you may see another strong
soul (saith David
Christian even tired in the way of affliction *'
" in that place) is sore vexed, but thou,
Lord, how long ? I am

And

:

My

O

**

weary with

by

my

groaning.'*'

Both the one and the other may be driven

to their knees
adversity. " Lord, in trouble have they visited thee ; they have

5. Fifthly,

" poured out a prayer when thy chastening was upon them," Isa.
xxvi. 16. Not that a godly person will pray no longer than the rod
is at his back; O no; he cannot live long without prayer, how few calls
soever he hath to that duty bv the rod
but when the rod is on
his back, he will be more frequently and more fervently upon his
knees indeed many gracious hearts are like children's tops, which
will go no longer than they are whipt ; they cannot find their knees
dangerous
and their tongues till God find a rod to excite them.
sym.ptom. The same affliction may put a gracious and graceless soul
to their knees but though in the external matter of duty, and in the
external call and occasion of duty, they seem to agree, yet is there a
vast difference in the principles, manner, and endsof these their duties;
AS will evidently appear in its proper place in our following discourse.
But by what hath been said in this section, you may see how in
;

;

A

:
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some things the holy upright soul
in other things

how much

acts too like the unsanctified, and
the hypocrite may act like a saint ; he may

be externally humbled, so was Ahab ; he may pray under the rod,
Mai. ii. 13. yea, and request others to pray for him, so did Simon,
Acts viii. 24.
SECT.

III.

XjUT

though the sound and unsound heart differ not in some
external carriages under the rod, yet there are effects of adversity
which are proper to either, and will discriminate them. To which
end let us first see what effects adversity is usually followed withal in
unsound and carnal hearts and we shall find among others, these
five symptoms of a naughty heart appearing under crosses and af:

flictions.

A

1. First,
graceless heart is not quickly and easily brought to see
the hand of God in those troubles that befalit, and to be duly affected
with it; Isa. xxvi. 11. " Lord, when thy hand is lifted up, they will
'' not see
C when it has smitten, or is lifted up to smite, they shut
their eyes ; it is the maUce of this man, or the negligence of that, or
the unfaithfulness of another, that hath brought all this trouble upon
me. Thus the creature is the horizon that terminates their sight,
and beyond that they usually see nothing. Sometimes indeed the
hand of God is so immediately manifested, and convincingly discovered in afflictions, that they cannot avoid the siglit of it and then they
may, in their way, pour out a prayer before him; but ordinarily they
impute all to second causes, and overlook the first cause of their
;

troubles.
it usual with these men under the rod to reand search their hearts there, to find out the
particular cause and provocation of their affliction " No man repented
" him of his wickedness, saying, What have I done
Jer. viii. 6.
the
incensed
What cursed thing is there with me, that hath thus
anger of God against me God visits their iniquities with afflictions,
but they visit not their own hearts by self-examinations. God judges
them, but they judge not themselves He shews their iniquities in a
clear glass, but none saith, Wluit have I done? This phrase. What
have I done ? is the voice of one that recollects himself after a rash

2.

Secondly,

Nor is

tire into their closets,

:

.'*""

!

:

action

;

or the voice of a

make of his sins

;

man

astonished at the discovery afflictions
this is ordinarily heard among

but no such voice as

carnal men.

^.Thirdly, An unsound professor, if left to his choice, would rather
chuse sin than affliction ; and sees more evil in that than in this.
And it cannot be doubted, if we consider the principle by which all
Hence Job''s friends
unregenerate men are acted, is sense, not faith.
would have argued his hypocrisy, Job xxxvi. 91. And had their
application been as right as their rule, it would have concluded it

This

(viz. sin)

hast thou chosen^ rather than

ajffliction.
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I do not say that an upright man cannot commit a moral evii, to
escape a penal evil. O that daily observation did not too plentifully
furnish us with sad instances of that kind ,But upright ones do not,
dare not, upon a serious deliberate discussion and debate, choose sin
rather than affliction ; what they may do upon surprisals and in the
violence of temptation, is of another nature.
But a false and unsound heart discovers itself in the choice it makes
upon deliberation, and that frequently when sin and trouble come
ia competition. Put the case, saith Augustine, a ruffian should with
one hand set the cup of drunkenness to thy mouth, and with the other
a dagger to thy breast, and say, drink or die; thou shouldest rather
choose to die sober, than to live a drunkard: And many Christians
have resisted unto blood, striving against sin, and, with renowned Moses, chosen affliction, the worst of afflictions, yea, death itself in the most
formidable appearance, rather than sin ; and it is the habitual temper
and resolution of every gracious heart so to do, though those holy
resolutions are sometimes over-borne by violence of temptation.
But the hypocrite dreads less the defilement of his soul, than the
loss of his estate, liberty, or life.
If you ask upon what ground then
doth the apostle suppose, 1 Cor. xiii. 3. a man may give his body to
be burnt, and not have charity ; that the salamander of hypocrisy
may live in the flame of martyrdom ? The answer is at hand ; They
that choose death in the sense of this text, do not choose it to escape
sin, but to feed and indulge it.
Those strange adventures (if any
such be) are rather to maintain their own honour, and enrol their
names among worthy and famous persons to posterity ; or out of a
blind zeal to their espoused errors and mistakes, than in a due regard
'
to the glory of God, and the preservation of integrity.
I fear to
' speak it, but it
*
must be spoken, (saith Hierom), That even mar* tyrdom itself, when suffered for admiration and
applause, profits
* nothing, but that blood is shed in vain."*
4. Fourthly, It is the property of an unregenerate soul, under
adversity, to turn from creature to creature for support and comfort,
and not from every creature to God alone. So long as their feet can
touch ground, I mean, feel any creature-relief or comfort under them,
they can subsist and live in afflictions ; but when they lose ground,
when all creature-refuge fails, then their hearts fail too.
Thus Zedekiah, and the self-deceiving Jew^s, when they saw their
own strength failed them, and there was little hope left that they
should deliver themselves from the Chaldeans, what do they in that
strait ? Do they, with upright Jehoshaphat say, " Our eyes are unto
*' thee ?"
No, their eyes were upon Egypt for succour, not upon
Heaven; well, Pharaoh and his aids are left still, all hope is net
!

* Timeo dicere, sed dicendum est ; martyrmm ipstim si idea
fiat ut admrrafioni et landi
haheatiir afratribus ; frustra sanguis effusns est.
Hier.

Vol. V.
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gone, Jer. xxxvii. 9.
See the like in Ahaz, in a sore plunge and
distress, he courts the king of Assyria for help, 2 Chron. xxviii. 22,
23. That project failing, why then he will try what the gods of
Damascus can do for him ; any way rather than the right way.
Fleetere si nequeam superos^ Acheron fa movebo.
So it is with many others if one child die, what do they do, run
to God, and comfort themselves in this, the Lord liveth, though my
child die.
If an estate be lost, and a family sinking, do they with
David comfort themselves in the everlasting covenant, ordered and
sure ? No ; but if one relation die, there is another alive ; if an estate
be lost, yet not all ; something is left still, and the case will mend.
As long as ever such men have any visible encouragement, they
will hang upon it ; and not make up all in Christ, and encourage
themselves in the Lord.
To tell them of rejoicing in the Lord,
when the fig-tree blossoms not, is what they cannot understand.
5. Fifthly^ To conclude ; an unsound heart never comes out of the
furnace of affliction purged, mortified, and more spiritual and holy
than when he was cast into it ; his scum and dross is not there separated from him ; nay, the more they are afflicted, the worse thev
"
should ye be smitten any more ? ye will revolt more
are.
:

Why

and

*'

vi.

29.

more,"" Isa.

i.

And,

5.

God had put

to

keep to our metaphor, consult Jer.

that incorrigible people into the furnace of

and kept them long in that fire and what was the issue ^
" The bellows are burnt, the lead is con" sumed of the fire, the founder melteth in vain, &c. reprobate silver
" shall men call them, because the Lord hath rejected them.""
If the fire of affliction be continually blown till the very bellows be
burnt, that is, the tongue, or rather the lungs of the prophet, which
have some resemblance though these be even spent in reproving,
and threatening, and denouncing woe upon woe, and judgment upon
judgment; and God fulfils his word upon them yet still they are
as before
the dross remains
though Jerusalem be made a pot,
affliction,

Why,

;

saith the prophet,

;

;

;

:

and the inhabitants the

flesh boiling in it, as is noted (pertinently to
discourse) in Ezek. xxiv. 6, 13. the scum remains with them^ and
cannot be separated by the fire ; and the reason is plain, because no

my

but as it is sanctified, and works in the
and in pursuance of the promises.
O think on this you that have had thousands of afflictions in one
kind and another, and none of them all have done you good they
have not mortified, humbled, or benefited you at all And thus you
see what the effects of adversity are, when it meets with a graceless

affliction in itself

purges

sin,

virtue of God's blessing,

;

:

heart.

SECT. IV.

X3y

thou art desirous to know what
effects adversity and affliction use to have when they meet with an
honest and sincere heart Only, before I come to particulars, I
this time, reader,

I suppose

:
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think it needful to acquaint thee, that the fruits of afflictions are
mostly after-fruits, and not so discernible by the Christian himself
under the rod, as after he hath been exercised by it, Heb. xii. 11.
and calmly reflects upon what is past ; nor doth every Christian
attain the same measure and degree ; some rejoice, others commonly
submit ; but I think these seven effects are ordinarily found in all
upright hearts that pass under the rod.
1. Firsts The sincere and upright soul betakes itself to God in affliction ; Job i. 20. When God was smiting, Job was praying ; when
God afflicted, Job worshipped: So David, Psalm cxvi. 3, 4. " I
*' found sorrow and trouble, then called I upon the
name of the
** Lord."
And when the messenger of Satan buffeted Paul. " For
" this cause (saith he) I besought the Lord thrice," .2 Cor xii. 8.
Alas whither should a child go in distress, but to its father ?
2. Secondly^ He sees and owns the hand of God in his afflictions,
how much or little soever of the instruments of trouble appear. The
Lord hath taken away, saith Job, Job i. 21. God had bidden him,
saith David, 2 Sam. xvi. 10.
If the blow come from the hand of a
wicked man, yet he sees that wicked hand in God's righteous hand.
Psalm xvii. 14. And this apprehension is fundamental to all that
communion men have with God in their afflictions, and to all that
peaceableness and gracious submission of their spirits under the rod
He that sees nothing of God in his troubles, hath nothing of God
!

:

in his soul.

Thirdly, He can justify God in all the afflictions and troubles
come upon him, be they never so severe. " Thou art just in all
" that is brought upon us," saith Nehemiah, Neh. ix. 33. " Thou
" hast punished us less than our iniquities deserve," saith Ezra, Ezra
" It is of the Lord's mercies we are not consumed," saith
ix. 13.
the church. Lam. ill. 22. Are we in Babylon ? It is a mercy we arc
not in hell. If God condemn him, yet he will justify God
If God
cast him into a sea of trouble^ yet he will acknowledge, in all that
3.

that

*

;

is not one drop of injustice.
If I have not deserved such usage from the hands of men, yet I have deserved worse
than this at the hands of God.
4. Fourthly, Afflictions use to melt and humble gracious hearts
there is an habitual tenderness planted in their spirits, and a just occasion quickly draws it forth
And so usual a thing it is for gracious

sea of trouble, there

:

hearts to be

humbled under the

afflictings of God, that affliction is
upon that score called humiliation The effect put for the cause, to
shew where one is, the other will be, 2 Cor. xii. 21. My God K'ill
humble me, i. e. he will afflict me with the sight of your sins and disorders; and if a gracious soul be so apt to be humbled for other
men's sins, much more for his own.
5. Fifthly, The upright soul is inquisitive under the rod, to find
out that evil for which the Lord contends with him by aflhction
Job X. 2. Shew me wherefore thou contendest with me :" And
2
:
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xxxiv. 32. " That which I see not, teach thou me
If I have
« done iniquity, I will do no more.'' So Lam. iii. 89, 40. " Let us
" search and try our ways, and turn again to the Lord." In
afflicting, God searches them, and under affliction they search themselves
Willing they are to hear the voice of the rod, and glad of
any discovery it makes in their hearts.
6. Sixtldij^ The upright heart chooseth to lie under affliction, rather than to be delivered from it by sin.
I say, this is the choice and
resolution of every upright heart, however it may be sometimes overborne by the violence of temptation, Heb. xi. 85. Not accepting
deliverance^ viz. upon sinful terms and conditions.
They are sensible how the flesh smarts under the rod, but had
rather it should smart, than conscience should smart under guilt.
Affliction, saith an upright soul, grieves me, but sin will grieve God
affliction wounds my flesh, but sin will wound my soul.
Deliverance I long for, but I will not pay so dear for it, how much soever
I desire it: Nolo tanti emere poenitentiam : Outward ease is sweet,
but inward peace is sweeter.
7. Seventhly, He prizeth the spiritual good gotten by affliction,
above deliverance from it, and can bless God from his heart for those
mercies, how dear soever his flesh hath paid for them. Psalm cxix.
" It is good for me that I have been afflicted."' Such
67, and 71.
is the value the people of God have for spiritual graces, that they
cannot think them dear, whatever their flesh hath paid for them.
The mortification of one lust, one discovery of sincerity, one manifestation of God to their souls, doth much more than make amends
for all that they have endured under the rod.

Job

:

:

Is patience improved, self-acquaintance increased, the vanity of the
creature more effectually taught, longings after heaven enflamed ?
blessed afflictions, that are attended with such blessed fruits
It was

O

.?

the saying of a holy man, under a sore trouble for the death of an only
son, when in that dark day God had graciously manifested himself
to his soul ; ' O, (saith he) I would be contented, if it were possible,
' to lay an only son in the
grave every day I have to live in the
' world, for one such discovery
of the love of God as I now enjoy.'

CHAP.

VI.

Shewing indwelling sin to be to grace, what jire is to gold ; and
how the soundness and unsoundness of our hearts are discovered
by our carriage towards

it.

SECT.

I.

Jr ROSPERITY and adversity put sincerity to the trial ; but
nothing makes a deeper search into our bosoms, nothing sifts our
spirits more narrowly, or tells us what our state is more plainly,
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than our behaviour towards that corruption which dwells in us ; the
thorn is next neighbour to the rose Sin and grace dwell not only
The collier and fuller
in the same soul, but in the same faculties.
one
cleanses
the
other blacks.
Of all the
dwell in one room ; what
evils God permits in this world, none is more grievous to his people
than this
They sometimes wonder why the Lord will suffer it to
be so; why, surely, among other wise and holy ends of this permission, these are some.
They are left to try you, and to humble you There is no intrinsic goodness in sin ; but, however, in this it occasions good to us,
that by our carriage towards it, we discern our sincerity.
The
touch-stone is a worthless stone in itself, but it serves to try the gold;
1 John iii. 9, 10. " Whosoever is born of God, doth nbt commit
*' sin ;
for his seed remaineth in him, and he cannot sin, because he
" is born of God In this the children of God are manifest, and the
" children of the devil :" q. d. In respect of their carriage towards
This is that which
sin, the one and the other is plainly manifested
separates the dross from the gold, and shews you what the true state
By not sinning,
of men's persons, and tempers of their hearts are.
we are not to understand a total freedom from it in this world, as if
it implied any such perfection of the people of God in this world
Nor yet must we take it in
that is the Popish and Pelagian sense
the Arminian sense, who, to avoid the argument of the orthodox,
will understand it of the sin against the Holy Ghost.
What a
strange thing would it be, to make that a characteristical note of distinction betwixt the godly and ungodly, which so very few, even of
the most ungodly, are ever guilty of
But the manner of our behaviour towards sin, and our carriage
towards it before, or under, or after the commission of it, in that the
children of God are manifest, and the children of the devil.
:

:

:

:

:

:

.'^

Now, there are five things
mark the state of the persons
1.

2.

In our ^

S.
4.
5.

relating to sin, that discriminate
:

The

and

diiference is discernable.

Abstinence from sin.
Hatred of sin.
Trouble about sin.
Subjection to
Opposition to

sin.
sin.

SECT.

II.

X HE

grounds and motives of our abstinence do very clearly
(1.)
manifest the state of our souls ; what they are in the regenerate and
unregenerate, is our next work and let it be considered,
1. Fh'st, That an unsound and unrenewed heart may abstain from
one sin, because it is contrary to, and inconsistent with another sin
For, it is with the sins of our nature, as it is with the diseases of our
:

bodies

:

Though

all

diseases be contrary to health, yet

some

M mS

4

diseases^
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So are prodigaThese oppose
and
grace
sin
mutual
destruction,
as
do, but for
not
for
each other,
superiority, each contending for the throne, and sometimes taking it
by turns. It is with such persons as with that possessed man. Mat.

as the fever and palsy, are contrary to each other.
lity and covetousness, hypocrisy and profaneness.

whom

the spirit cast sometimes into the fire, sometimes into
if one subdue the other, yet the heart is also subdued
to the vassalage of that lust that is uppermost in the soul.
2. Secondhj^ An unrenewed soul may be kept from the commission of some sin, not because there is a principle of grace within him,
but because of some providential restraint without him, or upon him:
For it often falls out, that when men have conceived sin, and are

xvii. 15.

the water

:

Or

ready to execute it, providence claps on the fetters of restraint, and
hinders them from so doing.
This was the case with Abimelech, Gen. xx. 6. and 17. compared,
thee : And though persons so restrained, have not the
xvitJtr-lield
/
^ood of such providences, yet others have ; for by it a world of mischief is prevented in the world, which otherwise would break out
and to this act of providence we owe our lives, hberties, estates, and
comforts in this world.
3. Thirdly^ An unsound heart may not commit some sins, not because he truly hates them, but because his constitution inclines him
These men are rather beholden to a good temper of
not to them
Some men cannot be
body, than to a gracious temper of soul.
drunkards if they would, others cannot be covetous and base ; they
are made e meliori lato^ of a more refined metal than others ; but
chaste and liberal, just and sober nature, is but nature still: The
best nature, in all its endowments, is but nature at the best.
graceless heart may be restrained from sin by the
4. FourtJdi/,
:

A

and principles of moraHty that were instilled into it.
Thus Jehoash was restrained from sin, 2 Kings xii. 2. " And Je" hoash did that which was right in the sight of the Lord, all the
" days wherein Jehoiadah the priest instructed him."" The fear of
a parent or master will do a great deal more with some in this case
The influences of strict education nips off
than the fear of God.
The way we are taught when
the excrescencies of budding vice.
young, we keep when old This is the influence of man upon man,
not the influence of the regenerating Spirit upon men.
5. Fifthli/, A graceless heart may be kept from some sins by the
Sin that isfear of the events, both in this world and that to come.
ground
on
this
followed with infamy and reproach among men, may

force of education

:

be forborne not because God hath forbidden it, but because human
Jaws will punish it, and the sober world will brand us for it: And
some look farther, to the punishment of sin in hell ; they are not
afraid to sin, but they are afraid to burn.
Here sin is hke a sweet rose in a brake of thorns; fain we would
have it, but we are loth to tear, our flesh to come by it. It is good
;
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is prevented any way ; but to be kept on this ground from
doth not argue the estate of the person to be good And thus
you see some of the grounds on wliich carnal men are restrained
and in this " the children of the devil are manifest."

that sin
sin,

.

:

SECT.

III.

there are grounds of abstinence from sin, by which " the
"children of God are also manifested;"" and such are these that follow:
sincere heart dares not sin because of the eye and fear
1. First,

-*^UT

A

of God, which is upon him So you find it in Job xxxi. 1, and 4.
he durst not allow his thoughts to sin, because he lived under the
awe of God's eye. Nehemiah durst not do as former governors had
done, though an opportunity presented to enrich himself, because of
The soul that lives under the awe
the fear of' his God, Neh. v. 15.
of this eye, will be conscientious where no discovery can be made by
creatures, as if all the world were looking on, Levit. xix. 14.
*' Thou shalt not curse the deaf, nor put a stumbling-block before
" the blind ; but shalt fear thy God, I am the Lord."
What if a man do curse the deaf, the deaf cannot hear him, and
what if he do put a stumbling-block before the blind, the blind canTrue, but God sees him, God hears him ; that is
not see him
enough to a man that hath the fear of the Lord upon his heart.
2. Secondly, As the fear of God, so the love of God, is a principle
This kept back
of restraint from sin to the soul that is upright.
"
How can I do this great wickedJoseph from sin. Gen. xxxix. 9.
" ncss, and sin against Godi^" Hoiv can I? He speaks as a man
that feels himself bound up from sin by the goodness and love of God,
that had been manifested to him, q. d. Hath he delivered me from
the pit into which my envious brethren east me ? Hath he, in so
miraculous a way, advanced me to all this honour and power in
Egypt ? And now, after all his kindness and love to me, shall I sin
against him ? O how can I do this against so good, so gracious a God ?
So Psal. xcvii. 10. " Ye that love the Lord, hate evil." Love will
cry out in the hour of temptation. Is this thy kindness to thy friend ?
Dost thou thus requite the Lord for all his kindnesses ?
3. Thirdly, As the love of God, so the intrinsical evil and filthiness that is in sin keeps back the gracious soul from it, Rom. xii, 9.
" Abhor that which is evil," a-o^y^avrss to rrovnoov, hate it as hell itself:
Or, as the French translation hath it, be in horror.
As the apprehensions of hell, so the apprehensions of sin impress horror upon the
mind that is sanctified Nothing more loathsome to an holy soul
its aversations from it are with the highest indignation and loathing.
4. Fourthly, The renewed nature of a saint restrains him from sin;
Gal. V. 17. " The spirit lusteth against the flesh, so that ye cannot
" do the thing ye would." Ye cannot, why cannot ye ? because it
:

:

:

is

against your

new

nature.
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Beloved, This is a very remarkable thing in the experience of all
renewed men, That, upon the renovation of men's principles, their
delights, and their aversations and loathings are laid quite cross and
opposite to what they were before.
In their carnal state, vain com-,
pany and sinful exercises were their delight. To be separated from
these, and tied to prayer, meditation, heavenly discourse and company O v/hat a bondage would tha't have been Now to be tied to
such carnal society, and restrained from such duties of godlinessy and
the society of the godly, become a much sorer bondage to the soul.
5. Fij'tldy^ Experience of the bitterness of sin is a restraint to a gracious heart.
They that have had so many sick days and sorrowful
sin
nights ibr
as they have had, are loth to taste that wormwood and
gall again, which their soul hath still in remembrance ; 2 Cor. vii. 11.
" In that ye sorrowed after a godl}^ sort, what carefulness it wrought !"
He would not grapple with those inward troubles again, he would
not have the cheerful light of God''s countenance eclipsed again for
all, and much more than all, the pleasures that are in sin.
;

!

6. Sixthly^ The consideration of the sufferings of Christ for sin,
powerfully with-holds a gracious soul from the commission of it;
Rom. vi. 6. " Our old man is crucified with him, that the body of
" sin might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve sin."
Were there a knife or sword in the house that had been thrust through
the heart of your father, would you ever endure the sight of it ?
Sin was the sword that pierced Christ, and so the death of Christ
becomes the death of sin in his people. Thus the children of God
and the children of the devil are manifest, in the principles and
reasons of their abstinence from sin.

SECT. IV.

Secondly,

They are also manifested by their hatred of
This puts a clear distinction betwixt them ; for no false or unregenerate heart can hate sin as sin ; he may indeed,
1. Firsts Hate sin in another, but not in himself: Thus one proud
man hates another; Caico superhiam Platonis, said Diogenes, when
he trampled Plato's fine clothes under foot ; I spurn the pride of
(2.)

sin.

Plato.

Sed mqjori superhia^

as Plato smartly replied.

Thou

tramplest

upon my pride, but it is with greater pride. " Why (saith Christ to
'' the hypocrite) beboldest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye,
" but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye ?" Mat. vii. B.
Plow quick in espying, and rash in censuring the smallest fault in
it was but one fault, and that but a small
another, is the hypocrite
one, but a mote that he could find in another; yet this he quickly
discerns
It may be there were many excellent graces in him, these
he overlooks, but the mote he plainly discerns.
It may be that mote in his brother's eye, had drawn many tears
from it, but these he takes no notice of; and meanwhile there is a
!

:
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horrid flagitious evil, in himself: but it is
This is a sad symptom of
too near him to be discerned or bewailed

beam,

i.

e.

great

:

a naughty heart.
2.
its

Secondly^

own nature

He may hate it
;

in its effects

and consequents

;

not in

as the thief hates the gallows, not the wickedness

It is not sin
that he hath done.
hell, that is frightful to him.

itself,

but

sin in its

connexion with

The unsound professor could wish that there were no such threatenWhen sin tempts him, I would, saith
ing in the Bible against sin.
O sin, could I separate thee from
consequence.
the
he, but I fear
hell, nothing should separate thee and me.
3. Thirdly^ He may hate it in a mood or pang, but not with a
rooted habitual hatred. It is plain from 2 Pet. ii. 22. That sin may
sometimes lie upon the conscience of an unregenerate man, as a load
lies upon a sick stomach ; and so he may discharge himself of it by reformation, restitution, &c. but a little time reconciles the quarrel beIf they fall out, they will fall in again
twixt him and his lust again
*' The dog returned to his vomit, and the sow that was washed to
" her wallowing in the mire.''
But an upright soul hates sin in another manner; and in this
hatred of sin the children of God are manifest.
1. First. The opposition of sin to God, is the very ground and
formal reason upon which a gracious soul opposes and hates it. If it
be opposite to the holy nature and law of God, it cannot but be
This cut David's heart, Psal. li. 4. " Against
odious in his eyes
" thee, thee only have I sinned," q. d. I have wronged Uriah
greatly, I have wronged myself and family greatly ; but the wrong I
have done to others is not worth naming, in comparison of the wrong
:

:

I have

done to

thee.

The

upright soul hates sin in himself more than he
any other; as a man hates a serpent in the hedge, but much
more in his own bosom Rom. vii. 23. " But I see another law in
" my members ;" and ver. 21. "I find then a law, that when I
" would do good, evil is present with me:" q. d. I do not know
how others find it, but I am sure I find sin my very bosom, in my
2.

hates

Secondly^
it

in

:

very bowels,

it is

present with me.

O

A

wretched man that I am
in others, but to find it in himself
!

gracious soul can mourn to see it
pierceth him to the very heart.
3. Thirdly^ The gracious soul hates not only this or that particular
True hatred is
sin, but the whole kind, every thing that is sinful.
;'
*
of the whole nature or kind
rroo', ra y%vri,
Psal. cxix. 104. '^ I
" hate every false way." His reasonings proceed a quatenus ad omne^
from sin as sin, concluding against every sin ; sins that are profitable
and pleasant, as well as sins that have neither profit nor pleasure; sins
that arc secret, as well as sins that are open, and will defame him.
* Arist. Rhet. lib. 2. cap. 4.
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And, before this trial, a false heart cannot stand ; for he a1way»
There is an iniquity which he cannot be sepaindulges some lust
rated from.
4. Fourthly, The sincere soul hates sin with an irreconcileable
There was a time when sin and his soul fell out, but there
hatred.
never will be a time of reconciliation betwixt them again.
That breach, which effectual conviction once made, can never be
made up any more " They will return no more to folly,*" Psalm
And indeed it seems to them that have suffered so much
Ixxxv. 8.
for sin, that have endured so many fears and sorrows for it, the
No, they admire
greatest folly in the word to return to sin again
the mercy of their escape from sin to their dying day, and never
look back upon their former state but with shame and grief.
Ask a convert. Would you be back again where once you were ?
Would you be among your old companions again ? Would you be
fulfilling the lusts of the flesh again ? And he will tell you, he would
not run the hazard to abide one day or one night in that condition
again, to gain all the kingdoms of the world the next morning.
5. Fifthly, The sincere soul hates sin with a superlative hatred ;
he hates it more than any other evil in the world besides it. Penal
evils are not pleasant in themselves, but yet he must endure them,
or sin, then sufferings he chuses ; Heb. xi. 25. "Chusing rather to
" suffer affliction than enjoy the pleasures of sin f the worst of
sufferings rather than the best of sin.
6. Sixthly, To conclude ; so deep is the hatred that upright ones
bear to sin, that nothing pleases them more than the thoughts of a
Rom., vii. 34. " I thank God, through
full deliverance from it doth
:

:

:

:

" Jesus Christ our

What doth

he so heartily thank God for ?
O for a prospect of his final deliverance from sin, never to be entangAnd this is one thing that
led, defiled, or troubled with it any more
sweetens death to the saints as any thing in the world can do, except
Christ's victory over it, and lying in the grave for us. To think of a
grave, is not pleasant in itself; but to think of a parting- time with
sin, that is sweet and pleasant indeed.
Lord.*"

:

SECT.

(3.)

devil

1 HIRDLY,
;

V.

God and the children of the
as in hatred of sin, so
manifest
are
pure gold and vile dross
The

cliildren of

and sorrows about sin.
All trouble for sin argrues not sinceritv ; some have reason to be
troubled even for their troubles for sm So have they,
1. First, That are only troubled for the commission of some more
gross sins, that startle the natural conscience, but not for inward sins
that defile the soul. Judas was troubled for betraying innocent blood,
but not for that base lust of covetousness that was the root of it, or
in their troubles

:

the want of sincere love to Jesus Christ

;

Matth. xxvii.

4, 5.

Out~
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majoHs iiifamice, of greater scandal; but heart-sins
To be troubled
reatus, sins of greater guilt.
majoris
are oftentimes
sins
daily incurred,
trouble
for
ordinary
for oTosser sins, and have no
is an ill sign of a bad heart.
graceless heart maybe much troubled at the discovery
2. iS'^co7i(i/z/,
of sin, when it is not troubled for the guilt of sin Jer. ii. 26. " As
*« the thief is ashamed when he is found, so is the house of Israel
" ashamed."" Hence it is that they stick not to commit ten sins against
God, to hide one sin from the eyes of men. It is a mercy that sin
is the matter of men's shame, and that all are not arrived to that
height of impudence to declare their sin as Sodom, and glory in their
shame But to be ashamed only because men see it, and not with
Ezra, to say, "O my God, I am ashamed, and blush to look up unto
" thee,'' Ezra ix. 6. ashamed that thou seest it, is but hypocrisy.
graceless heart may be troubled for the rod that sin
3. Thirdly^
draws after it, but not for sin itself, as it provokes God to inflict
^rard sins are sins

A

;

:

A

rods.

But

the troubles of upright ones for sin are of another kind

and

nature.
1. First, They are troubled that God is wronged, and his Spirit
So the penitent prodigal, " I have sinned
troubled by their sins
" against heaven, and in thv siorht," Luke xv. 21. Against heaven,
heaven, a great, glorious, and
that is, against him whose throne is
a poor worm of the earth hath lifted up his hand
infinite Majesty
against the God of heaven.
2. Secondly, They are troubled for the defilement of their own
Hence they are compared in Proverbs xxv. 26. to a
souls by sin
troubled fountain.
You know it is the property of a li^nng spring,
when any filth falls into it, or that which lies in the bottom of its
:

m

!

:

never to leave working until
it hath purged itself of it, and recovered its purity again.
So it is with a righteous man, he loves purity in the precept,
Psal. cxix. 140. and he loves it no less in the principle and practice:
he thinks it is hell enough to lie under the pollution of sin, if he
should never come under damnation for it.
3. Thirdly, They are troubled for the estrangements of God, and
It would go
the hidings of his face from them because of their sin.
close to an ingenuous spirit to see a dear and faithful friend whom
he hath grieved, to look strange and shy upon him at the next
meeting, as if he did not know him much more doth it go to the heart
of a gracious man to see the face of God turned from him, and not
channel,

is

raised

and

defiles its streams,

:

him as in times past. This went to David's heart after
you may see. Psalm li. 11. " Cast me not away from thy
" presence, and take not thy Holy Spirit from me ;" q. d. Lord,
if thou turn thy back upon me, and estrange thyself from me, I am

to be towards
his

a

fall,

man ; that is the greatest mischief that can befal me.
Fourthly, Their troubles for sin run deep to what other men's

lost
4.

as
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Tliey are strong to bear other troubles, but sink and fairjt
under this Psahii xxxviii. 4. Other sorrows may for the present
be violent, and make more noise, but this sorrow soaks deeper into
do.

:

the soul.
5. Fifthly^ Their troubles for sin are more private and silent
troubles than others are, " their sore runs in the night," as it is
Psal. Ixxvii. 2. Not but that they may, and do open their troubles
to men (and it is a mercy when they meet with a judicious, tender,

and experienced Christian to unbosom themselves unto) but ^hen all
is done, it is God and thy soul alone that must whisper out the matter.
Ilia vera dolet, qui sine teste dolet : This is a sincere sorrow for
sin indeed, which is expressed secretly to God in the closet.
6. Siocthly^ Their troubles are incurable by creature-comforts. It
is not the removing some outward pressures and inconveniences that
can remove their burden nothing but pardon, peace, and witnessed
;

reconcihation, can quiet the gracious heart.
7. Seventhly^ Their troubles for sin are ordinate and kept in their
own place ; they dare not stamp the dignity of Christ's blood upon
their worthless tears and groans for sin * Lava lachrymas, Domine:
:

Lord, wash
sire

my

of a true penitent.

our hearts

was once the dethus our trouble for sin shews us what

sinful tears in the blood of Christ,

And

are.

SECT. VI.

OURTHLY,

The

behaviour and carriage of the soul with
sin, shews what our estate
and condition is. This will separate dross from gold. All unregenerate men are the servants of sin, they subject themselves te^ its
commands. This the scripture sometimes calls a " conversation in
" the lusts of the flesh,'' Eph. ii. 3. Sometimes the " selling of
" themselves to sin,"" 1 Kings xxi. 20. Now, as a -)- judicious divine
observes, though the children of God complain Avith Paul, Rom. vii.
14, 15. that they are " sold under sin,'' yet there is avast difference
betwixt these two The saints are sold to it by Adam, but others by
their own continued consent. But to shew you the difference in this
matter, I conceive it necessary to shew wherein the reigning power
of sin doth not consist, and then wherein it doth ; that you may
(4.)

i*

respect to subjection to the

commands of

:

who are in subjection
and who are not. Now

power of

plainly discern

to the reigning

corruptions,

there be divers things

their

common

both to the regenerate and unregencrate and we cannot say the dominion of sin lies in any or in all of them, viz. abstractly and simply
;

considered.
1. First,)

Both one and the other having original corruption dwel-

ling in them,

may

and scandalous

sins

also find this fountain breaking forth into gross
:

But we cannot say
August.

that because original corrup-

f Dr. Reynolds,
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and scandalous sins in both, therethe one as well as in the other ; a riffhteous
man may "fall before the wicked/' as it is, Prov. xxv. S6. He mayfall into the dirt of grosser iniquities, and furnish them with matter
of reproach. So did David, Peter, Abraham, and many more of the
tion thus breaks forth into gross

fore

it

must needs

reijjn in

Lord's upright-hearted ones, whose souls nevertheless sin did not
reign over by a voluntary subjection to its commands, nor must this
embolden any to sin with more liberty.
2. Secondly^ Though an upright soul fall once and again into sin,
though he reiterate the same act of sin which he hath repented of
it cannot merely from thence be concluded, that therefore
over him as it doth over a wicked man that makes it his
daily trade. I confess every reiteration of sin puts a further aggravation upon it And it is sad we should repent and sin, and sin and rejust man falleth seven
pent; but yet you read, Prov. xxiv. 16.
" times, and riseth up again :" Job's friends were good men, yet he
tells them, " These ten times have ye reproached me," Job xix. 3.
This indeed shews a heart that greatly needs purging ; for it is with
relapses into spiritual as it is with relapses into natural diseases
recidivation or return of the disease shews that the morbific matter
was not duly purged but though it shews the foulness, it doth not
always prove the falseness of the heart.
3. Thirdly^ Though the one may be impatient of the reproof of
his sin, as well as the other ; yet that alone will not conclude sin to
be in full dominion over the one as it is over the other.
It is pity any good man should storm at a just rebuke of sin ; that
such a precious oil as is proper to heal, should be conceited to break
his head but yet flesh will be tender and touchy, even in good men.
Asa was a good man, and yet he was wroth with the prophet who
reproved him, as you find, 2 Chron. xvi. 10. yet I doubt not but
their consciences smite them for it, when pride suff^ers not another to
do it ; a reproof may be well-timed and ill managed by another,
and so may provoke, but they will hear the voice of conscience in
another manner.
4. Fourthly, Though in both some one particular sin may have
more power than another, yet neither doth this alone conclude, that
therefore that sin must reign in one, as it doth in another.
Indeed
the beloved lust of every wicked man is king over his soul ; but yet a
godly man's constitution, calling, S^c. may incline him more to one
sin than another ; and yet neither that nor any other may be said to
be in dominion ; for though David speaks of his iniquity, i. e. his
special sin, Psal. xviii. 23. which some suppose to be the sin of lying
from that intimation, Psal. cxix. 19. yet you see in one place he begs
God to keep him from it, and in the other, he tells us he kept himself from it, and both shew he was not the servant of it.
5. Fifthly, Though both may sin against knowledge, yet it will

before; yet
sin reiofns

:

"A

:

A

;

;

not follow from thence, that therefore sins against knowledge must

SGO
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needs be sins in dominion in the one, as they are in the other there
was too much light abused, and violence offered in David's deliberated
gin, as he confesses, Psal. li. 6. and the sad story itself too plainly
shews ; and yet, in the main, David was an upright man still; though
this consideration of the fact shrewdly wounded his integrity, and
stands upon record for a caution to all others.
:

SECT. VII.

Wi

E have seen what doth not infer the dominion of sin in the
former particulars, being simply considered I shall next shew you
;

what doth, and how the sincere and false hearts are distinguished in
this trial.
And,
1. Fii'st, Assent and consent upon deliberation notes the soul to be
under the dominion of sin v/hen the mind approves sin, and the will
gives its plenary consent to it, this sets up sin in its thrcne, and puts
the soul into subjection to it; for the dominion of sin consists in its
authority over us, and our voluntary subjection to it. This you find
:

to be the character of a wicked graceless person, Psal. xxxvi. 4.

" He deviseth mischief upon his bed ; he setteth himself
" that is not good he abhorreth not evil.*"

in a

way

;

The

best

men may

fall

into sin through mistake, or precipitated

into sin through the violence of temptation; but to devise mischief,

and

and

himself in an evil way, this notes full assent of the mind ; and
then, 7iot to abhor evil, notes full consent of the will ; and these two
being given to sin, not only antecedently to the acting of it, but also
consequently to it, to like it afterwards as well as before ; this puts
the soul fully under the power of sin ? What can it give more ?
This (as * one saith) in direct opposition to the apostle, Rom. xii.
1. is to present their bodies a dead sacrifice, unholy, and abominable
to God ; acceptable to the devil, which is their unreasonable service:
all men by nature are given to sin, but these men give themselves
to

set

it.

Secondly, The customary practice of sin subjects the soul to the
dominion of sin ; and so " he that is born of God doth not commit
" sin," 1 John iii. 9. Fall into sin, yea, the same sin he may, and
that often; but then it is not without reluctance, repentance, and a
protest entered by the soul in heaven against it; so that sin hath not
a quiet possession of his soul ; he is not the servant of sin, nor doth
2.

he willingly walk
servants

"

:

it is

after

commandments

its

their daily practice, Jer. ix. 3.

;

but so do its own
" They proceed from

evil to evil.''

So the
Thirdly, Delight in sin proves the dominion of sin.
"
They have chosen their
servants of sin are described, Isa. Ixvi. 3.
" own ways, and their soul delighteth in their abominations."'
3.

•

Mr. Caryl.
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Look, as our delight in God is the measure of our holiness, so our
delight in sin is the measure of our sinfulness. Delight in sin is the
uppermost round of the ladder, and much, higher the soul of a sinner
cannot go, till it be turned off into hell " It is a sport to a fool to do
" mischief,'" Prov. x. 23. Never merrier than when he hath the
devil for his playfellow, saith * one upon that place.
4. Fourthly^ Impatience of Christ's yoke and government, argues
the soul to be the subject of sin. This is clear from the apostle's reasoning in Rom. vi. 17, 18. " But God be thanked that ye were
" the servants of sin, but ye have obeyed from the heart the form
*'
Being then made free from
of doctrine which was delivered you.
" sin, ye became the servants of righteousness."" Where you see
plainly, that no man can have his manumission or freedom from sin,
that comes not into Christ's service, and yields himself up to his
;

obedience.

So then, to fret at Christ's laws, that tie us up from our lusts, to
be weary of all spiritual employments as a burden intolerable, never
to be in our element and centre till we are off from God, and plunging in the world and our lusts this is a sad note of a soul in sub;

jection to

Object.

sin.

But may not an upiight

soul find some wear'mess in spi-

ritual thmg's ?

and
Sol. Doubtless he may, for he hath flesh as well as spirit
though the spirit be willing, the flesh is weak he is sanctified but in
part, and his delight in the law of God is but according to, or after
the inner man^ Rom. vii. 22. But he sees another law in his members, i. e. contrary inclinations.
However, if he be weary sometimes in the duties of godliness, to be sure he is more weary out of
them, and is not centered and at rest till he be with his God again
but the carnal heart is where it would be, when it is in the service of
sin
and as a fish upon dry land, when engaged in spiritual duties ;
especially such as are secret, and have no external allurements of reputation to engage him to them.
But what surprisals or captivities to sin soever may befal an up;

:

;

it appears by these eight following particulars, that
For,
not the servant of sin, nor in full subjection to it.
1. Firsts Though he may be drawn to sin, yet he cannot reflect
upon his sin without shame and sorrow ; which plainly shews it to
be an involuntary surprize. So Peter wept bitterly, Mat. xxvi. 75.
And David mourned for his sin heartily. Others can fetch new
pleasures out of their old sins, by reflecting on them and some can
glory in their shame, Phil. iii. 19. some are stupid and senseless after
sin ; and the sorrow of a carnal heart for it, is but a morning dew
but it is far otherwise with God's people.
2. Secondly, Though a saint may be drawn to sin, yet it is not with

right soul, yet

he

is

;

*

Mr. Trap.
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a deliberate and full consent of his will ; their dehght is in the lavf
of God, Rom. vii. 22. " They do that which they would not," ver.
16. i. e. there are inward .dislikes fr. m the new nature: and as for
that case of David, which seems to have so much of counsel and deliberation in it, yet it was but in a single act; it was not in the general
course of his life; he was upright in all things, i.e. in the general course
and tenor of his life, 1 Kings xv. 5.
3. Thirdly^ Though an upright soul may fall into sin, yet he is
restless and unquiet in that condition, like a bone out of joint; and
that speaks him to be none of sin's servants as on the contrary, if a
man be engaged in the external duties of religion, and be restless,
and unquiet there, his heart is not in it, he is not at rest till he
be again in his earthly business; this man cannot be reckoned
Chrisfs servant: a gracious heart is much after that rate employed
in the work of sin, that a carnal heart is employed in the work of
religion.
That is a good rule, Ea tantum dicunter inesse., quae insunt per modvm quietis : That is a man's true temper, wherein he is
at rest. Poor David fell into sin, but he had no rest in his bones beIf his heart be off from God and
cause of it, Psal. li. 10, 11, 12.
duty for a little while, yet he recollects himself, and saith, as Psal.
cxvi. 7. " Return to thy rest, O my soul."
4. Fourtlily^ Though a sincere Christian fall into sin and commit
evil
yet he proceeds not from evil to evil as the ungodly do, Jer.
ix. 3. but makes his fall into one sin a caution to prevent another
sin.
Peter by his fall got establishment for the time to come.
If
God will speak peace to them, they are careful to return no more to
" In that ye sorrowed after a godly sort, what
folly ; Psal. Ixxxv. 8.
" carefulness it wrought ? Yea, what fear ?" 2 Cor. vii. 11. It is
not so with the servants of sin, one sin leaves them much more disposed to another sin.
5. Fiftldy,
sincere Christian may be drawn to sin, but yet he
would be glad with all his heart to be rid of sin it would be more to
him than thousands of gold and silver, that he might grieve and offend God no more ; and that shews sin is not in dominion over him
he that is under the dominion of sin, is loth to leave his lusts. Sin's
servants are not willing to part with it, they hold it fast, and refuse
;

:

A

:

:

it go, as that text expresseth it, Jer. viii. 5.
But the great
complaint of the upright is expressed by the apostle according to the
true sense of their hearts, in Rom. vii. 24. " Who shall deliver me
" from the body of this death ?
6. Sixthly, It appears they yield not themselves willingly to obey
sin, inasmuch as it is the matter of their joy when God orders any
providence to prevent sin in them: " Blessed be the Lord, (said David
*^ to Abigail) and blessed
be thy advice, and blessed be thou that hast
" kept me this day from shedding blood," 1 Sam. xv. 32, 33.
Here is blessing upon blessing for a sin-preventing providence. The
author is blessed, the instrument blessed, the means blessed.
O it is

to let
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blessed thing in the eyes of a sincere man to be kept from sin
lie
it a great deUverance, a very happy escape, if he be kept
!

reckons

from

sin.

Seventhly^ This shews that some who may be drawn to commit
«in, yet are none of the servants of sin, that they do heartily beg the
" Keep back thy servant
assistance of grace to keep them from sin
" from presumptuous sins, (saith the Psalmist, Psalm xix. 13. let
*' them not
have dominion over me ;" q. d. Lord, I find propensions
to sin in my nature, yea, and strong ones too; if thou leave me to
myself, I am carried into sin as easily as a feather down the torrent.
" O Lord, keep back thy servant.'' And there is no petition that
upright ones pour out their hearts to God in, either more frequently
or more ardently than in this, to be kept back from sin.
8. Eighthly^ and Lastly^ This shews the soul not to be under the
dominion of sin, that it doth not only cry to God to be kept back
from sin, but uses the means of prevention himself; he resists it, as
7.

:

well as prays against

it

;

Psal. xviii. 23.

" I was also upright before

him, and kept myself from mine iniquity :" So Job xxxi. 1. " I
have made a covenant with mine eyes ;'' and yet more fully in
Isa. xxxiii. 15. " He shaketh his hands from holding bribes, and
" stoppeth his hears from hearing blood, and shutteth his eyes from
" seeing evil." See with what care the portals are shut at which sin
useth to enter.
All these things are very relieving considerations to
poor souls questioning their integrity under the frequent surprisals of
sin.
And the next trial no less.
*'

''

SECT. VIII.
(5.) Jl IFTHLY, Our opposition to, and conflicts with sin discover
what we are, gold or dross.
There are conflicts with sin in both the regenerate, and in tlie unregenerate but there is a vast difference betwixt them, as will ap;

pear in the following account.
1. First, There is an universal, and there is a particular opposition
to sin
the former is found in regenerate, the latter in unregenerate
souls
a gracious heart hates every false way, Psal. cxix. 104. and
must needs do so, because he hates and opposes sin as sin; so that
he can have no peccatum in dellciis, no excepted or reserved lust,
but fights against the v/hole body, and every limb and member of
the body of sin.
But it is not so with the hypocrite or carnal professor; he hath
overcome some reserved sin, that he cannot part with.
2. Secondly, There is an opposition betwixt the new nature and
sin, and there is an opposition betwixt a natural conscience and sin
the former is the case of an upright soul, the latter may be a self:

:

;

deceiver.

A regenerate person opposcth sin because there
Vol. V.

N

n

is

an irrecorcileable
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antipathy betwixt it and the new nature in him, as is clear from Gal.
V. 17. " The flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit against
" the flesh ; and these are contrary the one to the other.'" By flesh,
understand corrupt nature ; by spirit, not only the spirit of man but
the Spirit of God, or principle of regeneration in man.
By the
lusting of these two against each other, understand the desire and
endeavours of each other's destruction and ruin ; and the ground of
all this is the contrariety of all these two natures.
These are contrary one to the other ; there is a twofold opposition
betwixt them, one formal, their very natures are opposite ; the other
effective, their workings and designs are opposite, as it is betwixt Are

and water.

But the opposition found in unrenewed souls against sin, is not
from their natures, for sin is suitable enough to that ; but from the
light that is in their minds and consciences, which scares and terriSuch was that in Darius, Dan. vi. 14. " He was sore
fies them.
" displeased with himself, and set his heart on Daniel to deliver
" him ; and laboured till the going down of the sun to deliver him.'^
Here the contest was betwixt sense of honour upon one side, and
conviction of conscience on the other side.
Sometimes a generous and noble disposition opposes sordid and base
actions: Major su7n, ct ad majora naius ; quam ut corporis meisim
mancipium. I am greater, and born to greater things, than that I
should be a slave to my body, said a brave heathen.
S. Thirdlij, There is a permanent, and there is a transient oppothe former is the case of God's people, the latter of
.sition to sin
and
unsound professors.
temporary
The saint when he draws the sword in this warfare against sin,
throws away the scabbard ; no end of this combat with sin till life
end their Ufe and their troubles are finished together ; 2 Tim. iv,
7. " I have fought the good fight, and have finished my course."
But in other men it is but a transient quarrel; out with sin one
day, and in another ; and the reason is plain by what was noted beit is like the opposition
fore it is not the opposition of two natures
make a stormy sea
and
wind
and
tide,
contrary
the
these
may
be
of
to-day, but the wind may come about, and go as the tide goes tomorrow ; but in a Christian it is the opposition of the river and the
dam, one must give way to the other, there is no reconciling them
but the other " like the dog, returns to his vomit," 2 Pet. ii. ult.
4. Fourthly, There is an opposition to the root of sin, and an opA gracious soul opposeth root and fruity
position to the fruits of sin.
;

;

;

:

latter only.
The great design of an upright soul is not
only to lop off this or that branch, but to kill the root of sin, which
is in his nature; Rom. vii. 9A. " Who shall deliver me from the
" body of this death .?" But the great care and endeavours of others
is to suppress outward acts of sin, and escape the mischievous consequences of it Yea, their study is, as Lactantius phraseth it, Potius

but others the

:
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ahscondere,

quam

abscindere vitia

:

To hide, rather

than to

kill their

lusts.
5. FifthiT/, There is an opposition to sin in the strength of God,
and an opposition to sin in our own strength the former is proper
to real Christians, the latter is found frequently with unsanctified
persons
when a Christian goes forth against any sin, it is in the
strength of God
so you read their rule directs them, Eph. vi. 10.
" Be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might take unto
'' you the
whole armour of God :" And suitably, you shall find them
frequently upon their knees begging strength from heaven against
their lusts; 2 Cor. xii. 8. " For this cause I besought the Lord
" thrice,"" saith Paul, i. e. often and earnestly, that the temptation
might depart from him.
But others go forth against sin only in the strength of their own
resolutions
these resolutions, or
so did Pendleton in our story
vows, which they have put themselves under, are as frequently
frustrated as made.
6. Sixthli/, There is a successful opposition to sin, and an opposition that comes to nothing
The former is that of true Christians,
the latter is found amono- unreo'enerate men.
The work of mortification in the saints is progressive and increasing: Hence Rom. vi. 6. " Our old man is crucified with him, that
" the body of sin might be destroy ed."*"* Sin dies in believers much
as crucified persons use to die, viz. a slow, lingering, gradual, but
sure death
its vigour and life expires by degrees, or as a consumptive person dies ; for to that also he alludes here There is a disease,
which is called consumptio totius, a consumption of the whole; and
those that die of that disease, languish more and more, till at last they
drop sensim sine sensu^ by imperceptible degrees and steps into the
;

;

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

grave.

But

whatever conflicts they have with sin,
It may be said of them, as the church
in another case complains of herself, Isa. xxvi. 18. "
have been
" in pain, we have, as it were, brought forth wind.
have not
" wrought any deliverance in the eartli, neither have the inhabitants
*' of the world
fallen.*"
So it fares with these professors ; they pray,
they hear, they vow, they resolve, bat when all is done, their lusts
are as strong and vigorous as ever: No degree of mortification appears
in the unregenerate,

no corruption

falls

before

it

:

We
We

after

all.

And thus much

of the

trial

of our sincerity by our carriage towards

sin.
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CHAP.

VII.

proof or trial is made of the soundness^ or unsound^
our
graces
by the duties of religion which we perform.
of

Sheidiig
ness

licliat

SECT.

I,

T T E now come (according to the metlioJ proposed) to make trial
of the truth or falseness of grace, by the duties we daily perform in
And certainly they also have the use and efficacy of fire
religion.
for the discovery, 1 John ii. 4, 5. " He that saith I know him, and
" keepeth not his commandments [is a liar] and the truth is not in
" him But whoso keepeth his word, in him verily is. the love of God
*•
And hereby know we that we are in him.""
perfected
This is a practical he, of which the apostle speaks here by which
men deceive others for a while, and themselves for ever; a lie not
:

:

;

spoken, but done, when a man's course of life contradicts his profesThe life of an hypocrite is but one longer or continued lie
sion.

obey
he either neglects them, or if he
liim in the duties he commands
performs them, it is not as God requires " If they draw nigh to him
" with their lips, yet their heart is far from him," Isa. xxix. 13.
" Thou art near ip their mouth, but far from their reins," Jer. xii. 2.
There are some that feel the influence and power of their commu-

lie saith

or professeth he

knows God, but takes no care

at all to

;

:

nion with the Lord in duties, going down into their very reins And
there are others whose lips and tongues only are touched with religion.
This is an age of light and much profession Men cannot now
keep up a reputation in the sober and professing world, whilst they
but surely, if
let down, and totally neglect the duties of religion
men would be but just to themselves, their very performances of
duty would tell them what their hearts ai'e.
:

:

:

SECT.

OR

II.

others, these following particulars, that do
very clearly difference the sound from the unsound professor.
1. Firsts The designs and true levels and aims of men's heart in

there are,

among

them what they are.
hypocrite aims low ; *Hos. vii. 14. " They have not cried
" unto me with their heart when they howled upon their beds ; they
" assemble themselves for corn and wine, and they rebel against me."
It is not Christ and pardon, for mortification and holiness, but for
corn and wine ; thus they make a market of religion ; all their ends
in dutv are either carnal, natural, or legal; either to accommodate
their carnal ends, or satisfy and quiet their consciences ; and so their

duty

will tell

An

duties are performed as a sin-offering to God.
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" The
"
desire of their soul is to God." Isa. xxvi. 8.
Their soul follows
" hard after God," Psal. Ixiii. 8. " One thing have I desired of the
" Lord, that I will seek after, that I may dwell in the house of the
" Lord all the days of my life, to see the beauty of the Lord, and to
" enquire in his temple," Psal. xxvii. 4. These are the true eagles
that play at the sun, and will not stoop to low and earthly objects.
Alas If the enjoyment of God be missed in a duty, it is not the
greatest enlargement of gifts will satisfy he comes back like a man
that hath taken a long journey to meet his friend upon important
business, and lost his labour ; his friend was not there.
2. Secondly^ The engagements of men's hearts to God in duties
will tell them what they are ; the hypocrite takes little heed to his

But an upright heart hath very high and pure aims in duty

;

**

!

;

They

heart, Isa. xxix. 13.

are not afflicted really for the hardness,

deadness, unbelief and wanderings of their hearts in duty, as upright
ones are nor do they engage their hearts, and labour to get them
up with God in duty? as his people do. " I have entreated thy fa" vour with my whole heart," sait*h David, Psal. cxix. 58. They
:

are not pleased in duty until they feel their hearts stand towards

God like a bow in its full bent. I say, it is not always so with them ;
what would they give that it might be so ? But, surely, if their souls
in duty be empty of God, they are filled with trouble and sorrow.
3.

Thirdly

.^

The

public duties, will
ther true or false.

conscience that

tell

them what

men make* of

their hearts

A vain professor

is

secret, as

and graces are

vv'ell
;

curious in the former,

as

whe-

and

either negligent, or, at best, formal in the latter

;
for he finds no
inducements of honour, applause, or ostentation of gifts, externally
moving him to them ; nor hath he any experience of the sweetness
and benefit of such duties internally to allure and engage his soul

to them.

The

hypocrite therefore

Matth. vi. 5,
of conscience,

is

not for the closet, but the synagogue,

Not but

6.

may

that education, example, or the impulse
sometimes drive him thither ; but it is not his

daily delight to be there ; his meat and drink to retire from tlie clamour of the world to enjoy God in secret. It is the observation of
their duties is the great inducement to these men to perform them

and, verfiy, saith our Lord, ver. 2. " they have their reward,"
accyjiTi, they have it away, or they have carried off all the benefit
and advantage that ever they shall have by religion. Much good
may it do them with their applause and honour, let them make
much of that airy reward, for it is all that ever they shall have.
But now for a soul truly gracious, he cannot long subsist without
secret prayer.
It is true, there is not always an equal freedom and
delight, a like enlargement and comfort in those retirements ^ but
yet he cannot be without them ; he finds the want of his secret, in
his public duties
If he and his God have not met in secret, and had
:

Nn3
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some communion in the morning, lie sensibly finds it in the deadness
and unprofitableness of his heart and life all the day after.
4. Fourthly^ The spirituality of our duties tries the sincerity of our
graces An unregenerate heart is carnal, whilst engaged in duties
:

that are spiritual.

Some men

deceive themselves in thinking they

are spiritual men, because their employments and calling is about
spiritual things, Hosea ix. 7. This indeed gives them the denomination, but not the frame of spiritual men ; and others judge themselves spiritual persons, because they frequently perform

and attend

But, alas, the heart and state may be carnal
O, my friends, it is not enough that the
notwithstanding all this.
object of your duties be spiritual, that they respect an holy God; nor
that the matter be spiritual, that you be conversant about holy things;
but the frame of your heart must be spiritual ; an heavenly temper
of soul is necessary, and what are the most heavenly duties without

upon

spiritual duties

:

it.?

design you aim at must be spiritual, the enjoyment
of God, and a growing conformity to him in holiness ; else multiply
duties as the sand on the sea-shore, and they all will not amount to
one evidence of your sincerity. " God is my witness whom I serve
*' with my spirit,"" saith the apostle, Rom. i. 9.
He seems to appeal

The end and

I serve God in my spirit, and God knows
to God in this matter.
that I do so ; I dare appeal to him that it is so ; he knows that my
heart is with him, or would be with him in my duties: The arms of
my faith do either sensibly grasp, or are stretched out towards him
O how little favour do gracious hearts find in the
in* my duties.
most' excellent duties, if God and their souls do not sensibly meet
in

them

!

Certainly, reader, there is a time when God comes nigh to men
in duty, when he deals familiarly with men, and sensibly fills their

The near approaches of
souls with unusual powers and delights.
God to their souls are felt by them, (for souls have their senses as
well as bodies) and now are their minds abstracted and marvellously
refined from all that is material
spirtual excellencies and glories.

and

earthly,

and swallowed up

in

These are the real prclibations, or foretastes of glory, which no
man can by words, make another to understand, as he himself doth
that feels them.
seasons, I confess, do but rarely occur to the best of Chrisnor continue long when they do * Alas this wine is too
strong for such weak bottles as we are. ' Hold, Lord, (an holy man
* said once,) it is enough, thy poor creature is a clay vessel, and can
' hold no more :' This is that joy unspeakable,
and full of glory,
which is mentioned, 1 Pet. i. 7, 8. Something that words cannot

These

tains,

* It

:

is

relish of

!

a sweet hour, and it is but an hour, (a thing of short continuance:)
exceeding sweet, but is not often that Christians taste it. Bernard*

it is

The
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These seasons are the golden spots of our lives, when we
describe.
are admitted to these near and ineffable views and tastes of God :
Possiblv some poor Christians can say but little to these things; their
sorrows are exercised in duties more than their joys; they are endeavouring to mount, but the stone hangs at the heel ; they essay,
but cannot rise to that height that others do, who are got up by
upper region, and there display their
wings, and sing in the sun-beams: But though they cannot reach
this height, yet have they no satisfaction in duties wherein there is
no intercourse betwixt God and their souls.
That which contents another, will not content a Christian. If the
king be absent, men will bow^ to the empty chair but if God be
absent, an empty duty gives no satisfaction to a gracioiis spirit. The
their labouring faith into the

:

poorest Christian is found panting after God by sincere desires, and
labouring to get up that dead and vain heart to God in duty, (though,
alas
it is many times but the rolling of the returning stone against
the hill) yet he never expects advantage by that duty wherein the
Spirit of God is not; nor doth he expect the Spirit of God should
!

be where his own

spirit is not.

Assiduity and constancy in the duties of religion make
a notable discovery of the soundness or rottenness of men's hearts.
The hypocrite may shew some zeal and forwardness in duties for a
time, but he will jade and give out at length Job xxvii. 10. '• Will
he delight himself in the Almighty ? Will he always call upon
*' God ?^^
No, he will not. If his motions in religion were natural,
they would be constant ; but they are artificial, and he is moved by
external inducements, and so must needs be off and on ; he prays
himself weary of praying, and hears himself weary of hearing His
heart is not delighted in his duties, and therefore his duties must
There be three seaneeds grow stale and dry to him after a while.
sons in which the zeal of an hypocrite may be inflamed in duties.
Firsts When some imminent danger threatens him ; some smart
rod of God is shaken over him ; " When he slew them, then they
<' sought
him, and returned and enquired early after God,**'
Psalm Ixxviii. 34?. O the goodly words they give, the fair promises
they make and yet all the while " they do but flatter him with
" their lips, and lie unto him with their tongues,'' ver. 36, 37. for
let but that danger pass over, and the heavens clear up again, and
he will restrain prayer, and return to his old course again.
Secondly^ When the times countenance and favour religion, and
So in the
the wind is in his back, O what zeal will he have for God
stony ground, Matth. xiii. 5. the seed sprung up and flourished until
the sun of persecution arose, and then it faded away, for it had no
depth of earth, no deep solid inward work or principle of grace to
maintain it.
Thirdly^ When self ends and designs are accommodated and proThis was the case of Jehu, ^ Kings x. 16.
inoted by these things.
5. Fifthlij,

;

*••'

:

!

!

N
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" Come, see ray zeal ;" for what ? For a base self-interest, not for
Gcd. How fervently will some men pray, preach, and profess,
whilst they sensibly feel the incomes and profits of these duties to
their flesh ; whilst they are admired and applauded
These external incentives will put an hypocrite into an hot fit of
but then, as it is with a man, whose colours are raised by the
zeal
!

;

heat of the fire, and not by the healthfulness of a good constitution,
it soon fades and fails again.
But, blessed be God, it is not so with all The man whose heart
is upright with his God, will " keep judgment, and do righteousness
:

" at all times," Psal. cvi. 3. Whether dangers threaten or no
whether the times favour religion or no ; whether his earthly interest
be promoted by it or no, he will be holy still, he will not part with
his duties when they are stript naked of those external advantages;
as the addition of these things to religion did not at first engage him,
so the subtraction of them cannot disengage him.
If his duty become his reproach, yet Moses will not forsake it, Heb.
xi. 26.
If he lose his company, and be left alone, yet Paul will not
If hazard surround duty on
flinch from his duty, 2 Tim. iv. 16.
every side, yet Daniel will not quit it, Dan. vi. 10. for they considered
these things at first, and counted the cost they still find religion is
rich enough to pay the cost of all that they can lose, or suffer for its
sake yea, and that with an hundred-fold reward now in this life.
They never had any other design in engaging in religious duties, but
and if they recover heaven at last, whether
to help them to heaven
the way to it prove better or worse, they have their design and ends
and therefore they will be stedfast, " always abounding in the work
" of the Lord, as knowing their labour is not in vain in the Lord,"
;

;

;

1 Cor. XV.

ult.

The

humility and self-denial of our hearts in duties,
will try what they are for their integrity and sincerity towards God.
Doth a man boast in his own excellencies in prayer, as the Pharisee
:''
did, Luke xviii. 10, 11. " God, I thank thee, I am not as other men
Which he speaks not in an humble acknowledgment of the grace of
God which differences man from man, but in a proud ostentation of
6.

his

Sixthlyy

own excellencies. Doth
them

a

man make

his duties his saviours,

worth and dignity

and

I^uke
xviii. 9.
Surely, " his heart, which is thus lifted up within him, is
" not upright, Hab. ii. 4. But if the heart be upright indeed, it
will express its humility, as in all other things, so especially in its
duties wherein it approaches the great and holy God.
First, It will manifest its humility in those awful and reverential
apprehensions it hath of God, as Abraham did. Gen. xviii. 27.
" And now, I that am but dust and ashes, (saith he) have taken
*' upon me to speak unto
God." The humility of Abraham's spirit
in
some
measure,
to
found in all Abraham''s children.
be
is,
,
Secondly, In those low and vik thoughts they have of themselves
trust to

in a vain confidence of their

?
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Thus that poor penitent, Luke
" Yet the dogs eat the crumbs,"
weeping:
vii. 38. stood behind Christ
"
I am more brutish than any man,"
saith another, Mark vii. 28.
" I abhor myself in dust and ashes,''
saith a third, Prov. xxx. 7.
saith a fourth, Job xlii. 6. and as little esteem they have for their
performances, Isa. Ixiv. 6. " All our righteousnesses are as filthy
*' rags."
I deny not but there is pride and vanity in the most upright ones ; but what place soever it finds in their converses with
men, it finds little room in their converses with God, or if it doth,
they loath it, and themselves for it.
Thirdly^ But especially their humility in duty is discovered in renouncing all their duties in point of dependence, and relying entirely
upon Christ for righteousness and acceptance They have special
regard to duties in point of obedience, but none at all in point of
and

their religious performances

:

:

reliance.
7. Seventhly^ The communion and intercourse which is betwixt
God and men in duties, notably discovers what their person^ and
graces are. And it must needs do so, because what communion so-

ever the hypocrite hath with duties, or with saints in duties, to be
sure he hath none with God.
None can come nigh to God in duty, but those that are made
nigh by reconciliation All special communion with Christ is founded
in real union with Christ ; but " the wicked are estranged from the
:

" womb," Psalm

Iviii. 3.

But now there is real communion betwixt God and his people in
Truly our fellowship, xo/vwv/a, our communion is with the
duties.
Father and Son, 1 John i. 3. God pours forth of his Spirit upon
them, and they pour forth their hearts to God. It is sensibly manithem Vv hen the Lord comes nigh to their souls in duty, and
as sensible they are of his retreats and withdrawments from their souls.
Cant. iii. 1, 4. They find their hearts, like the heliotrope, open and
shut according to the accesses and recesses of the divine presence.
They that never felt any thing of this nature, may call it a fancy,
but the Lord's people are abundantly satisfied of the reality thereof.
Their very countenance is altered by it, 1 Sam. i. 18. the sad and
cloudy countenance of Hannah cleared up, there was fair weather in
her face, as soon as she knew she had audience and acceptance with
her God. I know all communion with God doth not consist in joys
and comforts ; there is a real communion with God in the mortifying and humbling influences of his Spirit upon men, as in the cheering and refreshing influences thereof.
I know also there is a great
diversity in the degrees and measures thereof: It is not alike in all
Christians, nor with the same Christian at all times.
But that real
Christians have true and real communion with God in their duties,

fested to

a truth as manifest in spiritual sense and experience of the saints,
as their communion is one with another.

is

8. E'ighthly,

Growth and improvement of grace

in duties, notably
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sound and the unsound heart. All the duties in the
world will never make an hypocrite more holy, humble or heavenly
than he is but will, as the watering of a dry stick, sooner rot it,
than make it flourishing and fruitful.
What was Judas the better
for all those heavenly sermons, prayers, and discourses of Christ
which he heard ? And what will thy soul be the better for all the
duties thou performest weekly and daily, if thy heart be unsound ?
It is plain, from Job xv. 4. there must be an implantation into
Christ, before there can be an improvement in fruitful obedience.
And it is as plain, from 1 John ii. 14. that the virtues of ordinances must remain ; the efficacy and power that we sometimes feel
under them, must abide and remain in the heart afterwards, or we
cannot grow, and be made fruitful by them.
But the false professor is neither rooted in Christ by union with
him, nor doth, or can retain the virtue of ordinances within him
but, like one that views his face in a glass, quickly forgets what
manner of man he was his head indeed may grow, his knowledge
may increase, but he hath a dead and withered heart.
But as the saints have real communion with God in duties, so they
do make improvements answerable thereunto There is more certainly a ripening of their graces that way ; a changing or gradual
transformation from glory to glory ; a springing up to that full sta" They that are planted in the house of
ture of the man in Christ.
" the Lord, shall flourish in the courts of our God," Psal. xcii. 13,
14. There is pure and sincere milk in the breasts of ordinances ; a
believer sucks the very breasts of Christ in his duties, and doth grow
thereby, 1 Pet. ii. % they do grow more and more judicious, experienced, humble, mortified, and heavenly, by conversing with the
differences the

:

:

:

Lord so frequently in his appointments.
There is, I confess, a more discernible growth and ripening

The

in

some groweth exceedingly, 2 Thess. i. 3. others more slowly, Heb. v. 12. but yet there
are improvements of grace in all upright ones: habits are more deeply
radicated, or fruits of obedience more increased.
Object. If any Kpr'iglit soul be stumbled at this^ as not being able
to discern the increase of his graces^ q/ier all his duties.
Sol. Let such consider the growth of grace is discerned as the
growth of plants is, which we perceive rather crevisse, quam cresCompare time past and precere ; to have grown, than to grow
but usually our eager desires after more,
sent, and you may see it
make us overlook what we have as nothing.
9. Ninthly^ The assistance and influences of the Spirit in duties,
shew us what we are ; no vital sanctifying influences can fall upon

some Christians, than

in others

:

faith of

:

;

carnal hearts in duties

makes

intercession for

The

Spirit helps not their infirmities, nor

own people, Rom.
way of common gifts, but not

as he doth for his
assistances in the

:

them with groanings which cannot be
viii.

26, 27.

uttered,

They have

in the

his

way of special
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He may

enable them to preach judiciously, not experimentpray orderly and neatly, not feelingly, bclievingly, and
broken-heartedly ; " For as many as are led by the Spirit of God,
" they are the sons of God,'^ Rom. viii. 14. He never so assists
but where he hath first sanctified. Carnal men furnish the materials
of their duties out of the strength of their parts a strong memory,
a good invention are the fountains which they draw.
But it is otherwise with souls truly gracious ; they have ordinarily
a threefold assistance from the Spirit in reference to their duties.
Firsts Before duties, exciting them to it, making them feel their
need of it, like the call of an empty stomach Psalm xxvii. 8.
" Thou saidst, Seek my face my heart answered. Thy face. Lord,

^ace

ally

;

:

to

;

;

;

«

will I seek.''

Secondly^ In their duties, furnishing both matter and affection,
Rom. viii. 26. guiding them not only

as in that text lately cited,

but how to ask.
Thirdly, After their duties, helping them not only to suppress
the pride and vanity of their spirits, but also to wait on God for the
accomplishment of their desires.
Now, though all these things, wherein the sincerity of our hearts
is tried in duties, be found in great variety (as to degrees) among
saints, yet they are mysteries unknown by experience to other men.

what

to ask,

CHAP.
Opening

the trials

of

sincerity

VIII.

and hypocrisy^ hy

sufferings

upon

the account of' religion.

SECT.

E
by

are

now

arrived at the last

I.

trial

of grace propounded,

viz.

sufferings for religion.

Thousands of hypocrites embark themselves in the profession of
religion in a calm
but if the wind riseth, and the sea rageth, and
they see religion will not transport them safely to the cape of their
earthly hopes and expectations, they desire to be landed again as
;

soon as may be ; for they never intended to ride out a storm for
Christ
So you find, Matth. xiii. 20, 21. " He endureth for a while
*' but when tribulation of
persecution ariseth because of the word, by
** and
by he is offended."
But yet it is not every trial by sufferings that separates gold from
dross ; and therefore my business will be to shew,
1. First, When the fire of sufferings and persecutions is hot and
vehement enough to separate them.
2. Secondly y
it must needs discover hypocrisy when it is at
:

Why

that height.
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3.

Thirdly^ What advantages sincere grace liath to endure that
and sharp trial.

severe

SECT.

1.

1^ OW

the

fire

II.

of persecution, or sufferings for rehgion,

may

be judged intense, and high enough to separate gold and dross ;
Firsts When religion exposes us to imminent hazard of our deepSuch are our liberties,
est and dearest interests in this world
estates, and lives
Then it is a fierce and fiery trial indeed. Sometimes it exposes the liberties of its professors. Rev. ii. 10. " The
" devil shall cast some of you into prison. Sometimes their estates,
Heb. X. 34. ye took joyfully the spoiling of your goods :" and sometimes their lives, Heb. xi. 37. " 1 hey were stoned, they were sawn
"asunder, they were slain with the sword." Whilst it goes no
higher than some small inconveniencies of life, reputation and sense
of honour will hold a false heart ; but when it comes to this, ievf
will be found able to endure it, but those that expect to save no more
by religion but their souls, and account themselves in good case, if
they can but save them with the loss of all that is dear to them in
:

:

this world.

Here

the false heart boggles ; here it usually jades and faulters.
Secondly^ The fiery trial is then high, when there remains no
visible hopes of deliverance, or outward encouragements to sense,
When " we see not our signs, there is no
that the scene will alter.
" more any prophet, nor any that can tell us how long," as the case
with the church was, Psal. Ixxiv. 9. Then their hands hang down,
and their hearts faint Nor is it to be wondered at, when the length
of troubles prove so sore a temptation even to the upright, to put
forth their hands to iniquity ; as it is Psal. cxxv. 3. If such a temptation shake such men as build on the rock, it must quite overturn
:

those whose foundation is but sand.
Thirdly, When a false professor is engaged alone in sufferings,
and is singled out from the herd, as a deer to be run down, now it
is a thousand to one but he quits religion to save himself: Good
company will encourage a faint-hearted traveller to jog on a great
way ; but if he be forsaken by all, as Paul was, no man to stand

by him

;

if left alone, as

Elijah was, what can encourage

him

to hold

out.?

Indeed, if they had the same visible supports those good men
had, that the Lord was with them, that would keep them steady ;
but wanting that encouragement from within, and all shrinking
away from without, they quickly tire downright.
Fourthly, When near relations and intimates oppose and tempt us.
The prophet speaks of a time " when a man's enemies shall be the

" men of his own house ; it may be the wife of his bosom, Micah vii.
5, 6. O what a trial is that which Christ mentions in Luke xiv. 26.
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%vhen we must hate father and mother, wife and children, or quit
This is hard work indeed.
claim to Christ and heaven
noble
and renowned Galeacius Carracciotruly
How hard did that
ius find this O what a conflict found he in his bowels Now Christ
and our dearest interest come to meet like two men upon a narrow
bridge ; if one go forward, the other must go back, and now the
predominate interest can no longer be concealed.
Fifthly^ When powerful temptations are mixed with cruel sufferings ; when we are strongly tempted, as well as cruelly persecuted
This blows up the fire to a vehement height. This was the trial of
those precious primitive believers, Heb. xi. 35, 37. " They were
*'
Here was
stoned, they were sawn asunder, they were tempted.'"*
life, liberty, and preferment set upon one hand, and death in the
most formidable shape upon the other. This cannot but be a great
trial to any, but especially when a cruel death and tender temper
meet, then the trial goes high indeed.
!

!

!

:

SECT.

III.

% x^ND
and

that such sufferings as these will discover the falseness
If you consider
rottenness of men's hearts cannot be doubted
:

that this

the fire designed

is

by God,

for this very use

and purpose,

to separate the gold from the dross so you will find it, 1 Pet. iv. \%
" Beloved think it not strange concerning the fiery trial which is to
:

try you,"" i. e. the very design and aim of providence in permitting
and ordering them, is to try you. The design of Satan is to destroy
you but God's design is to try you. Upon this account you find
the hour of persecution (in a suitable notion) called " the hour of
" temptation or probation," Rev. iii. 10. for then professors are sifted
" This
searched to the very bottom principles.
to the very bran
" is the day that burns as an oven, in which all the proud, and all
" that do wickedly, shall be as stubble," Mai. iv. 1. For,
1. Firsts In that day the predominant interest must appear, and be
" No man can serve two
discovered It can be concealed no longer
*'

;

;

;

:

*'

Luke
command the same

masters," saith Christ,

masters, if they
to each other

;

all

xvi. 13.

A man

may

serve

many

things, or things subordinate

but he cannot serve two masters,

if their

commands

and interfere with each other And such are the commands of
Christ and the flesh in a suffering hour.
Christ saith, " Be thou
" faithful to the death ;" the flesh saith. Spare thyself, and secure

clash

:

the comforts of life. Christ saith, "He that ioveth father or mother,
" wife, or children, lands or inheritance more than me, is not worthy
" of me." Flesh saith. He that will grieve and break the heart of
such dear relations, and forsake, when lie might keep such earthly

accommodations,

is not worthy of them.
the two interests come in full opposition
and now have
but patience to wait a little, and you shall discern what is predominant,
dog follows two men, while they both walk one way, and

Thus

A

:
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you know not which of the two is liis master stay but a little till
their path parts, and then you shall quickly see who is his master: So
;

is it in this case.

Secondly^ In that day sensible supports fail, and all a man's relief
in by the pure and immediate actings of faith ; and were it
not for those reliefs, his heart would soon faint and die away under
discouragements, 2 Cor. iv. 17, 18.
faint not whilst we look
" not at the things which are seen, for they are temporal, but at the
" things which are not seen, for they are eternal," q. d. If we keep
not our eye intently fixed upon the invisible and eternal things in
the coming world, we shall feel ourselves fainting and dying away
2.

comes

"We

under the many troubles and afflictions of this world. " I had fainteli
" (saith holy David) if I had not believed." How then suppose ye
shall the hypocrite live at such a time, who hath no faith to support
him ? No relief but what comes in through the senses ?
3. Thirdly^ In that day all mere notions and speculations about
religion vanish and nothing relieves and satisfies the suffering soul
but what it really believes, and what it hath satisfying proof and experience of in himself There are a great many pretty and pleasing
notions which our minds are entertained with
some delight in times
of peace, which can do us no service at all in the day of trouble and
for your speculative, unpractical knowledge of the greatest truths in
religion, as little service is to be expected from them Except we have
better evidence and security about them, we shall be loth to venture
all upon the credit of them.
That is a very considerable passage to that purpose in Heb. x. 34.
*' Yetook
joyfully the spoiling of your goods, (knowing in yourselves)
*' that ye
have in heaven a better and more enduring substance.""
This knoiving in yourselves is by inward and sensible experience,
taste and feeling, v.hich is abundantly satisfying to the soul
and
stands opposed to all that traditional knowledge we receive from
;

;

!

:

;

others

;

which, as

it

leaves the

mind

fluctuating, so the heart also

dead and comfortless.
Fourthly, In that day the root and foundation of a man's faith
and hope is tried, and then they that have built upon the sand must
needs fail ; for every thing is as its foundation principles are to us
what a root is to a tree, or a foundation to a house ; a flaw or grand
defect there most assuredly ruins all.
This we find to be the very
scope of those two famous parables, Luke xiv. 25. and Matth. xiii.
21. Lesser troubles shake but the branches, but these try the very
root; if nothing be found there but self-ends the force of education,
and the influence of examples, surely when the winds rise high, and
beat upon it, they will quickly lay the loftiest professor even with the
ground.
And thus you see what a crisis an hour of temptation, the sufl^ering
4.

;

;

hour

is,

and what discoveries of hypocrisy

it

must needs make;

for
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the hypocrite, Uke Orpah, will forsake religion ; but sincerity
the soul cleave to it, as Ruth did to Naomi.

now

make

will

SECT.

Vv HAT

3.
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IV.

advantages sincerity gives the soul for

ment and perseverance

its

in suffering times, I shall briefly

establish-

account for

in the following particulars.
1.

Firsts Sincere godliness dethrones that idol, the love of this
and this is it that makes men shrink
;

w^orld, in all true Christians

from Christ in a day of suffering. I do not deny but even
themselves
love the world too much ; but they love it not as
believers
their chief good it is not their portion or happiness ; if any man so
love the world, " the love of the Father is not in him,'' 1 John ii.
15. How much soever a sincere Christian loves the world, yet still
it is in subordination to the love of God, John xxi. 15.
Sincerity can
consist v/ith no other love of the world ; it will not suffer such a cursed
plant to grow under its shadow.
Now, what is it, but this inordinate, supreme love of the creature,
that makes men forsake Christ in time of temptation ? This was the
ruin of that young man. Mat. xix. 22. " He went away sorrowful,
" for he had great possessions." This was the overthrow of Demas,
2 Tim. iv. 10. "He hath forsaken me, (saith the apostle) having
" loved this present world." The love of this world, like sap in green
v\'ood, will not suffer you to burn for Christ ; get but the heart mortified to the creature by a discovery of better things in heaven, and
it will establish and fix your spirits, that it shall not be in the power
of creatures to shake you off* from Christ your foundation.
2. Secondlij^ Sincerity knits the soul to Christ, and union with him
secures us in the greatest trials ; jlimmur quatenus unimur.
The
hypocrite having no union with Christ, can have no communion with
him, nor communications of grace from him ; and so that little stock
of his own being quickly spent (I mean natural courage and resolution) and no incomes from Christ, he must needs give up in a short
time.
But it is with a believer in a day of trouble, as it is with a
garrison besieged by land, but free and open to the sea, whence fresh
supplies are daily sent in to relieve it
See 2 Cor. i. 5. " As the
" sufferings of Christ abound in us, so our consolation also abound" eth by Christ; fresh aids and daily supplies proportionable to our
expences and decays of strength So Col. i. 11. " Strengthened with
" all might in the inner-man, according to his glorious power, unto
'• all patience and
long-suffering with joyfulness."
And this is the
believer's great advantage by his union with Christ in a day of trial.
3. Thirdly^ As sincerity unites the soul with Christ, so it sets the
heart upon heaven, and things eternal; Col. iii. 1, S^-c.
Surely
nothing is more conducive to our stability than this, in the hour of
temptation.

and

flinch

:

:

:

This

the most effectual preservative from temptations upon the
right hand, and upon the left.
Moses couid cast a kingdom at his
is
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heels, despise the riches, pleasures, and honours of Egypt, whilst his
eye was fixed upon him that is invisible, and had respect to the recompence of reward, Heb. xi. 24, 25, 26. And it was a brave reply
of the forty martyrs to Valence the emperor, tempting them with
the preferments and honours of the world, ' Why offer ye these
* trifles to us, when you know
how the whole world is contemned
' by us ?'
And for temptations on the left hand, how little can they
move that soul, who realizes the glory of the approaching world, and
sees the afflictions and sufferings of this world preparing him for, and
hastening him to the enjoyment of it temptations meet with but
cold entertainment from such souls.
4. FourthI?/, Sincerity drives but one design, and that is to please
and enjoy God and what can more establish and fix the soul in the
hour of temptation than this ? The reason why the hypocrite is
unstable in all his ways, is given us by the apostle James, i. 8. He is
a double-minded man, o/y jy^o; ayr,i, a man of two souls in one body
as a profane wretch once boasted, that he had one soul for God, and
another for any thing.
But all the designs of a gracious heart are
united in one ; and so the entire stream of his affections runs strong.
It is base by-ends and self-interests, that, like a great many ditches
cut out of the bank of a river, draw away the stream out of its proper
channel, and make its waters fail. But if the heart be united for God,
as the expression is, Psalm Ixxxvi. 11. then we may say of such a
Christian as was said of a young Roman, Quicquid vult, valde vult
What he doth is done with all his might. And this was the ground
of that saying, Liberet me Deus ah hom'me 7inius tantiim negotii
man of one only design, puts to all his strength to carry it ; nothing
can stand before him.
:

:

A

5. Fiftldi)^ Sincerity brings a man"'s will into subjection to the will
of God ; and this being done, the greatest danger and difficulty is
over with such a man.
This is that holy oil which makes the wheels
of the soul run nimbly, even in difficult paths of obedience ; Non tar^
dat uncta rota.
Let Ibut a man be once brought to that, " The will
" of the Lord be done,'' as it is Acts xxi. 13. to see the highest reason
of cheerful obedience in the holv, just, and good will of God, and
then all the difficulty is over ; he can suffer quietly what men inflict

unjustly.

measures of present things by the
and eternity it goes not by the same reckoning and
account that others do. Mho judge of things by sense, and the respects
they have to the present world, 2 Cor. iv. 18. " \Ve look not at the
6. SlxtJihj^

rules of faith

Sincerity takes

its

;

" things

that are seen, but at the things that are not seen ;'' and this
there given as the reason of his not fainting under present difficulties
So, Rom. viii. 18. "I reckon that the sufferings of the present
" times are not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall

is

:

be revealed in us."" He will not allow himself to inidervalue eternal glory, by once mentioning present sufferings, in a way of bemoan'•
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A

steady eye upon the other world makes us
ing himself for them
more than conquerors over the troubles of this world.
7. Seventhly^ To conclude; sincerity alone hath all the heavenly
:

aids and assistances to stability, and perseverance in sufferinor times
upright ones (and such only) have Christ's intercession in heaven for
them, Rom. viii. 34.
The Spirit's consolation in all their troubles,
1 Pet. iv. 14. The Spirit of glory and of God resteth on them the
beneficial ministry of angels, who are sent forth upon their account,
Heb. i. 1 4. A stocJc ofprayers^ %'^^'^g up from them all the world over,
Eph. vi. 18. Multitudes of precious promises in the scriptures ; for
every line, word, and syllable of which the faithfulness of God stands
engaged so that it is impossible such gold can perish in the fire.
And thus of the several ways by which grace is here tried.
:

:

CHAP.
Opening

ilie

designs and ends ofGod^ in bringing the professors of

religion into such various

tibials

SECT.

JL

HESE

IX.

of their graces in

this woi'ld.

I.

some of the ways and methods in which God brings
and to the fire, even in this world, before
the awful and solemn trial they must come to in the final judgment
and if we desire to be satisfied what the design or end of God in
making such probations of his people is.
We must conclude, in the general, he certainly designs his own
glory, and his people's advantage and profit in them.
If he suffer
them to be tried by reproaches, happy are they^ the Spij'it of God and
ofglory resteth on them ; there is their profit and though his name be
evil spoken of, yet in the meekness of their spirits he is glorified, as it
are

his gold to the touchstone,

;

" If the scourge slay suddenly, he laugheth at the
of the innocent," Job ix. 23. Not at their afllictions, but at
tlie effects and blessed issues and results of them
Not that it gives
them pain, but that it gives them glory. Upon this account the
apostle bids us count it all joy when we fall into diverse temptations
or trials
and still the more trials the more joy ; for thereby God
will produce such effects as are more precious than gold that perisheth, 1 Pet. i. 7.
O who can value the comfort that is tasted by the
soul upon the trial and discovery of its sincerity, when after some
sore temptation wherein God hath helped us to maintain our integrity, or after some close pinching affliction, wherein we have discovered
in ourselves a sweet resignation to, and contentment in the will of
God, an heart cleaving to the Lord, purged and made more spiritual
under the rod! v/e can turn to the Lord, and aiipeal to him, as the
Vol. V.
is,

"

1 Pet. iv. 14.

trial

:

:

Go
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prophet did, Jer. xii. 3. " But thou, O Lord, knowest me ; thou
" hast seen me, and tried mine heart towards thee."
I saj, who can duly value such an advantage: who would exchange such a comfort for all the gold and silver in the world ? Hoav
many trials soever God brings his people under, to be sure neither
his own glory nor their interest shall sufier any damage by them.
SECT.

11.

-OUT more particularly, let us bring our thoughts close to the matter before us,

and we

shall find

many great advantages and

rising out of these trials of sincerity
\.

First,

Hereby hypocrisy

is

:

benefits

For,

unmasked and discovered; the viz-

plucked off from the false professor, and his true natural face
and complexion shewn to the world ; and in this there is a great
ard

is

deal of good.

Goody 021

where

All the world sees the mis;
rtiany are stumbled^ many are hardened
effects of
hy it : " Woe to the world because of offences !'" Matth. xvi. 7.
Sol. True, some are prejudiced and hardened by it, so as never to
have good thoughts of the ways and people of God more That is
sad indeed ; however, therein God accomplishes his word, and executeth his decree ; and though these perish, yet.
Object.

zoillsay,

chief' and sad

lies it?

it

:

Firsts Others are warned, awakened, and set a searching their
hearts more narrowly than ever, and this is good, 1 Cor. x. 11,

own

Now these were our examples " wherefore let him that
" thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall.'^
Secondly, Hereby sin is ashamed; and it is good when sin that hath
exposed men to so much shame, shall be itself exposed to shame:
This is the just reward of sin, Jer. xiii. 25, 26. "This is thy lot,
" the portion of thy measures from me, saith the Lord because
" thou hast forgotten me, and trusted in falsehood, therefore will I
" discover thy skirts upon thy face, that thv shame may appear."
The turning up the skirt is a modest expression of exposing a person to the greatest shame in the day of trial
God by discovering
hypocrisy, shames the hypocrite and surely, many such discoveries
are made of men at this day We may see sin, that lurked close in the
heart before, nov/ laid open before all Israel, and before the sun.

12.

;

;

:

;

:

Thirdly, Hereby the poor self-cozening hypocrite hath the greatest
opportunity and advantage that ever was before him in ail his life, to
recover himself out of the snare of the devil. Now all his pretences
are gone ; now that which like a shield was advanced against the arrows of reproof and conviction is gone ; now a poor creature stands
naked, g.nd stripped out of all his pleas, as a fair and open mark to
the world, and his own conscience ; and happy will it be for him, if

now

the

Lord make

All these are blessed

conviction to enter point blank into his souL
of the discovery of hypocrisy.

effects
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fears of

and

By
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is cleared up, and the doubts
upright and holy ones allayed and quieted, re-

these trials integrity

many

solved and satisfied.

O what

would many a poor Christian give for satisfaction in that
great point of sincerity How many tears have been shed to God in
secret upon that account ? Hov\^ many hours have been spent in examination of his own heart about it, and still jealousies and fears hang
upon his heart ? He doubts what he may prove at last. Well, saith
God, let his sincerity then come to the test, kindle the fire, and cast
!

way to assurance ; let my child see
than these, that his heart is upright with me.

in ray gold.

Trials are the high

that he loves

me more

him by prosperity and by adversity, by persecutions and
temptations, and he shall see his heart is better than he suspects it
This shall be the day of resolution to his fears and doubts.
to be.
I will try

The

apostle speaking of heresies, 1 Cor.

xi. 7, 9.

puts a necessity

upon them There must be heresies, saith he, that they which are approved may he made manifest. The same necessity there is (and for
the same end) of all other trials of grace, that the lovely, beautiful,
:

sweet face of sincerity may be opened sometimes to the world, to enamour them, and to the soul in whom it is, to satisfy it that it doth
not personate a Christian, but lives the very life of a Christian, and
hath the very spirit and principles of a Christian in it.
3. Thirdly, By these trials, pride and self-confidence are destroyed
and mortified in the saints, as much as by any thing in the world.

We never see what poor,
It

trial.

is said,

Deut.

weak creatures we

viii. S.

"

God

are, until

we come

to the

led Israel through the desert,

When we are proved, then
Those that over-reckon their graces before the
trial, see they must come to another account, and take new measures
of themselves after they have been upon trial.
"

to prove

we

them, and to humble them."

are humbled.

Ah little did I think, saith one, that I had so much love for the
I could not
world, and so little for God, until afflictions tried it.
have believed that ever the creature had got so deep into my heart,
until providence either threatened or made a separation, and then I
found it. I thought I had been rich in faith, until such a danger
befel me, or such a want began to pinch hard ; and then 1 saw liow
unable I was to trust God for protection, or provision.
O it is a
good thing that our hearts be kept humble and lowly, how rich so!

ever they be in grace.
4. Fourthly^ By trials grace is kept in exercise, and the graciou.s
soul preserved from security and spiritual slothfulness. Trials are to
grace what the estuations and continual agitations of the waters are
to the sea, or what the racking of wines from the lees is to it
Were
it not for our frequent trials and exercises, we should quickly settle
upon the lees, and our duties wouldbe (as God complains of Ephraim)
" Moab
like sour or dead drink, Hosea iv. 18. flat and spiritless.
:

O o2
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" hath been
««
''

"

at ease from his youth, and he hath settled on liis lees,
and hath not been emptied from vessel to vessel neither hath he
gone into captivity ; therefore his taste remained in him, and his
;

scent

Much

is

not changed," Jer.

xlviii.

11.

it would be with our hearts, did not the Lord
frequently try and exercise them. Let the best man be without some
trial or other but a few months, and you may find the want of it in
liis prayers and conferences quickly.
O what a tang of formality will

after that rate

And is it for the honour of God, or profit of
should be so ? No, the Lord knows it is not
but how shall their spirits be reduced to their former zealous, heavenly
temper again.^ Why, saith tbeLord, they must into the furnace again:
" I will melt them and try them for how shall I do for the daughter
*' of my
people," Jer. ix. 7.
I love them too well to lose them for
want of a rod. Alas if I should suffer things to go on at this rate,
what will become of them in a little time ? What delight can I take
in their duties, when the faith, fervour, humilitv, and holy seriousness of their spirits are wanting in them.^ I will therefore refine them as
" silver is refined, and try them as gold is tried, and they shall call
" upon my name, and I will hear them, and I will say, It is my people,
" and they shall say. The Lord is my God." Zech. xiii. 9- and thus
the Lcrd'chides himself friend again with his people.
Thus he recovers them to their true temper, and thus his visitations do preserve their spirits ; and when the Lord sees these sweet
effects of his trial upon them, it greatly pleaseth him.
O now, saith
God, I like it ; this providence hath done them good ; this rod was
well bestowed
the letting loose of this temptation, or that corruption upon them, hath made them find their knees again ; now I hear
the voice of my child again.
Beloved, this is a blessed fruit and effect of our frequent trials:
and how ungrateful soever they are to flesh and blood, that affects
ease, and is loth to be disturbed, yet it is neceesary to the preservation of our spirits.
5. Fifthly, By the trial of our graces Satan is defeated, and his accusations of the saints found to be mere slanders.
It is a very common thing with the devil and wicked men, to accuse the people of
God of hypocrisy, and to tell the world they are not the men and
w^omen they are taken to be and that if their inside were but turned
out by some thorough trial, or deep search, it would appear that religion did not indeed live in their souls, as they pretend, but that
they only act a part, and personate heavenly and mortified persons
upon the public stage of profession.
Thus the accuser of the brethren suggests the hypocrisy of Job,
chap. ii. 5. " Put forth thine hand now, and touch his bone and
" his flesh, and he will curse thee to thy face;" q. d. Well might
Job serve thee whilst thou hast been so bountiful a master to him
he hath been well rewarded for all the service he hath done thee
be found

in

them

his people, that

!

it

;

!

;

;
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if thou stop the current of his prosperity, thou shalt ?;ee how
few lashes from thy
quickly he will stop the course of liis duty ;
to
thee
thy
face.
But
curse
O what sliame and
him
will
make
hand
disappointment was it to that envious spirit ? What a vindication of
Job*'s integrity, when under the greatest trials of his faith and
patience, he still held fast his integrity, and shewed himself as great
a pattern of patience under the cross, as he had been of piety in the
days of his greatest prosperity Satan gets nothing by bringing forth
the saints upon tlie stage, to be made a spectacle to angels and men,

but

A

!

1 Cor. iv. 9Sixthly^ and lastly^ The frequent trials of grace exhibit a full
and living testimony against the atheism of the world. These prove
bevond all words or arguments that religion is no fancy, but the
as

it is,

6.

Men would make religion but a fancy,
but the intemperate heat of some crazy
brains, over-heated with a fond notion.
Thev that never felt the real influences of religion upon their own
greatest reality in the world

and the

:

zeal of its professors,

souls, will not believe that others

come the ludicrous

do

feel

them.

Serious piety

is

be-

subject with which the wanton wits of this atheis-

But behold the wisdom and goodness
world sport themselves.
of God exhibitino; to the world the undeniable testimonies of the truth
of religion, as often as the sincere professors thereof are brought to
the test by afflictions from the hand of God, or persecution from
the hands of men
Lo here is thej'aith and patience of the saints;
here is their courage, meekness, and self-denial, shining as gold in
they have the real proofs of it before their eyes ; instead
the fire
of casting them into hell, and convincing them by eternal fire, he is
pleased to cast his own people into the fire of affliction, that they
who scoff at them may be convinced at an easier and cheaper rate.
It is no new thing to see the enemies of rehgion brought over to
embrace it, by the constancy and faithfulness of the saints in their
trials and sufferings for it.
God grant that the atheism of this present generation do not occasion a more fiery trial to the people of
God in it, than they have yet suffered
tical

!

:

;

!

CHAP. X.
that that grace only is to he reckoned sincere and real,
which can endure those trials which God appoints, or permits, for

Shewing

the discovery

of it.
SECT.

EFORE
will
})v

I offer

be neces.sary to

you the proofs and evidences of this truth, it
prevent some mistakes that may be occasioned

misunderstandino;

Caution

1.

And

I.

it.

in the first place,

Oo3

we

are not to

thmk assurance of
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be had in this life, because as long as we
we are in a state of trial and how many trials soever have
been made upon us already, yet still there are more to come and
we know not what we shall prove in future trials, though God hath

our

sincerity impossible to

live here,

;

;

kept us upright in former trials No, this is none of my meaning;
nor doth such a conclusion necessarily follow this assertion For
a Christian that hath rightly closed with Christ at first, and been
faithful in the duties of active and passive obedience hitherto, may
be assured upon good grounds, of a victory before he come to the fire
of his remaining trials.
So was the apostle, Rom. viii. 35, &c.
" Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation,
*' or distress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or
" sword ? Nay, in all these we are more than conquerors, through
" him that hath loved us.'"* Here is an assured tnumph before the
combat.
So Job xxiii. 10. " But he knoweth the way that I take ;
" when he hath tried me, I shall come forth as gold." He appeals
to God for the sincerity of his heart so far as he had hitherto gone in
the wav of religion, and thence concludes, that whatever trials God
should bring him to in time to come, he should come forth as gold,
And this confidence
i. e. he should not lose one grain by the fire.
of a pracious soul is built not only upon experience gained in former
trials, but upon faith in the power, promises, and faithfulness of God,
which are engaged for him in the covenant of grace, to keep him in
the greatest dangers that befal him in this world.
He believes the power of God is able to make him stand, though
he hath no power nor might in himself to overcome the least temptation, 1 Pet. i. 5. " You are kept, ooa^isiLsvoi (kept as in a garrison) by
" the power of God through faith unto salvation." When Christ
hath once taken possession of the soul b}^ his spirit, he fortifies it by
that using the means, it be surprised or
his power, as in a garrison
betrayed no more into the enemy's hand, so as finally to be lost.
He builds this confidence also upon the promises of God, which are
his security in future dangers: And how are all the pages of the
Bible bespangled with such promises, as the firmament is with bright
and glorious stars ? Such are these of the first magnitude, 1 Cor. i. 8,
9. " Christ shall confirm you to the end, that you may be blameless
:

:

:

"

in the

dav of our Lord Jesus Christ,

God

is

faithful,

by whom ye

are called into the fellowship of his Son Jesus Christ our Lord."
And no less satisfying and sweet is that, Jer. xxxii. 40. " And I
*' will make an everlasting covenant with them, that I will not turn
" away from them to do them good ; but I will put my fear in their
*^

And of the same
hearts, that they shall not depart from me."
"
voice, and
sheep hear
nature is that also, John x. 27, 28.
* I know them, and they follow me, and I give unto them eternal
«'

My

'
*'

my

never perish, neither shall any man pluck
them out of my hand."
If there be any hypocrite in sheep's-clothing, he hath no part or

life

;

and ihey

shall
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it secures the whole flock of Christ, great
danger.
and
He also builds his assurance upon the faithfulness of God, which
stands engaged to make good every line, word, and syllable of his
promises to his people, so we fjnd in 1 Cor. x. 13. '* There hath no
" temptation taken you but such as is common to man ; but God is

lot in this

promise

small, against

"
*'

"
"

;

but

all

who will not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are
able; but will with every temptation make a way to escape, that
ye may be able to bear it.'' And, 2 Thes. iii. 3. " But the Lord
faithful,

is faithful,

who

shall establish you,

and keep you from

evil."

Add to this the constant prevalent intercession of Christ in heaven
and thus you will see a sincere
for his people, in all their trials
Christian need not to deny himself the joy and comfort of his assurance, upon the account and supposition of his future trials.
:

SECT.

Caution

2.

1^ OR

II.

do we here suppose,

in this assertion, that inher-

ent grace in the saints hath a sufficiency of ability in itself to

endure

It is
the greatest and severest trials that can befal it in this world.
certain that it shall be carried safely through all, but not in its own
strength and ability.
This is a true observation of the learned Gerson, Perfcciioiies sibi
relictce, sunt pondera ad ruinam : The most perfect creature left to
This was exemplified in the angels that
itself, will fall into ruin.
Divine preservation
fell ; and in Adam, though in a perfect state.
creatures
from
ruin.
the
best
is the prop which supports
Grace itself
is but a creature, and therefore a dependent being: It is but a stream,
depending upon the supply of the fountain If the fountain let not
:

what becomes of the stream ? That is a true and judicious
observation of the learned Dr. Ames, Perseverantia jidelmm^ vel
immutabilis eorum conditio secuiidum integram ejus rationem, non
pervenit a priJicipio intrinseco solo, nee a solo extrinseco ; sed partim ah intrinseco, ex natura vitoe spiritualis a Christo Jiuentis, et
partim ab extrinseco, ex custodia, protectione et directione Dei
Amesii Coroiiis, Art. 5. The perseverance of believers, or the immutability of their condition, if we view the whole ground and reason
of it, is not wholly from within, or wdiolly from without itself; but
partly from the nature of the spiritual life which flows from Christ
into them, and partly from the keeping, protection, and direction of
God That protection is always afforded to this life of grace ; and
this life of grace always needs that protection.
The best of men are
but men at best, as one speaks: It was not Peter's grace and resolution that kept him, but Christ's care of him and intercession for
" Be strong in the Lord, (saith the apostle)
him, Luke xxii. 32.
-' and
" Without me
in the power of his might," Eph. vi. 10.
forth

itself,

:

'•'

ye can do nothing," John xv. 5.
Neither of these is that which I have before me to prove

(saith Christ)

Oo4

;

but
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this is that which I aim at, that such seeming grace as was nevef
yet brought to the trial, nor will be able to bear the trial, when God
shall bring it thereto, must not pass for current (as too frequently it
doth) among us: Such grace will neither comfort us now, nor save
us hereafter For,
:

SECT.

III.

1. 3J IRST, great numbers of persons in the professing world are
deceived and destroyed by trusting to seeming and untried grace
this was the miserable condition of those Laodicean professors in the
text ; they reckoned themselves rich, but were really poor All is
not gold that glitters ; their gold (as they accounted it) was never
tried in the fire.
If a man's whole estate lay in some precious stone,
suppose a rich diamond, how is he concerned to have it thoroughly
tried, to see whether it will bear a smart stroke with a hammer, or
fly like a Bristol diamond under it ? All that you are worth lies in
the truth and sincerity of your grace ; and till that be tried you
know not whether you be worth any thing or nothing.
Reader, There are two sad sights in the world which cannot but
deeply affect every upright heart one is to see so many thousands
of rational and ingenuous men in the Romish church, by an implicit
faith in their guides, venturing their souls upon their bare word
never searching the scriptures with their own eyes, but wholly trusting
to the infallibility of a pope or a council ; when, in the mean time,
they would fear to take their word for a sum of money, Avithout
some further security. It is amazing to behold the soul-destroying,
easy creduhty of those men ; but this is a stroke of madness and spiritual infatuation, judicially inflicted upon them, that the judgment
which is written might be fulfilled in them, " God shall send them
*' strong delusions, that they
should believe a lie," 2 Thes. ii. 11.
And yet more amazing is that stroke of God upon multitudes of
vain and formal professors even in the reformed Protestant churches,
where no man is restrained from searching the scriptures; nay,
where men are so frequently and earnestly pressed, from sabbath to
sabbath, to examine themselves, and prove their own work, that vet
so many are content to leave all at hazard, and without any more
ado, or farther search in the matter, credit the report of their own
deceitful hearts, and take all for granted, without due trial or examination of the matter.
Surely, no one thing sends down more souls daily to hell out of
the professing world than this doth.
The five foolish virgins (i. e.
the unprincipled professors in the reformed churches) perished this
way ; they took it for .granted all was v/ell, because they had lamps
of profession as well as others ; and saw not the cheat till the cry was
heard at midnight, and their unfurnished lamps went out. Mat. xxv.
^. Secondly, The promises of salvation are made over to tried grace,
and such only as will endure the trial So James i. 12. " Blessed is
:

;

:
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for when he is tried he shall
the man that endureth temptation
" receive the crown of hfe which God hath promised to them that
" love him :"" We must be first tried, and then crowned. *' If a
" man strive for masteries, yet is he not crowned, except he strive
" lawfully," 2 Tim. ii. 5. He manifestly alludes to the Roman
games, to which there were judges appointed to see that no foul
play were offered contrary to the law tor wrestling ; and where it
was found the crown was denied them. Not to him that sets forth
in the morning with resolution and gallantry, but to him that holds
out till the evening of his life, is the promise made ; Matth. x. 22.
" He that endureth to the end shall be saved." So Rom. ii. 7.
" To them who by patient continuance in well-doing seek for glory
" and honour, and immortality, eternal life." And once more,
Heb. iii. 14. " We are made partakers of Christ, if we hold the be" ginning of our confidence stedfast unto the end." So that if you
should endure some few slighter troubles, and faint at last, give out
when a closer trial befals you, all your labours and sufferings are
Sincerity and final perseverance are the conditions of all
in vain.
''

;

special promises.
3. Thirdly, Every man's graces and duties must be tried and
weighed by God in the great day and if they cannot endure these
lesser trials to which God exposes them now, how will they endure
that severe and exact trial to which he will bring them then ? No
;

man can search his own heart with that exactness in this world, as
God will search it in the world to come.
I may say in this case to you as the Lord spake to Jeremiah, chap,
" If thou hast run with the footmen, and they have wearied
" thee, then how canst thou contend with horses ? and if in the
" land of peace, wherein thou trustedst, they have wearied thee,
" then how wilt thou do in the swellins; of Jordan .?" This was
spoken to encourage the prophet to constancy in his work and as
if the Lord had said, O Jeremy, do the strivings of the men of Anathoth, thine own town, dishearten thee ? Pluck up thy spirits, and
faint not
there are harder trials than these that thou must undergo
at Jerusalem
these are no more to what is coming, than the running vfitti footmen is to the contending with horses, or the passing a
xii. 5.

:

;

;

small rivulet to the swelling-s of Jordan.
To allude to this ; if our graces and duties cannot bear these lighter trials ; if a little lift of prosperity, or lighter stroke of adversity discover so much falseness, rottenness, pride, and selfishness in the heart;
if we cannot resist the motions of corruptions, but yield ourselves to
obey sin in the lusts of it ; if we can neither keep'our hearts with
God in duties, nor mourn for our wanderings from him ; if a few
scoffs from wicked tongues, or trials of persecution from the liands
of men will cause us to faint in the way, and turn back from following the Lord, what shall we do when " He comes whose fan is in

"

his hand,

and who

will

thoroughly purge his floor

;"

Matth.

iii.
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1 2.

who

every maivs work as

will try

b}^ fire,

1 Cor.

iii.

1^. search

hearts, Rom.
man tolas ounces
Surely we can take little comfort in that which is so
unable to bear the severe tials of that day, that it cannot stand before the slighter trials of this day.
4. Fourthly^ True grace is willing to be tried, and nothing is more
desirable to an upright soul, than to know his own condition
if

the secrets of

and drachms

all

ii.

16. zceigh ever?/

?

:

we shun the trial, and are loth to search ourselves, or be
searched by the Lord, our condition is suspicious, and we can take

therefore

was David's earnest desire, Psal. cxxxix. 23.
that God would thoroughly search his heart and reins, and see if
False grace is shy of
there were any way of wickedness in him.
God's eve, it cares not to be examined but this is the delight of
" Every one that doth evil hateth the light, lest his
sincere ones
" deeds should be reproved but he that doth truth, cometh to the
" light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are wrought
" in God," John iii. 20, 21.
The reason is plain why hypocrisy cannot endure to come to the
for hypocrites, having a secret consciousness of
touchstone and test
their own guilt and unsoundness, know, that by this means their vain
confidence would quickly be confuted, and all their reputation for relimon blasted. But oh if men dare not stand before the word, as it is
now opened and applied by ministers, how will they stand when it
shall be opened and applied in another manner by Jesus Christ.'*
O professor, if thy condition be good, thy heart right, thou wilt
desire to know the very worst of thyself; and when thou hast made
the deepest search, thou canst, thou wilt still fear thou hast not
been severe enough, and in;ipartial enough to thyself; nothing will
give thee more content than when thou feelest the word dividing
thv soul and spirit, thy joints and marrrow nothing so much comforts thee under, or after an affliction, as the discovery it hath made
of my heart
thou wilt seem to feel with what affection those words
came from the prophet's lips, Jer. xii. 2. " But thou, O Lord, know" est me, thou hast seen me, and tried my heart towards thee." O
what a refreshing sweetness will stream through thy heart, and all
the powers of thy soul, when thou canst make the like appeal to God
with like sincerity And certainly, without such a disposition of
spirit towards the trial of our graces, we can have little evidence of
little

comfort

in

It

it.

;

:

;

;

!

;

;

!

the truth of them.

CHAP. XL
Contaimng divers prctcticcd instruct'ive inferences from this doctrine
with a serious exhortation to self trial and thorough examination.
SECT.

i^RE

I.

Irifer. 1.
there such variety of trials appointed to examine
the sincerity of men's graces ; how great a vanity then is hypocrisy,
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how little purpose do men endeavour to conceal and hide it ?
Murder will out and we may as confidently affirm, Hypo-

and

to

We

say,

;

crisy will out.

When

Rebecca had

laid the plot to disguise

her son

Jacob, and by personating his brother, to get the blessing, Jacob thus
objects against it, " My father peradventure will feel me, and I shall
" seem to him as a deceiver and I shall bring a curse upon me,
" and not a blessing," Gen. xxvii. 12. as if he should say, but what
if my father detect the cheat, how then shall I look him in the face
How shall I escape a curse ? After the same manner every upright
soul scares itself from the way of hypocrisy.
If I dissemble, and
pretend to be what I am not, my Father will find me out. Ah
there is no darkness nor shadow of death that can conceal the hypocrite, but out will come at last, let him use all the art he can to hide
Oftentimes God discovers him by the trials he appoints in this
it.
world and men in that day shall " return and discern betwixt the
*' righteous and the wicked, between him that serveth
God, and
" him that serveth him not," Mai. iii. 18. But if he make an hard
shift to get by a private way to hell, carrying this comfort with him
to the last step, that no body knows or thinks he is gone thither
yet there ^till be a day when God will strip him naked before the
great assembly of angels and men, and all shall point at them, and
;

.'*

!

;

say,

Lo !

this is the

man

that

made

not

God his

hope.

he that wore a garment of profession to deceive, but God
hath now stript him out of it, and all men see what he is For,
" There is nothing covered that shall not be revealed, and hid that
*' shall not be known,"
Matth. x. 26.
And the apostle assures us,
1 Tim. V. 24, 25. " That they that are otiierwise, cannot be hid."
If men^s works be not good, it is impossible they should be hid
long
gilded piece of brass may pas-s from hand to hand a little
while, but the touchstone will discover the base metal
If that do

This

is

:

:

A

:

not, the fire will.

O

sinners

!

away with your hypocrisy, be

honest, sincere, plain,

and hearty in religion If not, confusion of face shall be your recompence from the Lord that is what you shall get by it.
Infer. 2. Secoiidlr/.^ Are there such trials appointed and permitted
:

;

by the Lord for the discovery of his people's sincerity in this world ?
Then let none of God's people expect a quiet station in this icorld ;
Certainly you shall meet with no rest here, you must out of one fire
into another: and it is a merciful condescension of the Lord to poor
creatures, thus to concern himself for their safety and benefit
" What is man that thou shouldst magnify him ? and that thou
" shouldst set thine heart upon him ? that thou shouldst visit him
" every morning, and try him every moment?" Job vii. 17, 18.
O it is a great deal of honour put upon a poor worm, when God
will every moment try him and visit him
it argues the great esteem
the goldsmith hath of his gold, when he will sit by the furnace himself, and order the fire with his own hand
when he pries so often
;

;
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none of his precious
upon which he sets his heart, be lost.
Think it not then debasing to you to be so often exposed to trials.
If God did not value you highly, he would not try you so frequentWhat would become of you if your condition here should be
ly
more settled and quiet than now it is? I believe you find dross
enough in your hearts after all the fires into which God hath cast
you Surely there is filth enough in the best of God's people to take
all this, it may be a great deal more trouble then they have j^et met
with.
We fancy it a brave life to live at ease and if we meet with
longer respites and intervals of trial than usual, we are apt to say,
W^e shall never be moved, as David did, Psalm xxx. 6. or we shall
die in our nest, as it is Job xxix. 18. Our hard and difficult days
are over
but woe to us if God should give us the desire of our
hearts in this.
See what the temper of those men's spirits is, that
meet with no changes, Psal. Iv. 19. *' Because they have no changes,
" therefore they fear not God." O it is better to be preserved sweet
in brine, than to rot in honey

and

so curiously into the fining-pot, to see that

metal,

:

:

;

;

!

none boast in a caimal confidence qftlieir own
You are in a state of trial. Hitherto God
strength and stability.
hath kept you upright in all your trials bless God, but boast not
you are but feathers in the wind of temptation. If God leave you to
yourselves. Peter told Christ, (and doubtless he spoke no more than
he honestly meant) " Though ail men forsake thee, yet will not 1 :"
And vou know what he did when the hour of his trial came, Matth.
It is better to be
xxvi. ^5. Angels left to themselves have fallen
an humble woiun than a proud angel.
Ah how many Pendletons will this professing nge shew, if once
God bring us to the fiery trial " Let him that thinks he stands,
" take heed lest he fall." You have not yet resisted unto blood,
Infer. 3. Thirdly, Let

;

:

!

.^

striving against

sin.

None

stand upon firmer ground than those that

upon ; he that leans upon his own
it useless.
makes
and
Infer. 4. Fourthly^ Doth God kindle so many fires in Sion, and
set his furnaces in Jerusalem, to discover and separate the dross from
the gold
How contrary are those men to God that allow, yea, and
prize the dross of hypocrisy which God hates, and stick not to make
the hol}^ God a patronizer and countenancer of it in the hearts and
see nothing in themselves to stand

arm usually benumbs

it,

.?

lives

of

men

.?

to read what popish pens have impudently written
matter * Sylvester puts the question, Whether it be a
And answers it thus If it be
sin to make a false shew of sanctity
Nay, they
for the honour of God and profit of others, it is no sin.
have a reverence for hypocrisy, as an holy art. Vicentius spends a
whole chapter in commendation of the hypocrisy of St. Dominio, and

It

is

about

amazing

this

:

.^

A sum adv. simuleiiioy n.

:

4.
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entitles

it,

De

sancta ejus hypocrisi

e.

i.

:

Of the holy
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hypocrisy of

that saint; reckoning it among his commendations, that he had the
And yet, one peg higher, a religious person
art of dissembling.
*
another) that feigns himself to have more holiness than he
(saith

may be edified, sins not, but rather merits.
heavens that ever such factors for hell should open
and vend such ware as this in the public market, and invite the world
to hypocrisy, as that which makes for the glory of God, the edification of men, and a work meritorious in the hypocrite himself:
This is the doctrine of devils indeed
Infer. 5. Fifthly^ If it be so that all grace must come to the test,
and be tried as gold in the fire, even in this world ; how are all men
concerned to lay a solid foundation at first, and thoroughly deliberate
the terms upon which they close with Christ, and engage in the proWhich of you, (saith Christ) intending to
fession of his name ?
" build a tower, sitteth not down first, and counteth the cost.?''
Luke xiv. 28. If some men had sat down at first, and pondered the
conditions and terms of Christ, they had not sat down now discouThe apostle Paul went to work at
raged, and tired in the way.
another rate ; he accounted all but dung and dross for Christ, Phil.
iiL 8. and was of the same mind when the actual trial came ; for then
he tells us, " He counted not his life dear unto him," Acts xx. 24.
And the apostle Peter admonishes believers " not to think it strange
" concerning the fiery trial which was to try them," 1 Pet. iv. 12.
q. d. Let none of these things be surprisals to you; you are told before-hand what ye must trust to ; every Christian must be a marhath, that others

Blush,

O

!

!

'*•

and resolution of his heart.
balance the advantages and disadvantages of
religion, and thoroughly ponder the matter in their deepest thoughts !
To the test you must come; the rain will fall, and the storm beat
upon your buildings ; look carefully therefore to the foundations.

tyr, at least in the disposition

O

that

men would

Infer. 6. Sioctlily^ and lastly^ Learn from this point the unavoidableness of scandals and oiFeifces in the way of religion ; for if there be
a necessity of trial, there is also a necessity of scandal. " It must needs

L Why

" be that offences come,"

Luke

The

must come

must it needs be.?
and all are not
able to bear it.
Our Lord tells us, Matth. xxiv. 8, 9, 10. of a day
of great straits and perplexity coming " And then (saith he) shall
" many be offended." The day of trial is the day of scandal: By
these offences some are put a searching themselves, and some fall a
censuring all others but the holy God brings about his end both
ways, in them that are saved, and in them that perish.
reason

is

evident

;

all

xvii.

to the trial,

:

;

SECT.
V T
every

ELL

then, if

man

try his

it

be so that

I]

all

must go

own work; examine
• Itosella in

v, ht/pocrisis,

n.

into the furnace, let

yourselves, professors,
i.

sEraous exhortation to self-examinations
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search your hearts, commune with your reins, nothing more (Concerns
YOU in all the world tlian this doth. O that you would be more in
your closets, and oftener upon your knees O that you would look
!

your hearts, and then to God, saying with
Davicl, " Search me, O God, and know my heart ; prove me and
" try my reins, and see if there be any way of iniquity in me !'' Never did religion thrive in the world since men's heads have been so
over-heated with notions and controversies, and their hearts so sensibly cooled in their closet- work.
I have elsewhere * more largely
pressed this duty upon the professors of this generation, and thither
shall refer the reader for the present, to see the necessity and imporinto the Bible, then into

tance of this work.
Here 1 shall only urge the duty of
motives and awakening considerations.

Motive

work

:

the matter

more
"

And

1.

difficulty in
is

self-trial

by some pressing

the first shall be the exceeding difficulty of this
some cases may be a discouragement ; but where

of absolute necessit}'^, as it is here, nothing provokes
" Strive (saith our Lord) to enter in at the strait
;

to diligence

many

will seek to enter in, and shall not be able,"*' Luke
double difficulty is found attending this work of selfDifficulty in bringing the heart to it ; and difficulty in the right
trial
and successful management of it. Who finds it not hard to persuade
his heart to such work as diis.'* Nature declines it, flesh and blood
relish it not
It is one of the great severities in religion
It is no
easy thing to bring a man and his own heart together.
It is in this case as in the study of Geography ; we are more inquisitive to know, and delighted when we discover the rarities of foreign
countries, and strange things in the remote parts of the world, than
those of our own native countr}^ I fear there be many professors of
religion that can spend day after day in hearing, and love to be disputing fi'uitless controversies, that never spend one day in searching
what influence all those sermons they have heard have had upon

gate, for

24

xiii.

A

:

:

:

their hearts, or in rightly stating and detei*mining that great controvery, in whose right and possession their souls are, and which way

they shall go as soon as death hath divided them from those mortal
bodies ; yea, I doubt, many sinful hours are spent in prying into, reporting, and censuring the failings of others, and not one hour faithfully employed in judging their own hearts before the Lord
Oh
men had rather be about any work than this ; there is no pleasure
:

in

it

!

to tlie flesh.

And

how difficult soever it be to bring our hearts to the work,
much more difficult to manage it successfully, and bring
the great question of our sincerity to a clear result and issue. O how
many upright hearts have sat close to this work many a year, and lifted up many a crj^ to heaven, and shed many secret undissembled tears

it is

yet

certainly

*"

Seebefoip,

mv

Sdhit Indeed,

&;c.
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and yet still are in the dark, and their minds greatly perWhat would they not do ?
plexed, and filled with fear about it
What would they not suffer? What pleasant enjoyment would
about

it

;

!

they not gladly part w^th, to arrive at the desire of their souls, the
full assurance of their sincerity? It was the saying of a pious Avoman,
I have born, said she, seven children, and they have cost me as dear
as ever children cost a mother, yet would I be content to endure
all that sorrow over again, to be assured of the love of God to my
soul.

%

And

as the

work

of difficulty, so the
discovery of your sincerity will be full of sweetness and joy unspeakable
It will never repent you that you have prayed and mourned,
that you have trembled and feared, that you have searched and tried
Nay, it will never repent you, that God hath tried you by thousands of sharp afflictions and deep sufferings, if, after all, your sincerity may be fully cleared up to the satisfaction of your souls ; for in
the same day your sincerity shall be cleared, your title to Christ will
be made as clear to your souls as your sincerity is ; you may then go
to the promises boldly, and take your own Christ into the arms of
beloved is mine, and I am his
your faith, and say, "
Yea, you
may be confident, it shall be well with you in the judgment of the
great day, for " God will not cast away the upright man," Job viii.
20. If the word clear you now, it cannot condemn you then.
O what an ease it is to the soul, when the fears and doubts that
hang about it are gone When a man sees what he is, and wliat he
hath in Christ and the promises, and what he hath to do; even to
spend the time betwixt this and heaven, in admiring the grace of
God that hath delivered him from the ruining mistakes and miscarriages by which so great a part of the professing v/orld are lost to

Motive

Secondly,

is full

:

:

My

!

'

!

all eternity.

Motive 3. Tldrdlyy The deep concernment of your souls in the matbe tried, should awaken you to the utmost diligence about it.

ter to

The

of men for their life, at human bars, is but a trifle to this:
is our eternal happiness that stands or falls with your sincerity.
It is said in the trial of opinions, that if a man superstruct hay or
stubble upon the foundation, he shall suffer loss; yet he himself may
trials

It

be saved, 1 Cor. iii. 12. But if hypocrisy be in the foundation, there
is no such relief, there is no possibility of salvation in that case.
Ah, reader, thou must be cast for ever according to the integrity
or hypocrisy of thy heart with God. Summon in them all the powers
of thy soul Jbring thy thoughts as close as it is possible to bring them to
this matter
If there be any subject of consideration able to drink up
the spirits of a man, here it is Never was time put to an higher improvement never were thoughts spent upon a more important business than this is
Happy is the man that rescues tlie years, months,
days, yea, the very moments o^ his life from other employments' to
:

:

:

;

:

A
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and most hnportant business
it be of your sincerity,
the
trial
of
your own hearts ?
willing
to
come
to
are
you
when
Suppose your doubts and fears should in some degree remain with
you ; yet in this you may take some comfort, that if hypocrisy be in
your heart, it is not there by consent You are not loth to rise and
come to trial, because, like Rachel you sit upon your idols Certainly it is a good sign thy heart is right when it is filled with so much
fear lest it should be false. You know all the disciples said, " Master,
*' is it I ?" before Judas, who was the traitor, spake a w^ord.
" Last
'' of all (saith the text) Judas said. Is it I ?"
Our willingness to be
tried is a good sign that the desire of our soul is to be right with God.
Motive 5. Fifthly^ Conclude it to be your great advantage to be
thoroughly tried, whatever ^^ou be found to be in the trial If you
be found sincere, you are richly rewarded for all your pains and
Never did that man repent of digging and toiling, that,
labour
What is a vein
after all, hit upon the rich vein that he digged for
consecrate

Motive

them unto

4.

this solemn, awful,

Fourthly^

How

evidential will

:

:

:

:

:

of gold to a vein of sincerity 1
If upon search you find the contrary, a false, hypocritical, unsound
heart, yet in that very sad discovery you meet with the greatest advantage that ever you had in your lives for salvation. This discovery
For now your vain confidence being overis your great advantage
turned, and your ungrounded hopes destroyed ; you lie open to the
stroke of a deep and elfectual conviction of your sin and misery, which
:

other mercies to your souls; and sureup your false hopes, and quit your
vain pretensions, there is no hope of you. Christ told the Pharisees,
Matth. xxi. 31. Publicans and harlots enter into the kingdom of
heaven before you Publicans were the worst sort of men, and harlots the worst sort of vronien, and yet they stood in a fairer way for
heaven than the hypocritical Pharisees, because conviction had easier
They had not those defences and pleas
access to their consciences
of dut}' and strictness to ward off the word that the self-cozening
is

ly

the introductive mercy to
till

you come

all

to that, to give

:

:

Pharisees had.
I may say of your vain and groundless hopes, as Christ, in another
sense, said to the officers that came to seize him in the garden. Ifyou
secJc me^ let these go their icay. So it is here, if you expect Christ and
salvation bv him, let your vain confidences go their v.ay ; away M'ith
vour masks and vizards, if ever you expect to see Christ. O it is
your happiness to have all these things stript off, and your nakedness
and poverty discovered, that you may be rich, as the text speaks.
Motive 6. Sixthly^ Consider how near the day of death and judgment approach you. O these are searching days wherein j^ou cannot
be hid Will your consciences, think you, be put off in a dying day
:

as easily as they are

now ? No, vou know they

will not.

I have heard of a good man that consumed not only the greatest
part of the day, but a very considerable part of the night also in

^or
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prayer, to the great weakening of his body ; and being asked by a
why he did so, and prayed to favour himself, he returned
this answer, O I must die, I must die ; plainly intimating, that so great

relation

is

the concernment of dying in a clear assured condition, that it is
all our time and strength to secure it.
You know also that after death the judgment, Heb. ix. 27. you

richly worth the expence of

are hastening to the judgment of the great and terrible God. Death
will put you into his balance to be weighed exactly ; and what gives
the soul a louder call to search itself with all diligence, whilst it
stands at the door of eternit}^, and its turn is not yet come to go
before that awful tribunal O that these considerations might have
:

place

upon our hearts

!

CHAP.'XII.
Containing divers helps for the clearing of sincerity and discovery

of hypocrisy.
SECT.

OU

I.

what importance the duty of self-examination is, and
how many things put a necessity and a solemnity upon that work.
Now, in the close of all, 1 would offer you some helps for the due
management thereof, that is as far as I can carry it the Lord persuade your hearts to the diligent and faithful application and use of
see of

:

them.

The general
1. We may

rules to clear sincerity are these that follow
not presently conclude roe are in the state of
hypocrisy, because we find some worliings of it, and tendencies to it
in our spirits : The best gold hath some dross and alloy in it.
Hypocrisy is a weed naturally springing in all ground, the best heart
is not perfectly clear or free of it
It may be we are stumbled,

Rule

:

:

when we feel some workings or grudgings of this disease in ourselves,
and looking into such scriptures as these, John i. 47. " Behold an
Israelite indeed, in whom there is no guile:" and PsaL xxxii. 1.
" Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity,
" and in whose spirit there is no guile."
This I say may stumble some upright soul, not understanding in
what an allayed and qualified sense those scriptures are to be under*'

stood
For by a spirit without guile, is not understood a person absolutely free from all deceitfulness and falseness of heart ; this was the
:

sole prerogative of the

Lord

who was

separated from sinners,
whose mouth was no guile found In whom the prince of this
world, in all his trials and attempts upon him, found nothing But
we must understand it of reigning and allowed hypocrisy; there is
no such guile in any of the saints distinguish the presence frgm
the predominance of hypocrisv, and the doubt is resolved.
Vol. V.
Pp
Jesus,

in

:

:

:

"^
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Rule % Evert/ true gi^ound of humiliation for sin is not a sujffi^
cient ground for doubting and questionings our estate and condition.
There be many more things to humble us upon the account of
our infirmity, than there are to stumble us upon the account of our
integrity
It is the sin and affliction of some good souls to call their
condition in question upon every slip and failing in the course of their
obedience.
This is the way to debar ourselves from all the peace
and comfort of the Christian life We find that Joseph was once
minded to put away Mary his espoused wife, not knowing that the
holy thing which was conceived in her was by the Holy Ghost. It is
the sin of hypocrites to take brass for gold, and the folly of saints to
call their gold brass
Be as severe to yourselves as you will, provided always you be just " There is that maketh himself rich, and yet
" hath nothing; and there is that maketh himself poor, and yet hath
" great riches,'' Prov. xiii. 7. Hiram called the cities Solomon gave
him, Cabul, Dirty, for they pleased him not, 1 Kings ix. 13. It is
:

:

:

:

requital, an ungrateful return to God for the best of merundervalue them in our hearts, and be ready upon all occasions to put them away as worth nothing.
Mule 3. A stronger propension in our nature^ and morefrequent incidence in our practice to one sin than another^ do not presently infer
our hypocrisy,, and the unsoundness of our hearts in religion. It is
true, every hypocrite hath some way of wickedness
Some peccatum.
in djlici'is, iniquity that he delights in, and rolls as a sweet morsel
under his tongue; some lust that he is not willing to part with, nor can
endure that the knife of mortification should touch it ; and this undoubtedly argues the insincerity and rottenness of his heart And it
is true also that the nature and constitution of the most sanctified man
inclines him rather to one sin than to another, though he allow himself in none; yea, though he set himself more watchfully against
that sin than another, yet he may still have more trouble and vexation, more temptation and defilement from it than any other.
As evei-y man hath his proper gift, one after this manner, and another after that, as the apostle speaks, 1 Cor. vii. 7. so every man
hath his proper sin also, one after this manner and another after that.
For it is with original sin as it is with the juice or sap of the earth,
which though it be the com.mon matter of all kinds of fruits, yet it is
specificated according to the different sorts of plants and seeds which
it nourishes ; in one it becomes an apple, in another a cherry, &c.
Just so it is in original corruption, which is turned into this or that
temptation or sin, according to this or that constitution or employment it finds us in ; in one it is passion, in another lust, in a third

but an

ill

cies, to

:

:

covetousness, in a fourth levity, and so on.
assaults of this sin, provided

we indulge

it

Now
not,

I say the frequent

but by setting double

guards, labour to keep ourselves from our own iniquity, as David did.
Psalm xviii. 23. will not infer the hypocrisy of our hearts.
Rule 'kAgreaterbackwardnessandindisposednesstooneduty rather
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ihan another^ doth not conclude the heart to he unsound andjhlse with
God, provided ive do not inwai^dly dislike and disapprove any duty of
religion,or except against it in our agreement with Christ,butthat it riseth merely from the present weakness and distemper we labour under.
There are some duties in religion, as suffering for Christ, bearing
sharp reproofs for sin, that even an upright lieart under a present
distemper, may find a great deal of backwardness and lothness to ;
yet still he consents to the law, that it is good, is troubled that he
cannot comply more cheerfully with his duty, and desires to stand
complete in all the will of God Perfection is his aim, and imper:

fections are his sorrows.

Some Christians have much ado to bring their hearts to fixed, solemn meditation their hearts fly off from it, but this is their burden,
that it should be so with them. True, it is a very dangerous sign of
hypocrisy, when a man's zeal runs out in one channel of obedience
only, and he hath not respect to all God's commandments
as phy;

;

one part of the body, when all the
rest is cold, is symptomatica!, and argues an ill habit
But whilst the
soul heartily approves all the will of God, and sincerely desires to
come up to it, and mourns for its backwardness and deadness to this
or that duty, and this is not fixed, but occasional, under some present
indisposition out of which the soul riseth by the same degrees as
sanctification riseth in him, and the Lord comes in with renewed
strength upon him ; this, I say, may consist, and is very ordinarily
found to be the case of upright-hearted ones.
Rule 5. The glances of the eye at self-ends in duties, whilst self
is not the loeight that moves the wheels, the principal end and design
we drive at, and whilst tlwse glances are corrected and mournedfor,
do not conclude the heart to he unsound and hypocritical in religion
For even among the most deeply sanctified, few can keep their eye
so steady and fixed with pure and unmixed respects to the glory of
God, but that there will be (alas too frequently) some by-ends,
sicians observe, the sweating of

:

!

insinuating and creeping into the heart.

These like the fowls, seize upon the sacrifice, let the soul take
what pains it can to drive them away It is well that our High-priest
bears the iniquities of our holy things for us.
Peter had too much
regard to the pleasing of men, and did not walk with that uprightness towards the Gentile Christians and the believing Jews, in the
matter of liberty as became him. Gal. ii. 13, 14. for which, as Paul
saith, he ought to be blamed, and he did blame him
But yet such a
failing as that in the end of his duty did not condemn him.
In public performances there may be too much vanity, in works of charity
too much ostentation these are all workings of hypocrisy in us, and
matters of humiliation to us but whilst they are disallowed, corrected, and mourned over, are consistent with integrity.
Rule 6. The douhts andfiars that hangupon, and perplex our spirits
about the hypocrisy ofour hearts, do not conclude that therefore we are
:

:

;

;
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God will not condemn every one for
a h^'pocrite that suspects, yea, or charges himself with hypocrisy.
Holy David thought his heart was not right with God, after that
great slip of his in the matter of Uriah
and therefore begs of God
to renew aright spirit in him, Psal. li. 10, 11, 12. his integrity was
indeed wounded, and he thought destroyed by that fall.
Holy Mr. Bradford so vehemently doubted the sincerity of his
heart, that he subscribed some of his letters, as Mr. Fox tells us, John
Bi'adford the hypocrite ; a very 'painted sepulchre : And yet in so
saying, he utterly misjudged the state and temper of his own soul.

wJtat ice fear ourselves to he.

;

SECT.

II.

ELL

then, let not the upright be unjust to themselves in
V T
censuring their own hearts ; they are bad enough, but let us not
make them worse than they are, but thankfully own. and acknowledge the least degrees of grace and integrity in them ; and possibly
our uprightness might be sooner discovered to us, if, in a due composure of spirit, we would sit down and attend the true answers of
our own hearts to such questions as these are.
Quest. 1. Do I make the approbation of God, or the applause of
men, the very end and main design of my religious performances,
according to 1 Thess. ii. 4. Col. iii. 23. will the acceptation of my
duties with men satisfy me, whether God accept my duties and
person or not ?
Quest. 2. Is it the reproach and shame that attends sin at present,
and the danger and misery that will follow it hereafter, that restrains
me from the commission of it ? Or is it the fear of God in my soul,
and the hatred I bear to it as it is sin ? according to Psal. xix. 12.
and Psal. cxix. 113.

Quest. 3. Can I truly and heartily rejoice to see God's work carried
on in the world, and his glory promoted by other hands, though I
have no share in the credit and honour of it, as Paul did ? Phil. i. 18.
Quest. 4. Is there no duty in religion so full of difficulty and selfdenial, but I desire to comply with it ? And is all the holy and good
will of God acceptable to my soul, though I cannot rise up with like

readiness to the performance of all duties; according to that pattern?
Psal. cxix. 6.

Am I sincerely resolved to follow Christ and holiness at
however the aspects of the times be upon religion ? Or do
I carry myself so warily and covertly as to shun all hazards for religion having a secret reserve in my heart to launch out no farther
than I may return with safety; contrary to the practice and resolution
of upright souls.? Psalm cxvi. 3. Psal. xliv. 18, 19. Rev. xxii. 11.
Quest. 6. Do I make no conscience of committing secret sins, or
neglecting secret duties ? Or am I conscientious both in the one and
the other, according to the rules and patterns of integrity ? Matth.
Quest. 5.

all seasons,

;

vi.

5, 6. Psal. xix. 12.
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A

few such questions solemnly propounded to our own hearts, in
a calm and serious hour, would sound them, and discover much of
their sincerity towards the Lord.

A ND

SECT. III.
as upright hearts are too apt to apply to themselves the
threats and miseries of hypocrites, so hypocrites, on the contrary,
are as apt to catch hold of the promises and privileges pertaining to
believers.

To
souls,

detect therefore the soul-damning mistakes of such deceived
that these following rules might be studied, and faithfully

O

applied to their conviction and recovery.
llule 1. It is not enough to clear amanfiomhypocrisy, that he knows
not himself to be an hypocrite. All hypocrites are not designing hypocrites ; they deceive themselves as well as others " Many will say
" to me in that day. Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name,'""
Hell will be a mere surprisal to multitudes of
&c. MaM;. vii. 22.
professors a man may live and die in a blind, ungrounded confidence
of his safe condition, and not fear his ruin till he begin to feel it.
Rule 2. Zeal andjbrwardness in the cause of God, and for the reJbrmation of his worship, will not clear a man from the danger of hypocrisy. Jehu was a zealous reformer, and yet but a painted sepulchre.
In the year 1549, reformation grew so much in reputation, even among
the nobles and gentry in Germany, that many of them caused these
five letters, V. D. M. I. jE. being the initial letters of these words,
Verhwn Domini manet in ccternum : i. e. The ivord of the Lord
abideth for ever, to be wrought, or embroidered, or set in plates,
some upon their cloaks, and others upon the sleeves of their garments ; to shew to all the world, saith my * author, that forsaking
all popish traditions, they would now cleave to the pure doctrine and
:

:

discipline of the eternal

Word.

And no doubt

they would have been as good as their word, if what
was embroidered on their cloaks, had been engraven on their hearts
but, Come, see my zeal, mars all.
Rule 3. It is no sufficient evidence of a marts own integrity, that
he hates hypocrisy in another: for, as one proud man may hate another, and he that is covetous himself, will be apt to censure another
for being so ; lusts may be contrary to one another, as well as all
of them contrary to grace ; so may an hypocrite loath that in another, which yet he alloweth in himself: Nay, it is the policy of some
to declaim against the hypocrisy of others, thereby to hide their
own. Hypocrites are none of the most modest censurers of others,
Psal. XXXV. 16.
salt jest seasoned their meat.
Rule 4. The mere performance of private duties will not clear a
man from hypocrisy. The influence of education, or support of reputation, or the impulse of a convinced conscience may induce a man to

A

•

John Wolfty Lett. Memor.

Tovu
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;
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and

3'et all this

hungry and

may not be carried thither with
God it is not the matter of any

while his heart

thirsty desires after

:

duty that distinguishes the sound and unsound professors; but the
motives, designs, and ends of the soul in them.
Rule 5. The vogue and opinions yoii have got among Chrtstians,
of your sincerity, will not be sufficient to clear you from the danger
of hypocrisy. Christ tells the angel of Sardis, Rev. iii. 1. " Thou
" hast a name that thou livest, and art dead."" The fall of Hymeneus
and Philetus could never have shaken the faith of the saints as it
did, had they not had great credit in the church, and been men of
renown for piety among them.
Rule 6. Your respects and love to them that are the sincere and
vpright servants of God, will not clear you from the danger of being
liypocrites yourselves

;

for the bare loving of a Christian

is

not

and evidential of a man''s own Christianity, except
he love him, q^ia talis, as he is a Christian, or as he belongs t6 Christ
and so his sincerity becomes the attractive of thy affection. There
are a thousand by-considerations and respects that may kindle a
man's love to the saints, besides their integrity.
characteristical

SECT. IV.

^

y

ELL,

ov/n heart,

then, if thou wouldst indeed see the unsoundness of thy
as these to thy-

propound such heart-sounding questions

self.

Do

my

heart to approach unto God in the
course of my duties ? Or do I go in the round of duties, taking no heed
to my heart in them ? If so, compare this symptom of thy hypocrisy
with that in 2 Kings x. 3. and that in Ezek. xxx. 31, 32.
I not swayed and moved by self-interest and carnal
Quest. 2.
3'espects in the ways of religion, the accommodation of some worldly
If so, how
interest, or getting a name and reputation of godliness
Quest. 1.

I engage

Am

.''

apparently do the same symptoms of hypocrisy appear upon my soul,
v/hich did upon Judas, John xii. 6. and on Jehu, 2 Kings ix. 13, 14.
Quest. 3. Have I not some secret reserves in my heart, notwithstanding that face and appearance of zeal which I put on ? Certainly
if there be any sin that I cannot part with, any suffering for Christ
which I resolve against in my heart I am none of his disciples, my
heart is not right with God, the searcher of hearts himself being
;

Judge, Luke

xiv. 26, 27.

conscience do I make of secret sins ? Do I mourn
wandering thoughts, spiritual deadness ? And do I
conscientiously abstain from the practice of secret sins, when there is
no danger of discovery, no fear of forfeiting my reputation by it Is
it God's eye, or man's, that awes me from the commission of sin? Certainl}^ if I allow myself in secret sins, I am not of the number of
God's upright people, whose spirits are of a contrary temper tomme,
Psal. cxix. 113. and Psal. xii. 12.
Quest.

4.

What

for a vain heart,

.'^
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WILL shut up all with five or six concluding counsels, (which the
Lord impress upon the heart of him that writes, and those that shall
read them) to preserve and antidote the soul against the dangerous
insinuation and leaven of hypocrisy.
Counsel 1. Intreat the Lord night and day ^ for a renewed and
right spirit. All the helps and directions in the world will not antidote and preserve you from hypocrisy ; nothing will be found able to
keep you right, till sanctification hath first set you right. Ezek.
xxxvi. 27. "I will put my Spirit within you; and cause you to walk
"

in

my

statutes.""

A bowl may keep by a strait line,

so long as the impressed force of
remains strong upon it ; but as that Av^ears
off, so its motion fails, and its own basis sways and turns it.
fright
of conscience, a pang of warm affection, or the influence of some
great example or a good education, may influence an unrenewed sou),
and push it on the w^ay of salvation for a season ; but the heart so
influenced, must, and will return to its own natural course again.
And I think there wants nothing but time, or a suitable temptation,
to discover the true temper of many a professor's spirit pray, therefore, as that holy man did, Psal. cxix. 80. " Let my heart be sound
" in thy statutes, that I be not ashamed."
Counsel 2. Always suspect and examine your ends in what you do.
Sincerity and hypocrisy lie much in your ends and designs ; as they
are, so are you.
The intentions of the heart lie deep ; a man may do
the same action to an holy end, and his person and service be accepted
with God ; which another doing for a corrupt end, it may be reckoned his sin, and both his person and service be abhorred by the
Lord.
find two men riding in one chariot, and both of them
concerned in the same expedition, Jehu, the son of Nimshi, and Jonadab, the son of Rechab, 2 Kings x. 15, 23.
But though the work
they engaged in was one, and the same, yet the different ends they
aimed at, made the same action an excellent duty in Jonadab, and an
act of vile hypocrisy in Jehu Idem quod duo faciunty non est idem :
It was the saying of a good soul, commended for a good action
the
work indeed is good, but I fear the ends of it. Self ends are creepino-,

the hand that delivered

it

A

:

We

:

:

and

insinuatincj thins^s into the best actions.

Counsel

Scare yourselves with the daily Jears of the sin that is
the misery that willfollow hypocrisy.
171,
Look upon it as the
most odious sin in the eyes of God and men ; to want holiness is
bad enough, but to dissimulate and pretend it, when we have it not,
is double impiety
to make religion, the most glorious thing in the
world, a mere stirrup to preferment, and a covert to wickedness: O
how vile a thing is it God made Christ a sacrifice for sin, and the
3.

and

:

!

hypocrite will make him a cloak for sin.
And as to the punishments that follow it, they are suitable to the
nature of the sin for as hypocrisy is out of measure sinful, so the re:

Pp4
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ward and punishment of

it will be out of measure dreadful.
Mat,
xxiv. 51. " He shall cut him asunder, and appoint him his portion
" with hypocrites; there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth."

Counsel

Be daily at worh

4,

breed hypocrisy.

It

is

in the mortification

plain, without

much

of those lusts

that

sifting, that pride, vain-

glory, self-love,

and a worldly heart, are the seeds out of which this
cursed plant springs up in the souls of men.
Dig but to the root,
you shall certainly find these things there ; and till the Lord help you
to kill and mortify these, hypocrisy wilf spring up in all your duties
to
God, and in all your converses with men.
Counsel 5. Attend the native voice ofyour own consciences in the
day of sickness, fear or trouble, and take special notice
of its checks
or vijbraldings, which like a stitch in your side, will gird at such
times : Commonly in that lies your greatest danger: Beware of that
evil which conscience brands and marks at such times, whether it
be
your living in the practice of some secret sin, or in the neglect of some
known duty: These frights of conscience mark out the corruption,
wherein your danger mostly lies.

Counsel.

Let us

6.

all that 'profess religion he

the profession a7id practice

of

if,

unform and steady in
without politic reserves, and by-ends.

O

take heed of this Laodicean neutrality and indifferency which
Christ hates
Be sure your ground be good, and then be sure you
stand your ground.
The religion of time-servers is but hypocrisy
:

They have sluices in their consciences which they can open or shut as
occasion requires ; Every fox will at least have two holes to his den,
that if one be stopt, he may escape at the other.
The hypocrite
poiseth himself so evenly in a mediocrity, that, asitis said of Baldwin,
Let Anthony win, let Augustus win,"'all is one: So let Christ win,
or let Antichrist win, he hopes to make every wind that can blow
him to the port of his own interest.
hypocrite hath always more of the moon than of the sun ;
little light, many spots, and frequent changes
It is easier to him to
bow to the cross, than to bear the cross ; to sin, than to suffer.
Our own story tells us of a poor simple woman that lived both in
the reign of queen Mary and queen Elisabeth, and would constantly
say her prayers both in Latin and English, that she might be sure
serviceable to waft

The

:

to please one^ side or other

him

best.

What is noted

and

let God, said she, take which likes
as an act of ridiculous simplicity in her, the
;

time-serving hypocrite accounts a point of deep policy in himself
The times under Dioclesian were Pagan ; under Constantine,
Christian; under Constantius, Arian ; under Julian, Apostate; and

under Jovian, Christian again
years, the age of one man.

among

the

men of

:

And all this within the space of seventy

O

what

that generation

shifting

and

shuffling

The changes

was there

of weather shew
the unsoundness of men's bodies, and the changes of times, the unsoundness of their souls.
Christian, if ever thou wilt manifest and maintain thine integrity^
!
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bo a man but of one design, and be sure that be an honest and good
design, to secure heaven, whatever becomes of earth
To hold fast
integrity, whatever thou art forced to let go for its sake.
Take heed of pious frauds Certainly it was the devil that first
married these two words together, for they never did, nor can agree
betwixt themselves, nor was ever such a marriage made in heaven.
Never study to model religion, and the exercises thereof, in a consistency with, or subserviency to your fleshly interests
If your reli:gion be but a mock religion, your reward shall be but a mock heaven,
:

:

:

that

a real hell.
O the vanity and inutility of these projects and designs Men strive
to cast themselves into such modes, and stint themselves to such measures of religion, as they think will best promote, or secure their earthly
interests: but it often falls out, contrary to their expectation, that their
deep policies are ridiculous follies ; they become the grief and shame
of their friends, and the scorn and song of their enemies. And often
it fares with them, as with him that placed himself in the middle
of the table, where he could neither reach the dish above him, nor
that below him, Esuriicnt medii, <^c. and, which is the very best of
is

!

earthly interest be accommodated by sinful neutrality, and a
Laodicean indifferency in religion, yet no good man should once
feel a temptation to embrace it, except he think what is wanting in
the sweetness of his sleep, may be fully recompensed to him bv the
it, if

stateliness of his bed, and richer furniture of his chamber ; I rnean
that a fuller and higher condition in the world, can make him amends
for the loss of his inward peace, and the quiet repose of a good con-

science

:

These by-ends and

self-interests are the little

passages

through which hypocrisy creeps in upon the professors of religion.
O let this be your rejoicing, which was Paul's, " The testimony
" of your conscience, that in all sincerity and godly simplicity, not
" in fleshly wisdom, but by the grace of God, you have had your
" conversation in this world,'' 2 Cor.
12.
Let that be your daily prayer and cry to heaven, which was
David's, Psal. xxv. 2L " Let integrity and uprightness preserve
" me, for I wait on thee."
Counsel 7. Keep your hearts day and Jiight under the awe of Gocts
all-seeing eye : Remember he beholds all your ways, and ponders
all your thoughts
how covertly soever hypocrisy may be carried
for a time, all must and will out at last, Luke xii. 3.' Secrcsy is
the main inducement to hypocrisy, but it will fall out with the
hypocrite, as it did with Ottocar the king of Bohemia, who refused
to do homage to llodolphus the emperor, till at last chastised with
war, he w^as content to do him homage privately in a tent: But the
tent was so contrived by the emperors servants, that by drawing one
cord, it was taken all away
and so Ottocar was jiresented on his
knees doing homage in view of three armies.
Reader^ Awe thy heart with God's eye, know that he will bring
i.

;

;
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Thus did Job, and it preserved
every secret thing into judgment
4.
and it preserved him, Psal.
xxxi.
Thus
did
David,
him, Job
1,
xviii. 21, 22, 23.
Thus do thou also, and it will preserve thee blameless and without guile to the day of Christ.

A

TOKEN FOR MOURNERS:
OJl

THE

ADVICE OF CHRIST TO A DISTRESSED MOTHER,
BEWAILISG THE DEATH OF HER DEAR AND ONLY SOX :

Wherein

the Boundaries of Sorrow are duly fixed. Excesses recommon Pleas answered, and divers Rules for the

strained, the

support of God's

afflicted

Ones prescribed.

THE EPISTLE DEDICATORY.
To

his dearly hcJoved brother
the

Author

and

sister,

Mr.

K'isheth grace, mercy,

J. C. and Mrs. E,
and peace

C.

DEAR FRIEKDS,

X HE

double tye of nature and grace, beside the many endearing
passages that for so many years have linked and glewed our affections so intimately, cannot but beget a tender sympathy in me with
you under all your troubles, and make me say of every affliction which
I find it is with our affections as with the
befals you, Half's mine.
strings of musical instruments exactly set at the same height, if one

be touched, the other trembles, though it be at some distance.
Our affections are one, and so in a great measure have been our

You cannot forget that in the years lately past, the
Almiohtv visited mv tabernacle with the rod, and in one year cut off
afflictions also.

Till

"'

the root, and the branch, the tender motner, and the only
the effects of those strokes, or rather of ray own unWhat
son.
mortified passions were, I have felt, and you and others have heard.

from

it

Yea, I may
Surely I was as a bullock unaccustomed to the yoke.
say with them. Lam. iii. 19, 20. " Remembering mine affliction and
" my misery, the wormwood and the gall, my soul hath them still

"

in

remembrance, and

is

humbled

in me.''

